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ATMOSPHERE TRANSMISSION COMPUTER PROGRAM CP1
By D. E. Pitts, T. L. Barnett, C. L. Korb,
Walter Hanby,* and Alyce E. Dillinger*
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
SM?P,RY
All Earth resources remote-sensing techniques are affected, to some
degree, by the atmosphere lying between the sensor and the test site. The com-
puter program described herein allows the effects of atmospheric absorption and
emission by carbon dioxide, water vapor, methane, nitrous oxide, carbon monox-
ide, and ozone to be assessed so that correction techniques can be devised and
tables for atmospheric correction algorithms can be talc-ulated. The absence of
carbon monoxide data on the data tape, however, limits calculations to the
remaining five gases. The program incorporates `ate, from wavelengths of 0.69
,o approximately 20 micrometers, generated by R. Calfee of the rational Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration, but can incorporate other line--by-line data in
the proper format. The atmosphere is divided into layers (^30), each of equal
mass, and is defined by significant levels of either radiosonde data or a
model atmosphere. Both upwelling and downwelling emissions are calculated to
enable simulation of both terrestrial and spaceborne measurements. The program
is designed so that punched cards can be produced for use in other computer
programs. Sample runs for both radiosonde data and laboratory data are pro-
vided in the appendixes.
INTRODUCTION
The objectives of the NASA Earth Observations Program are to determine the
performance capabilities of various sensors, to identify signature criterie of
resources, to develop new sensors and systems, to devise analysis systems and
procedures, and to demonstrate applications using these tools. The laboratory
usually affords the best testing environment for a sensor, but the type of tar-
get, the conditions of the signal path, and other testing parameters are lim-
ited. Because the'laboratory environment is usually restrictive, a successful
laboratory test of the sensor is necessary but not sufficient to ensure proper
operation of the sensor in the real environment. Therefore, much of the test-
ing is performed in*an environment that duplicates the conditions under which
the instrument is expected to operate. The success of the testing under such
conditions requires that the data concerning the environment between the
instrument platform and the test site be as accurate as possible.
This report was produced under Skylab EREP contracts EPN-582 and EPN-584.





The magnitude of the effect on the signal caused by interaction between
the atmosphere and the signal depends on the type of sensor used, the wave-
length employed, and the meteorological conditions prevailing at the time of
the measurement. Furthermore, the atmosphere can cause large deleterious
effects in some analysts systems (e.g., maximum-likelihood pattern recognition
computer programs); thus, the ansl.ysis system as well as the sensor and elec-
tronics must be evaluEted. Therefore, the output from the CP computer program
has been arranged so that punched cards can be produced for use in other com-
puter programs to predict the effect of the atmosphere or to correct the data
for atmospheric effects for a data collection and analysis system.
The computer program described herein allows the calculation of atmos-
pheric transmission due to carbon dioxide, water vapor, methane, nitrous oxide,
ozone, and carbon monoxide. Because no data exist on the data tape for the
last of these, however, carbon monoxide calculations are precluded. The pro-
gram incorporates data from wavelengths of 0.69 to approximately 20 micrometers
but can incorporate other line-by-line data in the proper format.
Appreciation is expressed to Dr. R. F. Calfee, who assisted the authors in
using his model and data, and to David Anding, who kindly ran his band model
for the Salem, Illinois, test case.
SYMBOLS
A	 full width at half maximum for triangular slit function, cm-1
BOUND
	
distance from a line at which the wings of the line must be con-
sidered (usually approximately 12 cm 1 ), cm7l
C15 C2	constants determined from the boundary conditions
CAYBUR	 dummy variable
VCONN = 
c	 speed of light, 3.0 x 101b cm/sec
DELV	 the increment in cm 1 for calculations of upwelling and down-welling
intensity, ^ 2; also distance the center of triangular slit is
moved to make the next intensity calculation.
DV
	
integration step within the triangular slit, eel
2
En(x)	 Kourganoff function, fo 1 Ij n-2 e -X/P dp
E"	 lower rotational energy level of the transition, cm-1
g	 acceleration due to gravity
Ibv(T)	 black body monochromatic intensity at T and v, W/(cm2.SVOIJm)
1 O	 monochromatic intensity of Sun or other source, W/(cm2•sr•um)
I+ TV 01	 monochromatic upward-welling radiation (intensity or radiance),
11	 //	
W/(cm2'sroum)
1- (T V ,11) monochromatic downward-welling radiation (intensity or radiance),
W/(cm2•sr•um)
TV	degraded intensity, W/(cm2• sr • Wn), averaged over frequency
0
i	 atmospheric layer index
i	 dummy variable representing atmospheric layers






2	 number of integration steps from v l - A to v  + A,
which is equal to 2A
'V
M	 mass oZ molecule, g
M*	 molecular weight of the atmosphere, g/(g•mole)





number of equal-mass layers in the atmosphere
monochromatic refractive index of the atmosphere
atmospheric pressure, atm
ambient atmospheric pressure for layer i, atm
1 atmosphere Pressure, atm (101 325 N12, 1013.25 mbar)
radius of planet
universal gas constant based on the carbon-12 atomic weight scale
in ergs/(K g•mole)
variable factor in equation (19), exponent which is a function of
the molecular species
line intensity at P and T, cn l/(molecule•cm-2)
line intensity at TO and P0 : cm 1/(g • cm 2 ) for water and
cm 
1/(molecule • cm) for carbon dioxide and other gases
dummy variable
temperature of the atmosphere as a function of z, K
base temperature for spectral lines = 296 K for Calfee data
temperature of the target, K
transmission for ith layer
transmission for all line--by-line calculations
dummy variable of optical depth
z
optical mass,	 p(z)dz, molecules/cm2fo
water-vapor optical mass, molecules/cm2





















0W 	 weighting function for do:mwelling intensity (unitless), derivative
of transmission with respect to altitude times Azi
W 	 weighting function for upwelling intensity (unitless), derivative oftransmission with respect to altitude times Azi
V	 variable factor in equation (18)









a	 Lorentz half width at P and T, cm 1
2k,T In 2
aC  = v0	
Met
a0	Lorentz half width at TD and P0 , CM-1
Azi	height of atmospheric layer i
Aul
	zenith extent of Sun or other source
Ac	 azimum,ial extent of Sun or other source
C	 gray-body emissivity assumed between v  and v2
S 	 monochromatic emissivity of target
6	 zenith angle, rad
u	 cos 6 (unitless)
Pi	position of Sun or other source (unitless)
I^
„
Pi	 cos 6i , where 8i = angle through ith layer
V	 frequency, cm 1
v0	frequency of line center, cm7l
v1
	frequency at beginning of calculation interval, cm'
v2	frequency at end of calculation interval, cm 1
P	 constituent gas density as a function of z, molecules/cm, 3
p u	monochromz°.%! ;,- reflectivity of target
GM




T0v	 monochromatic optical depth of the entire atmosphere (dimensionless)
z
Tv	 monochromatic optical depth,	 KVp dz (dimensionless)
0
azimuthal angle, rad





In many remote-sensing applications through the Earth atmosphere in
which scattering is not an important phenomenon and local thermodynamic equi-
librium can be approximated because of the lack of rapid chemical reactions,
the equations for radiative heat transfer can be written in the manner of hove
(ref. 1), as indicated by the following equations and diagram.
	














 `^v	 _ -I^ (TV"') + 21b, (T)(2)V





l 1177777	 7777777'77 TV = 0
where V = cos 9
9 = zenith angle
I+ ^TV ,u^ = monochromatic upward-welling radiation (intensity or radiance)
IV (TV
,^^ W monochromatic downward-welling radiation (intensity or radiance)
z





T OV = optical deptn of the entire atmosphere




P = constituent gas density as a function of altitude z
= azimuthal angle
n = refractive index
Ibv (T) = black-body intensity at atmospheric temperature T
v = frequency
The solutions to equations (1) and (2) for the case in which atmospheric
temperature is a function of altitude require the use of an integrating factor.
t-T









T y-TOV	 TOV 
t-t
u
IV (T V ,u) = C2e u	 n2	 e u Ibv(t}dt	 (^+)
1	 T V
where C1 and C2 are constants determined from the boundary conditions and
t is a dummy variable of optical depth. Assuming that the target is a diffuse
reflector p  having an emissivity e v and a temperature T  and located at
tV = 0, that p2 = o and Ib2(T2) = 0 at the top of the atmosphere
(tv _ TVO), and that the Sun or other source is illuminating the top of the
atmosphere with radiance IOV incident over the area represented by Au and
AO at 11
1
 and ^1 , respectively, the boundary conditions are as follows.
+	
pV 2^r 1	 {
IV f0 u) = svTbV(T1^	
o	 0 
1- ( O , pI )u' dP I d^'
Iv  
TOV ,P} _ nIOV	 (6) i
S
where, when the plateau function a = 0, (^ > ^ + ^ , ^ > Pl + 2^',
< ^l •-	 , and V < 
u
l - 2^ (i.e., the function is a rectangular box in the
middle of the (O,p) plane); 9 = 1 otherwise.
Solving for Cl
 and C2 in equations (3) and (4) by using equations (5)













I- ^TV ,K^ 	 62TOve u
TOV T-•t
+ n 2	 e u I.bv(t}dt
TV
(8)
The two most important cases of remote sensing through an atmosphere are
covered by equations (7) and (8): sensing upwelling radiance (eq. (7))
reflected and/or emitted from a target using downward-looking sensors and
I'	 sensing downwelling radiance (eq. (8)) from targets. In both cases, the equa-
tions are general and account for both monochromatic absorption and reradia-
f,	 tion by the atmosphere for targets at any altitude in or above the atmosphere
(arbitrarily cal e . d T
v

























-TV 	 TOv T-t
+ 2pVn2e	 a 
III 
Tbv (t)d1i I dt
0 O
T t-Tv
+ n2 	e u	 ( 9 }
0 ji Tbv
(t)at
By taking the Limit at small Au for the upper radiation source and introduc-































	 u	 Ov v	 1
	
(TV ,ji) = Evlbv (T1^ e	 +	 e	 ul 411
-TVTOV





+ n2 	 a I^v (t)dt'	 (11)
0
In the case of most natural targets, the value of cv is approximately
0.9 or higher for wavelengths of 4 to 20 micrometers and thus causes pv to
be small. Thus, for remote-sensing measurements, the reflectance of atmos-
pheric downwelling flux usually is negligible except when sensing is being
attempted in or very near strongly absorbing bands from low-altitude platforms
j	 or wb-n sensing is done at a very large angle from nadir, for which p  is




2pvn2e	 E2(T - t)7.bv(t)dt
0
i.













is usually small as well, but is larger than the third term since the source
considered is often the Sun. The second term should always be a strong candi-
date for inclusion at wavelengths <4 micrometers and should be included for
specular reflectances at any wavelength.
For most purposes, it is therefore possible to simplify equation (11) to
-T	 T t-TV	 2 V	 V
Iv (zV ,u} = EV1bv(T1) e u + n	 e 




The terms in equations (8) and (12) are calculated in finite difference
form by assuming a refractive index of unity. The optical depth T V in finite
difference form is
NN
.r =	 K^.pi Azi
	(13)
where NN is the number of equal-mass layers i (usually NN ? 10). The
monochromatic intensity transmitted through the atmosphere (where 3 is a
dummy variable representing• atmospheric layers and E is gray-body emissivity











The upward-,e-mitted intensity, designated in the printout (appendixes A and B)










and the downward-emitted intensity, designated in the printout (appendixes A













Thus, the terms in equations (8) and (12) can be calculated for t.Ae Lorentz
broadening of the line shape, where
Kv =	 Sa 2
	 2	 (17)7rKV-vOl +al
where




SO ^ exp	 kT0 T	
(1$)
T r




where k is the Boltzmann constant, TO = 296 K. and PO = 1 atmosphere =
1013.25 X 102 N/m2 (1013.25 millibars); r is 0.62, U.5$, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, and
0.5, and w is 1.5, 1.0, 1.5, 1.5, 1.0, and 1.5, for water, carbon dioxide,
ozone, nitrous oxide, carbon monoxide, and methane, respectively; E" is the
13
lower rotational energy level of the transition; SO is the line intensity in
cm-
1
 /(molecule*cm- 2 ); a0 is the Lorentz half width; and v 0 is the frequency
at a line center. These last four parameters are obtained from a magnetic tape
containing data for carbon dioxide, water, nitrous oxide, ozone, and methane
(ref. 3). These data, a sample of which is shown in appendix C, are obtainable
from the authors of this report on request. Other data can be used just as
easily .pith the program, provided that the format and parametric units are the
same or that statement 151 of the main program car. be changyd to accommodate
other data tape formats ( ref. 4). The relationships between the units for
optical mass U, for K0 (v), and for S indicated in the list of symbols in
this document and the older units are given in table I, taken from reference 5•
Because the absorption at any frequency v results not only from lines
near that frequency but also from the wings of nearby lines, the absorption
coefficient must include contributions from these sources. This procedure is
accomplished by summing all values of v for v0 ± BOUND, where BOUND is
the distance from a line at which the wings of the line must be considered.






v - ^r ^
	 iV-V'12+aVr
V I =vim BOUND
For low pressures, the predominant broadening effect is caused by the
motion of the molecules (Doppler broadening). To account for this effect and
for the transition between Lorentz and Doppler broadening, the Voigt profile
(refs. 6 and 7) is used to calculate the absorption coefficient (KV ) when











Y =	 In 2







S In 2110 = ad	 n
c = speed of light
M = mass of the molecule
For very low pressures, equation (21) approaches Doppler broadening; for higher
pressures, it approaches Lorentz broadening.
Because remote sensing is accomplished with instruments of finite bend-
width, equations (14) to ( 16) are integrated over a triangular instrument
function o*(v) = A - Ivi - vl, where vi - A 5 v < vi + A, as indicated by the
E
following diagram, in which A is one-half the width of the slit triangle















where the normalized instrument f=ction a(v) is defined by







and this step is performed for each v 0 value from v  to v2 so that
a
vi+A
Tv	 I a(v)dv	 (24)
0 fV-AI
Thus, the average intensity transmitted upward through the atmosphere plus that










2 m-k NN	 NN
u
	
















For a target of intensity 1 0 in or above the atmosphere, the average inten-
sity transmitted through the atmosphere plus that emitted downward for one
position of the filter function at v  will be
^- ^ pj dz3
m^^	 N^
_	 u1









A m=1 i=1 ^'
 J=1
where NN = number of Layers chosen for the atmosphere, i = one layer in the
atmosphere, X = number of integration steps from v i - A to vi + A, 7V,
and m = one interval in frequency.
Thus, equations (25) and (26) describe the degraded intensities 1+ and
_	 0
Iv
 , which are upwelling and downwel:ling intensities, respectively, for a gray
0




ZVk (TV ,11 ) = PIOve u











The two terms in each equation are calculated in finite difference form
and are printed and punched out by the computer program. To enable the
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calculation of equations (25) and (26), two computer programs were integrated.
One of these (ref. 3) is used to calculate a monochromatic atmospheric trans-
mission spectrum for one layer of the atmosphere and then to degrade this spec-
trum to the desired wavelength resolution as it might be observed with a
spectrometer. The other program (ref. 8) affords a self-consistent method for
calculating the state of the atmosphere on a refracted path throagh a spherical
atmosphere, between two specified points, on the basis of radiosonde data or
model atmosphere data (ref. 9).
The combination of the two programs, using a layered atmosphere
(530 layers), produces high-resolution2 transmission and emission over any path
by using realistic model atmospheres that can then bF degraded to the appro-
priate resolution. The model can be used to correct upward-, sideward-, or
downward-looking instruments of either high or low spectral resolution in the
frequency rang: of 0.7+2 to 1.4415 X 104
 em 1 . The data include 15 250 lines
of carbon dioxide, water vapor, ozone, nitrous oxide, and methane. Moreover,
the model includes all significant levels of water vapor and as many as
30 layers of differing concentrations of carbon dioxide, ozone, nitrous oxide,
carbon monoxide, and methane. Furthermore, this computer program is not
restricted to the Earth atmosphere. Any atmosphere for which any of the five
constituent gases is appropriate may be studied by changing the molecular
weight of the gas M*, the radius of the planet R, the acceleration of gravity
g, and CONN, which equals =921a where RO is the universal gas constant, to
the appropriate planetary values in the main program data statement.
Another calculation added was that of weigh-ting functions for downwelling
intensity (which is the derivative of transmission with respect to altitude
times Az,i)
t-^	 2 m-lZ i»lu
Wid = e u dt ` Avn2	
.F








2Resolution should not be pushed beyond 2 or 3 cm-1 because C
presses the lines within each 1-CM -1 interval into one or two equi
"compressed" lines for each species.
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These functions are required for inputs to inversion routines that derive
temperature structure from the upwelling radiance in the 14- to 15-micrometer
wavelength region and water-vapor specific himiidity structure from the upwell-
ing radiance at wavelengths of 6.3 to 7.0 micrometers and a knowledge of the
temperature structure. Chahine ( ref. 10), Barnett (ref. 11), and Smith
(ref. 12) have shown that it is necessary to have weighting functions for a
class of atmospheric conditions near the solution to ensure rapid convergence.
Continuum
The wave number region between 800 and 1250 per centimeter encompasses the
continuum absorption due to water vapor. Calfee has used the continuum absorp-
tion coefficient given by Burch ( ref. 13) for this region. First, he uses the
optical mass of water vapor (U i in molecules/cm ) to calculate the partial
pressure due to water vapor (W1 i ) for the ith layer.
u.TU.
Wl. =	 ^ i	 (31)
I- 
Azi 	7.349 x 1021
PHi = x-1411 + 0.005 ^ ^ Pi + Wlil	 (32)1	 .
`	 CAYBUR = -0.0665335 x 10-
29
 v3 + 0.3721108 k 10-26v2
-0.5971389 X 1023 v + 0.3113485 X 10-20	 (33)
SAY = U  * (CAY + CAYBUR * PH i)	 (34)
T.
x = T i,mono. 	 * exp (-SAY)	 (35)
19
1where	 Ti = transmission for ith layer
T.	 = transmission for all line-by-line calculations
a,mono
v = frequency, cm_'
CAYBUR = dummy variable
SAY = dummy variable
Pi
 = ambient atmospheric pressure for layer i, atm
U  = molecules/cm2 of water vapor
Azi = vertical path length through ith layer
Pi = cos 01 , where 91 = angle through ith layer
I'lli = water-vapor partial pressure, atm
Program Description and Operating Instructions
The CP program uses a Univac 1108 ccisputer with four tape drives. The
program tape is on unit C, the data tape is on unit A, and the scratch tape is
on unit B. A tape drive is also used to produce microfilm plot results on a
General Dynamics 4060 blotter. If plot results are not desired or if the
required hardware is not available, FORTRAN statements 335 to 348 should be
removed. An option is available for producing results on punched
cards, if desired.
The program is written in FORTRAN 5 language and, with storage, requires
approximately 44K words. Only standard library routines compatible with
FORTRAN 4 are used. No overlays are used. The subroutines MODATM, ATMOS3,
INPUT, REFRAC, PATH, COSINV, SININV, Q, ALTITU, PRES, E,.R, and F are routines
used to describe the atmospheric properties. These routines are described in
reference 8. All these routines are usually used by MODATM, which is the sub-
routine called by the main program CP. The purpose of each of these subpro-
grams and its arguments are also defined in comment cards placed in the
subroutine.
The computer function XK (which is called by the main program CP) calcu-
lates the Voigt spectrum line profile (eq. (21)) by means of the routines XK1,
XK2, and XK3. The arguments of XK, X and Y, are defined in equs+,ion (21).
For detailed calculations involving the solar intensity reflection or
the reflection of atmospheric emission as shown in equation (11), multiple
20
executions of the program are necessary. A separate run is required to calcu-
late equations (14) to (16) for each required path through the atmosphere.
The triangular instrument function is adequate for narrow-band spectrom-
eters; for instruments of wider band pass, it is necessary to place a P in
column 1 of card type 1. This step results in punching cf two types of cards.
The first type will punch v (cm 1 ), transmission, and transmitted radiance
1X, F9.2, E13.3, and E13.3. The second type will punch v (cm 1 ), downwellinng-
emitted radiance, and upwelling-emitted radiance 1X, F9.2, E13.3, and E13.3.
These cards can then be used with the appropriate filter functions for calcu-
lations of the wide-band response of instruments to various concentrations of
gases and various model atmospheres.
A source code listing of all required software is given in appendix A.
The listing comprises 1355 FORTRAN cards. A detailed flow chart of the CF
program is shown in figure 1. The number of input cards required varies from
as few as 20 that might be used in a 10-layer prediction of laboratory trans-
mission for one spectral region (5160 to 5200 em ^") (appendix B, section 2) to
approximately 35 that might be encountered when using a 10-layer prediction of
atmospheric transmission through a radiosonde-specified atmosphere for three
spectral regions (1150 to 1300, 550 to 700, and 700 to 850 cur l ) (appendix B,
section .4 ). Sample runs are provided in these same sections of appendix B for
the :inp::t cards shown, and the generalized input format is presented in
appendix B, section 1.
A small section of the 15 250 lines of data stored on the data tape is
presented in appendix C. A typical run of a 10-layer model +sing radiosonde
data for three 150-cm7 1 spectral regions will require approximately 10 minutes
of computer time. However, run time is a function of the number of spectral
lines in the chosen spectral interval, and some runs have required as many as
45 minutes on the Univac 1108 computer. The number of pages usually produced
is approximately 50 per spectral interval chosen, provided weighting functions
are printed. If weighting functions are not printed out, approximately 10
pages would be printed. Because the program is cyclic and returns to read
additional spectral interval cards, the terminating conditions usually result
from an attempt to read an end-of-file card.
COMPARISONS TO TEST DATA AND LIMITATIONS
OF THE MODEL
Comperisons were made with laboratory spectra to perform necessary but
insufficient test y of the model. The model reproduces Calfee origin--I water-
transmission data (ref. 3) wel for 0.01 and 0.1 centimeter of precipitable
water at 1 atmosphere pressure at frequencies between 5182 and 5193 per centi-
meter (figs. 2 and 3). For low pressure, the model underestimated the ozone
absorption by a factor of approximately 2 at wave numbers between 940 and
l
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1120 per centimeter (fig. u). The CP model reproduces carbon dioxide data well
for pressures of 1.00, 0.0857, and 0.02053 atmosphere except at wave numbers
between 600 and 660 cm7l for the lower pressures (figs. 5 to 7). One set of
carbon dioxide lines at wave numbers between 644 and 650 cm-1 is evidently mis-
sing from the data in figure 7. The comparison of spectra taken from an RB-57F
aircraft flying over the Gulf of Mexico to CP predictions from the sake
Charles, Louisiana, radiosonde on April 30, 1970, is shown in figure 8. A com-
parison of Skylab S19:1 spectra of Monroe Reservoir to those predicted by the CP
program using radiosonde data from nearby Salem, Illinois, for June 10, 1973,
is shown in figure 9. Because the amount of ozone in the atmosphere is unknown,
test cases were run for optical masses of both m144 and 0.144 atm•cm.
The results of Kunde and others (ref. 19) afford a comparison of a line--
by-line model to Nimbus 4 interferometer data of 5 percent in the 425- to 550-
per-centimeter water continuum and the 750- to 1200-per-centimeter atmospheric
window and 5 to 10 percent in the 667-per-centimeter carbon dioxide absorption
region. The absolute accuracy was 5 to 10 percent for each of the parameters:
measured radiances, in situ measurements, and atmospheric transmittances. The
conclusion was that it is not possible to uniquely determine the error arising
from each source and that it is, therefore, very difficult to improve atmo-
spheric transmittances (predicted by a computer program) through the radiance
comparison technique. The results shown in figure 9 indicate a comparison
within 5 percent for the atmospheric window, but reveal larger errors outside
this region. Whether these errors arise from the CP program or the $191 spec-
trometer or from both is unknown. Some off-band contamination of the 6- to 9-
and 13.0- to 15.5-micrometer regions of the 5191 data has been identified that
causes radiance of these regions to 'be excessively high. The amount of this
correction is currently being determined by the sensor performance personnel at
the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The results of testing the CP program indicate that the best results can
be obtained in the near-infrared water bands. The absorption due to water va-
por and carbon dioxide in the thermal infrared band appeared to be less reli-
able in comparisona to spacecraft--acquired data and band models; however, nei-
ther of these tests is sufficient. Comparisons of laboratory carbon dioxide
transmission in the thermal infrared band show good agreement except in regions
where lines are known to be missing. Ine comparison of ozone transmission at a
wavelength of 9.6 micrometers to laboratory data showed unexpectedly large
differences.
. No testing has been done for the nitrous oxide or methane transmissions.
At present, the data used in the program are probably better known for carbon
dioxide, nitrous oxide, and water vapor than for ozone and methane. Although
E	
tests for all molecules and spectral regions have not been performed, the tests
i'	
have been sufficient to ensure that the program mechanics are sound and work
well on the Univac 1108 computer. Conversion to FORTRAN 4 for CDC or IBM
22
computers will no doubt require new tape read and-writ software. However, the
necessary changes should be simple, few, and obvious, because most FORTRAN coding
used here did not involve sophisticated FORTRAN 5 logic.
Lyndon R. Johnson Space Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
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TABLE I.- SUMMARY OF UNIT RELATIONSHIPS a
l precipitable centimeter crater = 1 g-em 2 Water}
Symbol and previous unit Multiply(b)g factor Current unit
U, atm- cm STP 1.219 x 10-2 x g-cm 2
U, g/cm2 82.06 x M at=-cm STP
U, atm -cm STP 2.689 x 1019 molecule•cm
-2
U, g/cm2 water 3.34 x 1022 molecules e	 2






KO (v), (g-cm 2 ) 1.219 x 1072 (atm-cm)-1 S'I'P273
K0 (v), (atm-cm) -1 STP 3.72 x 10-20 (molecule cm ,2)-
1
KO (v),	 (g • cm72 )-1 A (molecule •cm 2)-1
KO(v), (atm - cm) -1 STP 356 . 3 M d.B/(g-cri- 2)
KO (v), (atm - cm)-1 SW 4.343 dB/(atm - cm) STP
1
KO (v ), (g - cm 2)_ 4.343 dB/( g•cm72)
1



















S	 cm 1 M CM -1
g-cm 2 A molecule-cm 2
aData from reference 5.
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Figure 2.- Comparison of the predicted absorption for program CP with the original Deutschmann
and Calfee (ref. 3) single-layer water-vapor-absorption spectrum for the frequency range
5182 to 5193 per centimeter at a pressure of 1.0 atmosphere, at a concentration of 0.01
centimeter of precipitable water vapor for a temperature of 287.7 K, and for a spectral
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Figure 3.- Comparison of the predicted absorption for program CP with the original Deutschmann
and Calfee (ref. 3) single-layer water-vapor-absorption spectrum fox the frequency range
5182 to 5193 per centimeter at a pressure of 1.0 atmosphere, at a concentration of 0.1
centimeter of precipitable water vapor for a temperature of 287.7 K, and for a spectral
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Figure 5.— Comparison of predicted transmission for prog-am CP with the carbon dioxide
transmission of Drayson and others (ref. 16) for an equivalent pressure of 1.00 ataosphere
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Figure 6.- Comparison of predicted transmission for program CP With the carbon dioxide
transmission of 7rayson and others (ref. 16) for an equivalent pressure of 0.0857 atmosphere
and an optical mass of 212.1 atm•cm300 F•
1.0
0	 Lines of carbon
dioxide band missing
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Figure 7.- Comparison of low-resolution spectra (ref. 17) with theoretical calculations of
Drayson and others (ref. 16) and CP program for an equivalent pressure of 0.02053 atmosphere
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Wavelength, µm
O Intensity from the filter-wheel spectrometer ot,.ained by using preffight
and postflight calibrations
Nonlinear least-squares -fit black-body temperature = 297.1966 K
-- Predicted intensity upwelling frr±nti the uut:f of Mexico (T = 298.5 K)
accounting for transmission and emission o` the atmosphere using radiosonde
data from Lake Charles, Louisiana, April 30, 1970, at 00 : 00 G.m.t.
Figure 8.- Calibration performed on April 30, 1970, using the 3ulf of Mexico
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Figure 9.- Comparison of 5191 sensor output data for Monroe Reservoir with CP model and
w
	 Anding model radiosonde data from Salem, Illinois, on dune 10, 1973.
APPENDIX A — COMPUTER PROGRAM! LISTING
In this appendix, the CP computer program listing is presented. Five
gajes (ozone, nitrous oxide, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and methane)
and precipitable water for as many as 30 atmospheric layers are considered.
For the input card format and sample radiosonde and laboratory data runs,
see appendix B.




1N OOUI 031346 6146 0001	 001427 *3 4 6	 4DOI 001446 64 7 6 pool ODlS46 6756 0001, 001003 6N,.-0001 001556 73OG 0001	 001610	 71 3 6 	 0^O1 000127
	
75L 0001 000073 7 7 1- OOOI 002001 77SG
UOUO 030447 BF 0001	 001077	 61L	 !loch 03C6µ1	 842F 0000 031006 843F 0001 001130 69L
0001 001132 95L 0001	 0!11147	 99L	 0800 031103	 9991F 0001 002245 rl'i'bL 0001 002314 9999
0000 R 1110222 A 0000 R 030324 AP	 0006 R 007640 ALFAO 0006 033354 ANGFTN 0004 R 000000 AN$
0000 R 030322 8888 DnOO R 0303305 BD	 0000 R 030223 BOUN D 0006 R	 037511 CA 0003 R 000000 CAT
0000 R 030341 £A ► BUR 0006 R 03751 7 CNC	 0006 R 037707 CNM 0006 R 037613 CNN 0006 R	 037555 CMO
0006 R	 0 376 51 C14X 0004	 000044 CON"	 0000 R 00001 4 CONV 0000 R 0 3 0 274 CS I 0006 R	 03 7 503 CSI
0000 R 000000 CZ 0000 R 000006
 C 3	 0001; R 090114 DELP 4,`100 R 030260 OCLPT44 0000 R	 030217 DELV
DODO R	 X30251 OELZ 0(100 R 03024 7	DENRAR	 0000 R 030201	 DENX 0000 R	 030216 DV 0006 R	 017500 E
0006 R 037475 EF 0000 R 030236 EMISSF	 0000 R 030101 EN 000 R	 013560 EPR	 - 0006• R 037461 JA%/ k -
0006 H 000000 GNU 0000 R 030242 GNUBGN	 On00 R 030243 GNUEND 00011 1	 0 3 0212 1 0000 1	 0302711 IC
0000 E. 03031 4 ICPLT 0000	 1	 030213	 IDAVEI	 0000	 1 030266 IDIV 0000 1	 030252 I1--- GOOD 1-030 2S7 'a
0000 1030272 IS DODO	 1	 030273	 16	 0000	 1 030241	 1 0000 1	 030253 Jd 0000 1	 030270 R
0000 2 -010246- Rb1-G- 0005	 1 0000 74 K1	 0000 1 030260 K1 0000 1-430262 4---- 0000 1 0303 1L"AVE2
0000 1	 030267 LL 0000	 1	 030261	 H	 0000	 1 030256 ML 0006 1	 O33S94 HOL 0000 1	 030214 MI
0000 1 030320 NN 0000	 1	 03026 4 NUM	 0040	 1 030316 M1 0000 1	 030311 .M2	 - 00" R 011ul 000 —
0006 R 033260 P 0005 R 00003 6 PAT14M	 000^ R 01'255 POUM 0006 R	 033412 PH 0000 R 030233 PHIL
0000 R 030230 P641S 0000 R 030110 PP	 0005 R 030240 PP1 0005 R ODOl36 PSuRF 0000 R	 030215- pu*cIL-
0004 n00093 RE 0006 R 003720 5	 0000 R 030312	 SAT OOUO R 030263 SLIT 0000 R	 030265 SLTFTR
-- -0030 4-A4020111- S03tW 0000 R 0102 7 6 SGT ---	 0000 R 030326 SUM043 0006 R 0374s2-SUMT- 0000 a 03O3mSUMT4-
OODU R 03032 7 SUMUP3 0006 a 931516	 TEMP	 OVOO R 030235 TEMPSF 0000 R	 03022 4 TEK F O 0000 a	 030321 TF
0000 R 027671 TFPLT 0000 R 030 (4 THETAL	 0000 R 030231	 THETAS 0006 R 017500 TOTAL 0000 R 013601 Tft Tt-
OOUO R 030226 TRANCK 0000 R 030275 TT	 On DS R 000135	 UCONVI 0000 R 030323 UP W EL 0000 R	 030300 V
0000 R 030237 VAVG 0000 R 01031 5 VI
	
0000 R 030302 VMBNO 0000 R 030226 V0161 0000 a	 030303 VfV4
OOUO V	 1127161 VPLT 0000 R 000021	 VPLT1	 0000 R 03n277	 VV 0000 R 030220 VI 3000 R	 030221 V2
---	 0006 * 037746 R GOOD R 00001` iM TEW	 ODDS 000000 WATERM 0000 R 0302 9A;1111► 0006 a 040017
0000 R 030306 A 0011	 R 000000 XK	 n00D R 03030 7	T 0000 R 03030 4 2 0000 R	 0302gq ZOURR
-	
0000 11--030232 IL 0000 R 0302S4 2NEW-	 GOOD R 030227	 ZS 0001► R 00007""--
C00100 1• PROGRAM SLP A TH CALCULATES THE TRANSMISSION THROUGH THE ATMOSPHERE
00100 21k--- C DIVIDED	 44TO L*V440S DEMOTED 8 	 414 - - -- -
00100 3* C OV IS	 THEAVERAGING S T EP WITHIN	 THE
	
TRIANGULAR SLIT F UNCTION THAT
00100 4A C	 REPRESENTES THE	 INS T R4►MEMT RESPONSE - -	 - -
OOIOO S• C	 OV SHOULD USUALLY BE	 IN THE R ANGE OF	 •Ol TD	 .03	 C10140-1
00104	 -- 10- ---t- DV.AVAAA41N4-STEP- }N T*JAN4tf 1 DELV }611 *UST -if AN fMTEGER --- --
00100 76 C DELV 1S	 THE • INCRFMEN T 	OF	 SCAN	 - SKIP	 STEP OF	 TRIANGLE(PR1NT	 OUT	 INCREMENTI
00100 9• C	 VI IS	 THE MAYEMl1 NAER OF	 THE BEGI NN IN G OF	 THE TES T	INTERVAL	 ICM-II -
00100 9• C	 V2 IS	 THE WAVENUMSER	 OF	 THE ENO
00100 10• C	 A	 IS THE SIZE OF	 112 OF	 T HE	 TRIANGLE BASE IN MAVENUMAERS	 4010TH OF	 THE -- -------
00100 111, C	 112 POWFR POINT	 OF THE	 TRIANGLE
00100 124- C ROUND IS THE 04STAMCF ARAV-f RAM A LI NE THA T W INGS SMOt1LD " CONSIDER[0 4CM-41 --- —
00100 130 C	 TEMPO IS	 TLMPERATURE
	
IN DEGREES KELVIN 0296,0
00100 246 C	 IF TRA61CK	 IS	 •EO.A THEN REIGN TIN I: FUNCTION AND E M ISS I ON TERMS BILL BE CALC -	 - ---
00100 150 C DELV USUALLY	 TA K ES A	 VALUE	 RETPFEN	 A/2 AND 1
00100 166 C DV IS SUCH THAT
	
AlDV	 IS	 10	 O R	MORE,	 BUT SUCH THAT OV	 15 NOT LARGER
ODIOD 176 C	 THAN ABOUT	 0,05	 AT	 A PRESSURE	 OF	 I	 ATMOSPHERE
00100 1µ+1k- f	 tVI-V2*20A#26BUUNOI/DV MUST	 f tfSS THAN 2900 ---
00100 196 C 29A MUST	 BE GREATER	 THAN OELY-DV
00100 200 C 74415 PNGRRAFI WILL NOT ACCEPT MORE THAN 2040 CARDS OF LINE DATA --- - --
00100 21• C II.TOTAL
	
NUMBER OF	 LINES	 DETFPMI MED B y	THL	 COMPUTER
00100 22• C P.PRESSUNt
	
IN ATMOSPHERES --- - -
00100 230 C	 ZS 15	 THE	 AL T ITUDE	 OF	 THE	 SE N SOR	 IN	 KM
00100 2411k C	 P HIS IS TH{ LATITUDE Of	 THE	 SENSOR	 I N 0144EES	 44011TH	 35 POSITIVEI -- -
00100 25• C	 1HETAS IS	 THE	 LONGITUDE	 OF	 THE
	
SEN50 R IN DEGREES	 (*ES T	IS POSITIVE)
1W
----00100 26 n C ZL	 IS IHE ALTITUDE OF THE TARGET 	 IN KM
00100 27* C PH IL	 15 THE LATITUDE OF THE	 TARGET	 I N DEGREES	 ( NO RT H	 15 PLUS)
_-0131-DO 2B* -C THETAL-IS IHE LaUSIIUDE OF THE TARGET 	 IN DEGREES	 (4E S T	 15 POSITIVE)
00100 29* C TEEMPSF	 15 THE KINETIC TEMPERATURE OF THE TARGET
00kO0 3ti- C EHISSF IS THE GREYBODY EMISSIVITY FOR THE TARGET FOR V1 TO VZ
00100 31• C	 IF 14VRY	 15 ZERO DTAU/DU NOT Y+ANTEOt 	 MVRY =1,2,--6	 FO R THE MOLECULAR
OOkOO 329 C SPECIES FOft W HICH oTAu/DU	1S REQUESTED
00100 33* C
--DO101 34* DIMENSION C2161 * C3141 ,CONVt21 * AHSt351 * WATER(3I,WATERH(3U1 ♦ 	 - -
00101 35* PATHM(3pI,VPLT1I60001,TPLTI(6000),VPLT12001,TFPLT(206)tZZZ(3I1,
00101 361, 2DENX01*500 161
00 1 03 370 COMMON/KZ/ CAY(61
-	
OO1D4 38 n COMMON /MATM/ANS*RE t CONN	 -
00105 39 n COHMON/MOATH/WATERM,PATHM,KI,ZZZ,DELP,UCONVI,PSURF
--.A0106	 __ 40! COMMONISLP/GNU(23001*51?-EO001*A-LFA012OaO)sEPPI20001aTOTAL16III 	 .Ils-...	 ._.
00106 410 IP(30),TEMP13Li1,ANGFTN130),PH(30,3),MOL(2000),
00106 42* ODD(319	 FVER(3).	 SUt)T(31,	 EFt3)*	 E131,	 CS2(6),	 CA161.
00106 43• 9CNC(30).CNU(301,CNN(301,CNX130I.CNM(30),W(30.3),A'!(30,31
00107 44* DATA(COfiV(1},I=1.2)/3.34E22*•9B642E-31.UCONV1/2.689E+191
00112 4S• DATA	 C2,C3	 /1+5,I.0.1•S,k.5,1.0,1.5..62,.SB..5..5..5..Sf
no  i t;	
_.... 46! _	
_	
DA; A- iS4MW.t1-1-sIm1 T6 1 ifn -2-35548-.*Z.ASO7	 sa.IH g34.0.150734-0.18895-,	 _ --- --
OO ll S 97 n l	 0.24966/
0 -.110117 48 n &l1i.T1=1l904. / w ► e5/IEXF(lg38a./Yt/T1^I.l00117 49* C W=WAVELENGTH	 IN HICRONS
►-°( -	 011117 50► C I= TEMPERATURE III DEG KELVIN
b 00117 51. C UNITS OF B(W,TI	 ARE W ATTS/(C"#-2 * STERAO(AN 	 *	 MICROMETER)
-001-	 1--- 52 'k -1-FORI44T	 tIHI,. t LA YBaRS- *vI3 T * . DV-L t F8-.3T f 	DELN- 1 , F I0.4 , 1 	Vlss,	 ---
y^ 00120 53* IFIO.4,l	 V2- t .F10-4,'	 A gI sF10-9i'	 BOUND =t tFl0+4, g	TEMPO=I,F1D•91
- -G0121 54 ► 2 FORMAT(]X * FS.2,ZFtn.5,1P612.3,IDX,OPFI p .51	 -	 I^
00122 550 4 FORMAT(/4X5HLEVEL13,5X3HP +EI5.5.5X6HTEMP =F7.21




5 FORMAT 4tX, 0 SNUtll = I *F1	 .3*S)Cs'	 I = lr11O,1	 ERROR ERROR E-RRflR*-}----
406	 FORMAT;,nX.tVOIGT PROFILE USED FOR BROADENINGt./)
!10.12..,`
 -. --
580	 _ .	 _. 405 . _-"9MAT(/4X Q n-R-zNTZ-BROADSNI-NG-USEO'144- -
	
-	 -	 —
00126 $9 ► 6 FORMATI/4X4HFREQ,6XSHTRANS,6X3HABS,2X, I UPWELLING RADIANCEv,Y - 
_ .aBlZA 60* 1.9)C.,	 WAV-ELEN rrTH'r/r$X s t-WAVE -t10r!y ` O1C t l21I£	 NS I. R<1	
-
00127 610 8 FORMAT(418HWATERS %3EIS*4)
00130 .62 it 144 FORMAT AIX,	 f	 THE FOLLOWING ARE A;M .CH FOR LAYER1 r13. I FOR C-D2-,O-	 -
OO130 63• 131N20,CO*AND	 CH4	 RESPECTIVELY*,f,IP9E14.4,////////)
no] -4 63A 401-FOR MATISEI0  13 -
00132 65 n 402	 FOHIlAT(6FIO.0,2F5.2)
-00133 66 n 103 FORMAT	 (At,19,6F10.0aFE1.D.At*-"3-.
00134 674 404 FORMAT	 (IX,//,'	 THE FOLLOWING DA T A ARE 35 ATMOSPHERIC VA R IABLES FR
---11al3.4 68 ► )OM	 t100ATt1+. ,1,11(s74IPS( 15.7,f11
013135 69* 1904	 FORMAT	 (1X,1P£I5.71'
	
PREC	 CH	 OF	 WATER	 IN LAYEER',2X,IS,/i
- 11D18E.- --713: --1-DAV 1=0,---
00137 710 M1=1
_..11111 +i0 72 ► READ 403,PuNCH.9I,DVtDELV,V1tV2,A,BUUt4D,TEMPO,VD14T,,T1iANCK
00155 73t READ 402,	 ZS,PHIS.THETAS,ZL,PHIL,THETAL,TLMPSF,EHISSF
---D0I&7 74* VAVG=2.-E4/tVt+V2)	 ^..._ ...	 _	 --
00170 75 n IF	 (ZS.LE..C17001.AI40.ZL.LE..0000 1 )	 GO	 S D 77
-.--110172-. 76• CALL PAT1i IVAUr,"ST PH l S*T+4EE;-15 rZ"R I,4L,THE-TALl	 -






C CNC	 15	 IN CM M A KING PATHR	 IN CM,LATE R C NC	 IS CHA NGED TO CONC OF CO2
00177 B(1 n DO 76	 1=1,FI
00202 NI n 76	 PATHM())=CNCt(1/FLOAT(Kll
- 
--t1D2G'i- - 424 AHSi l f--(.D
00205 83* CALL	 IISIDATM
	
(,-.D,PPI,4HALII,VAVG)
OD206 YI+E s PSURF= Am s(t),
10207 is4 DELP=0.0
—092-}{}- -..	 -8,60- ..	 75 VjF}1-T£-+6.3t
	
l-P*T-Hmj 3t l d= k,K`t l
00216 87• 3 FORMAT
	 (/////,1X.VTHE PATH LFNGTH OF EACH LAYER 	 IS	 [CHI
	
LIZ
00316 084 1	 6(lX,IP5EI5.S*/1,//1





—00224 _.. 92• C TEMPSF IS THE TEf 1 PE1l* T URE OF-T+IE	 BAR-GET	 J1! '?EG KELVIN.- _- ------ -
00224 93+ C EMISSF IS THE GRE Y BODY EMISSIVITY FOR THE BANDPASS V I 	TO V2
—43"41- .374x.	 .. PR 114T
	 I T	Kl:-0VT DELVs	 Vfz V2 T 6 T $ OUNDF T-E+4P4	 -00253 95+ PRINT	 1992,	 ZS.PHIS,TMETA5,ZL,PHIL,THETAL,TEMPSF,EHISSF
-00265-
.
94& }19-92 FORMAT -(l g w,", t 	54TELLIT-E Ai.T+ TV-DE- 1 T tPEl2r4T'	 -SATELLfxf LAFL^	 -
00265 97+ IUDE=1,
—onp i-s—_ - -__3$+.-. .. . ----4OPF40- 4,! ... srATE-tLIT
-E-LONGI-T-UOE 8^ --OPF1 O-wAr/dr	 -
00265 994 2'	 TARGET ALTITUDE ='0PE120 0	 TARGET LATITUDEx*.OPFI0,4,
--00265- !00• 3w	 TARGET
	 SURFACE	 -E.
00265 101+ IM155=1,OPF)O.G)
X0266 102+ C,tlUt3GN =V 1- fA+HOJNOI
00267 J03+ GNUEND^VZ+IA+BOUNDI
flrt 7 ;En..7 ^ n - 113[}:
00273 1050 IF	 (IDAVEI.GT .1)	 GO To 4662
110275 106+ READ -qVJ* £NCI11t£ NO113,ENNi1lTtHY( { t1,fNH{{t
00275 107+ C CNC=CARBON DIOXIDE IN HOLE FRACTION (E.G. VOLUME PERCENT /10060)
- -00275 10114 C ENO=OZOOE	 -	 -
00275 I094 C CNN nNITROUS OXIDE
—©U275	 --rlict*
00275 III* C CNHKHETHAIIE
--010a-04 3:2- 46x}2- £*kL	




-	 P{ P1-Alms-"I-+'C4Ni1 (-21-- __^-
g0307 I1S+ PRINT 4O9,ANS
----00315 --! lise x a i--	 -	 -	 —
00316 1174 IF	 (PATHM(I),GT.IO,OE+051	 KBIG=398





00327 123• 00 13 JJ=0,2
-	 00332 1244 ZNEWfZ2ZI11--(,FL0ATf 11+3,t)&0E°L 21
00 3 33 025+ CALL HODATHIZNEWs PDUM,4HALTI.VAVG)
^ao4-^ {26+ OENX'(Ja1+1t,.At+S127}
003 35 t276 13 YIATER(JJ+11=ANS43loANS[13)/IOOO.
--3G-147 - -)2$a _ -.	 ..-DEkwAit=DENBARd f -DEN Y, 4-*j 11 {}sOEIi )Ft244+DEN -X434f44EL-F" - f(3 .O+IlE^}V^--	 ----
00337 129• 11
00390 1304 11	 WATINTxWATIMT+DELPTH+4(4ATERIII+14*WATE;Rf2tl*WATER4311/3.
003 42 131• PRINT	 t904,VIATINT,l
00346 1324 IF	 (JOAVEt.GTr1t	 GO TO 4683-
00350 133• CNC(I)=CHCIt1=DENBAR
- - 003rst -t3+t+ CHOI t )-CNOi i t *D£NUAR
00352 135• CHNtf)=CNN111+DEN8AR
00353 136+ CNAIIJmCNXtI1+Or=N8AR	 -
00354 137• CtlttI I )=C N H f I I *DENBAIZ
-()p3-S5- 139• PRINT	 109L ,	 1,Ct1C(I)ICN(tftt,Ct4t441tlt:NXfl);CN14{tl'
00465 139• CNC(II=CNCtI)+UCONVI
- 00-3-66 t'W+ £11O( I I -CNOt VtwifC-OvvI





















































































_ nOi41 _ _180.9 .
	00444	 181•





00 4 52	 185*













-A0K6'	 _ _.	 1924
	00464	 193*
	




















16	 1 = 0
20	 l = 1+1
READ(I,END=24) G NUII),5{11,ALFAO{11, EPP{II,HOL(I)
C GNUIII IS THE FREQUENCY AT LINE CENTER F (CM-11
C S IS THE LINE INTENSITY IN (CM* 6- 1/( H OLECULES CH* •-21 1
C ALFAOIII 1S THE LORENTZ HALF WIDTH I N CM** ­ I /ATH
C EPP111 IST14E LOWER ROTATIONAL ENURGY LEVEL OF THE TRANSITION (CH-l1
C HOLM INDIC A TES THE GAS
IF{1.GT.20001 GD TO 24
IF(GNU(I).L€.GNUBGNI GO TO 16
IF(GNU(j1.GE9 GNUENDI G9 TO 34
tlL=MDL ( I 1 .
GO TO 1239I9,17,18,1912S1, HL
C STATEMENT 23 IS OF HALF WIDTHS THAT ARE READ IN
C STATEMENT 17 I5 FOR OZONE
C STATEMENT 18 15 COR NITROUS OX1nE
C STATEMENT 19 IS FOR CARBON MONOXIDE
C STATEMENT 1-9 IS ALSO--FOR CARl1OU 4)IOXIDE
C STATEHF14T 25 15 FOR METHANE
25 ALFA13(I1=.30
GO TO 23





23 GO TO 20
24 PRINT & f GNU(I1,1
C	 .INITIALIZATIONS.









101V CDELUl DV* .01
00 S4 LL=1,6Dgrt
54 TOTAL1LL411C1.0
C	 .START A LAYER.




C	 .TEMPERATURE COF.RECTIONS FOR A LAYER
IF (K.EQ.1) 60 TG 68
TOM
aa't26_ 7_Ot}: TEHPa= TEMPIK-11	 -
0077 2010 68 CSI=ITEMPD-TEMP[K}1/ITEHPO*TFMPIK?*•69961
----QG5uG 202- "S TEdPG/TEMFIKI
a0S01 Z03* SQT=SQRTITEMPIKII




.00506- 206* 69 CA1IIsTTm*C3tI1
130510 207+ LL n 1
—aast9-- . 2aAa- - --	 -	 VVYVt--jj-.-DO0001	- 	 - ..	 ..	 -..	 _ _.
00512 2090 DO	 78	 1=1311
00516 211* 5tII=5111*CS21ML1*EXPI-EPPIII*CSII
-ZLZA - 7-&_ALf-A441 1 RAL€AW 11aCA IML I	 -	 ---
00521 213 • VaVI -A
—Oa5,71-. - 1^+1• - L -
	 ..------ -------	 +L41 CU-LAT^ . ABS .C-aF_F -FDA -EAC11- V....






 ""111900535 2210 IF	 NHUND .GT. GNU(13) 	 Go TO 89
--OOS34 .. 222 a Triwi -	 -
OD540 223* GO TO 95
--00 5 1 . 1 224.9- 8-9 CONTI1aUE
00543 225* 95 DO 99 d=16.11
U S 4 6 — i264 -	 - - fF	 V END r6	 trNttt } 1 ir[F fifF	 }	 --	 .--_.. __.
00550 2279 16c.1
---.DOSS!- . _ 228-­ -60--;0- 110-
00552 229* 99 CONTINUE
^OSSA-- 2--2, aa- _..	 ^+-.....---
00555 231* 110 Do	 121	 1=1506
—013 - -- J4L-sMOL1^}---	 -	 -.
00$61 233* 2=IV-G"Ut111**2
Li`- 1N-O3GT_HE."W4--GO -T - .1;70------- -	 -	 -	 ....---










'X w GE^25.01	 '	 -----IF	 GO TO	 - -_ —	 --
Y=.$32550*ALFA0(I)*PIKI/80
--- OD rs -I3 2-Noa IF	 t K. y E• 5.111 GO TO 128.
00575 2`11• PP - 0.96972+51[1/80
--oas7b 242- LAYlML1aXA1-121LI+-P-Pa%Kt-,X	 IFPPtKI
00577 243• GO TO	 121
__ _OOAac__
-2-w" --4ZG--&F L3-- *A L.	 }2+.2+3 AI.FJt1F4 }T.1?fK I ^*+2--	 -
00602 245• CAY( ML 1=CAYII i L I+0.3183*S1I)*ALFAOIII/Z
.00 6111 296+ 121	 CONTINUE
004:13 2'17* C	 .HOH CONTINUUM.
-0ahOS ._	 ._ . 2'18- CAYBUR-0.0
00606 249• IF	 tV	 .LT.	 800.01	 GO TO	 125
--^a^ 0-1 --25C1t.	 .. F	 Z IF .GT.	 i ?s0.0 F GtI To .. }-Er 	 - _ -	 . ''
00612 251' CAYBURaII-.0665335E-29*V+.372110CE'-263*V-.5971389E-231*V
0a6^ c 252+ +.3113485f-24-	 _...._._..__..	 __	 - -
00 6 12 253 0 C	 .CALCULATE TRANSMISSION.
_0044}3-
	 .. -254- . 125 00 1 .27 f1=17141
00616 255* SAY = IW(K , H1*ICAYIII+CAYBtIR*PHIK,Ht}






00617 254 9 TOIAL ( LLiHI=EXF(-SAY)*TDTAL(IL,HI	 LtZ
00.620 2060 127	 CONTINUE	 LIZ
00620 261* c
.011620 262* C
00622 2636 IF	 (V	 •LT.	 VV)	 (4	 TO	 133
011624 249 0 EN=C&+I.0
011625 2e5* VV=IVI+ENfiDELV)-O.ODOCnl
00426 266* 133 LL=LL+I
00$27 2670 V=V+OV
00627 268 • C JUMP IF MORE V S. ELS E PRINT HEADER.
00630 269• IF	 tV	 .LE.	 V2+A1	 GO	 TO	 81
00630 270* C
00630 271* C WRITE A SCRA T CH TAPE WITH ALL TRA NSMISSIONS FOR EACH WAVELENGTH
--1111632 272+ WRITE	 121	 tTOTAL(LDAVE2.11.LDAVE2x1.LL}
OU632 273* C
OOF90 . 27q* PRINT 9,K,PIKI,TEHP(KI
00695 275• 140	 PRINT	 B.ITIIK.HI^M:I.M11
00054 276* ENO FILE 2
00655 277• RE1O 1 ND
	 2
-.-11065&._ 238* IGf LI=0	 -	 . ..--	 - -.
00 6 57 279• IF(VOIGT.Ep.11iV)	 GO	 TO	 qO7
.00657 2b0+ C
00661 -Pl * PRINT 405
D0 6 &3 1820, GO TO 408
00663 z83* C














00 6 73 291 * C .aAVE 7RA33SHISSIDNS FOR NEXT STEP.
1 D"74 Z'i2t 200 00 206. NNwN1,N2	 __	 -
E 00677 293* DO 200 MZ I , N I
002132 _ 294* 204	 SUt1T1tAIF5UMItM1+IA-A85lu-Yt11,LIUTALINI1 +141	 _.._	 -..
00 7 09 z-v5* VPITI ( NN1=V
nD2-M
-_....256le ...	 ._. TP^Iilhut >iTlxTki4 -t1N+M1--	 .._
00706 297• ICPLT=NN
--11020.2 298+ 206 V =v+D4
00711 2Y9, V=VI
nnzll 3011± c -PRINT.TR.ANSKISSIONS AND LNIEGRATE AgSORPTiOu. 	 -
00712 301* DO 268
._.-aam
_-
- 302k IF- --w—uIl (lLL. SL T FT a - -





OUz21 30l.m TEPI.TtICI	 as Tf
00721 3C7o C UPWEL
	 IS THE RADIANCE SHITTED FROM THE TARGET ATTENUATED BY ATMOSPHERE
.11IIz2I 3D "p* C UNITS OF UPWEL ARE RATTSII.0M*i2	 &STERADIAN	 s 33tCROHEIE111
007 22 304* UPT.EL-7F*EMISSF*6ibuS R,TEMPSFI
•-!1723 310.0 E(Y.)=1.-TF
. 00729 311+ PRINT	 2 1 	 V,TF.£(f').UPWrL.R6BR
00733 312• IF	 (PUNCH.FO.IHPI PUNCH 842 * V,TF,UPWEt.
00791 31..* 842 FORMAT
	 IIK,F9.?,IP2E13.3, 0 TRANSMITTED RADIANCE11
_ .00292 3142 SUMT(143=0.0






liplY6.. 336• ZSI	 .CFtnlsElnl	
i	
_
00747 317• ^262	 1FIL-1112679263,1002
--SIDI52.... - - 34BA 263 ODUAHts0110011fEIb1...
00 7 53 3170 IF(H^H1)268,265,1[102
007 56 32D: 265 L=9
007 5 7 3210 GO TO 268
130742 3226 267 EVENAMI-EV4:NW +E(Hl
0076 1 3230 268 CONTINUE
---00x63. 3.24♦ - Y-V*DE4V
00 7 64 325• NIRN1+IDfV
-ODIL6- 326• N2=42+101V	 -	 -	 -- -
00766 . 3270 LPL+1
—.007-0 3286 IF	 1V -41.. V-21 50- T O 30S	 -	 -	 --._
00771 329• VisV
08772__ '_„_^-•	 - --.	 v-UmA- ...-
00773 331• GO TO 200
_ - 00273 1- 3.320 G	 ..COMPLETE ABSURPTIDN . 1f1IEGR-kTI -Od4	 --	 .
00774 333• 305 DO 310 M-I,M1	 ~u
_.00777 3340 ASR12 • ^EVENil41t4asflOD(li1rEF ( H1-E lli33^1DELYISs}
O1D00 335• CALL GKtD(IOD,1000.10fl,1000,GNUSGN,GNUEND,O•,l•U)
n ln ,1--
-__.336 t -. .- _..- 1-- _.--C.kLL--0RJ-UT 4.998 j 102 •8 1", I	 ...-
01002 337• CALL PRINT(I,40p r0.16,I6o16HTRAHSHISSION PCTI
--0-10" 3384 WRIT-EI}7,3;261	 GNUBGN,-GNUENO	 -
01007 339• 3126 FORMAT)'	 TRANSMISSION SPECTRU M BETW£EN I ,F9.29'	 ANDI,F9.2)
__..Q1 fl .}0.-....._ J!!O: Ga41.1. 	 ..-	 --..,
OlUll 341• CALL FILHAV(51
n:0	 - 1 0" , 
- - -	 -	
r-^..;a-^^	 r tl{ l +-1 Otl Oa0r1{10s11]0 
01013 343• CALL PRI NT098910209810,11,I1HWAVG NUMBER)
—114-1119- _ _444AL CRJ.tr^'. I21T ( irt^00 s0 t 1^ r14f16FtTRlkl1 .SN 1 ° J v^^ T C^ — - --	 - -	 ^-
0L015 345• WRITE	 117931251	 V1.V2,A8
-331-822... _.. 3!If►t 3L2S .F4LRXATL!.. 11ETYiFEN-' rFSI+4t=
	
JD! rl °-3 r' -T^ E A&SORATA71&E- rc^:^.r^_^--	 —
.01 0 23
n 7 n 9
347• CALL	 PLOTIVII,I,VPLT(I),TFPLT(1ltIC,:,IH.)
01025 3149+ 310	 PRINT	 3125sVIvV21A8
-- .01D33 35)3,► - --TUAVB.}x3 --
01(134 3510 IF	 (TRANCK.NE.IHW)	 GO TO
	 1002
-010.314 . 3520 DO- 9947	 1 f l rl..t
01 0 41 353• 9997	 TPLTII1191.0
-- :4-043- —00-94"-4-1 42061)-
- 01046 3550 GNUIII=D•O
- 04'"7 a56• 9994 5111=0.0
01051 3570 DO	 1208	 K%I.KI




---t)jobn-- 36Di 5050 FORMAT- - iikLl
	 ! LAY1{141 - 3S 21&J4Rl:SI_fiRDlll1D1 .x t*i2o-	 S OF-RADI&
01060 3610 IHCE ARE 0ATT5/IC M 002 OSTERADIANOHICRORETERI I ,// /. I	UNITS OF WEIGHT
0406a 362+ I114G FUNC T IONS	 ARE O(TRANSMISSION11,1v
01060 3630 3llX,IFREQ',9X.
T--33406D 364s IIDOWN	 INT	 t,7X,'UP	 JUT . '.2X,3X, IOOwU. HEIGHT	 FUN6Tt,lx.,
01060 365+ 11UP WEIGHT	 FUHCT',2x,'1NT OWN TO T AL' „ 3X,'INT UP 7OTAL'1
341-6.• SUM 44 ^-O.a
01 0 62 3670 VwVI-A
_ ..0106-3 368• SljMT2+0.0
01 064 369• VI n V1
.` -	 0-113tr5_ 374• N ) "1
01066 3710 N2=NU ►1	
-
--- 
Z486-6 ;7-2+ C T4415- READS Eta THE 5C RA {CH TAPE TOTAL(	 ,	 1 TRANS1415 PREY CALCULATSO
01 067 373• IF	 1K.EO.K(1	 GO	 T4	 9996



















































Q1-1 .67 +11 G0
01171 411+






9995 OD 9996 1=19LL
9996 VPLTI(I)=TOTALII,i]
1200 CONTINUE
00 1206 NN.NI ,N2
IFIVPLTi(tJp) n LT.IoGC-37.11R.TPLTIINN).LT.l.OE-371 GO TO 9999
C
SUHTEi)=SuHTIil+(A^A851V—VI)I0T11TAL(Htltlialt.O/VPLTIINNI—l.J/
IT Pt. TI I" 110SLTFTR









C GNU 15 POW IWELL)NG E M ITTED FLUX FROM THE ATMOSPHERE
C SELI IS THL UPYJELLIN12 EMITTED - FLUX FRO" THE ATMOSPHERE
990 ! tr,RHAT IIX„IP7EI6.3)
IF It',.1:4.KI•AUD•PUNCH.EQ.IHP) PUNCH 843, V,GNUILI,SLL1













5051 DO 1207 tat, =i,LL
1207 TPLTI 1NW=VPL1I4& 1t
1208 CONT INGE






1r 9 FOR MODATM,MODATM	 09 NOY 73	 21:10:22.346UNIVAC 1108 F ORTRAN V EXEC 11 LEVEL 2SA -(EKECB LEVEL EIIO:DOIOAI
THIS C014PILATION nAS DONE UN 04 NOV 73 AT 21:10:22
SUBROUTINE MOOATM	 ENTRY POINT 000701
STORAGE USED: CODE411 000737; DATA(01 0010$2: BLANK COM M ON(2) 000000















STORAGE ASSI6mmE% T (BLOCK,	 TYPE,
	 RELATIVE	 LOCA T ION.	 NAMEI
0001 003S21 IOL 0001	 MOO 142	 12L	 n001	 OCOU36 1266 0(01 000062 13L 0001 OOOISS IOL
0001 000017 ISL 0001	 8004131	 16L	 nool	 000570 17L OLot 000641 IIL cool 000651 22L
cool 0004Is 2206 0001	 000032	 23L	 0001	 000440 2366 0001 00046& 260f. 0001 000371 30L
0001 00040. 314 0001	 000533	 1IL	 0001	 000463 •2L 0001 000549 44L 0001 000565 SCL
0001 000136 SIL 0001	 00022. 62L	 0001	 000411 7L 0001 000014 41. 0003 R	 000000 ANS
0000 R 000746 BE T A 0003 R 0Oa044 CONN
	 0000 R 000'71 CT 0000 w 000776 D 0000 R	 000 777 ;%
0000 R 001002 DMA 0000 R 001001 O•
	 0007 R 000000 E 0000	 R 000770 G 0000 R	 000000 N
0000	 R 000773 NA 000!)	 1000774	 I	 0000	 1000775 It 0000 001033 INJPs 0000 1	 060 7 72 it
0000 R 00014 4 P 0006 R 000000 PREs	 Onit	 R 000000 Q 0010	 R 000000 R 0003 R	 0000 4 3 RE
0000 R 000764 RO 0000 R 000767 S	 0000 R 000310 T 0000 R O00%S4 TO 0000 R	 000620 TV
0000 R 001000 A DODO R 000765 [MO
00101 16 SU&ROUTINE	 MODATH	 129PP•TEST,XLAMOAI
OOI03 i• OINENfION	 N(1001•P11001•TlIp01.t0(IOOI.ANf13&1•TY11001
00104 36 COMMON /MAT%/A%S.RE.CONN
0010% 4• OATH
	 RO/&•314]2E•07/•rtMO/2^•^A64^.sETA/1.4S^E•06/.S/ItD•4/,RE/6.37
00105 S• Y12^4E^03/,G/HBO• ►*5/+CONN/•3.416]1447E•02/
001OS 6• L
00106 70 COO* ........ •••• •6•••• 6••••....... ..•• 66^• •..• •^•••6•••..••6•....•••6••.••^•.
00106 &• C
ooI05 4• C	 Z is	 IN	 KM,	 PP	 IS	 IN	 Ms
0010% 104 C ANS IS OUTPUT	 VARIABLES
OOIOS It• C ALAHOA If THE RAVELENGTH IN M ICRONS FOR nMICH YOU ARE CALCULATING




00105	 130	 C	 IF	 TEST	 n EO.	 P RE$ THEN PRESSURE	 15 USED AS t4 ls,-O	 ?VD LA- ^r.
00105
	
140	 C	 IF TEST,NE.	 PRES	 THEN	 GEOMETRIC	 ALTI TUDE	 IK171	 15	 NLl •*111	 11.01[
00105	 15*	 C	 YOU MUST SET ANS(11 N-1.0 BEFORE ENTERING TH£ 5UBI%LIJ T
00105	 160	 C RD	 IS	 THE	 UNIVERSAL GAS CONSTANT	 BASED ON THE	 CAHtiv"'	 I	 ^.•	 `
OOIOS	 170	 C	 SCALE	 IN ERGS/(OEG KELVIN—GH-HOLE)
00105	 (80	 C XMO	 IS MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF AIR CALCULATED FROM THE C.	 eT...
colas	 190	 C	 AIR USING THE CARBON	 12 ATONIC wEIGHT SCALE.	 FC 4,. .	 IN T ►it




IN GH/IGH - H(t.- *
00105	 210	 C BETA	 15 A CONSTANT USED IN SUTHERLAND 8 5 VISCOSITY EQUATION. 	 G - VQN	 IN
08105	 220	 C	 KG/SEC-H—IOEG KELVJN001121
00!05
	
230	 C S 15 SUTHERLANDIS CONSTANT	 IN DEG. KELVIN
00105	 240	 C RE N THE MEAN RADIUS OF THE EARTH IN METERS AS GIVEN BY THE SHITHSONIxt
00105
	 250	 C	 METEOROLOGICAL TABLES,	 S1ATH EDI T ION,	 PUBLICATION 901 11 8 	 a	 if
00105	 260	 C	 LIST*	 1966
00105	 27+	 C G 15 ACCELERATION OF GRAVITY AT 0 EQUIPOTENTIAL SURFACE LEVE L GIVEN IN
00105	 28+	 C	 CH/SEC*02
00105	 29+	 C CONN IS A CONSTANT GIVEN AS —M O G/RO WHERE H IS MASS AND G AND RD ARE AS f90V6
88105	 300	 C
00105	 310	 Caarr.ss..oaaaraa0rararaar0araaraaHrrarrara.aaraaa+ss0rr n rr0aaarra0r0raa.rsaasr
00105	 320	 C
00115	 33*	 CT*288.15/273,16+I.O-




360	 CALL	 INPUT	 IP*T,TD,He7V*H1
00122	 370	 15	 IF	 (TEST.EQ,4HPRE51	 GO TO 7
00124	 380	 HAn RE*Z/IRE+Z)*IGDO*O
0012 11	 390	 C HA	 IS GEOPOTENTIAL ALTITUDE IN METERS
00125	 400	 23 DO	 11	 I-IvM
00130 	 918	 11-11
00131
	
1120	 IF	 (HI1)*GT * HAJ	 GO	 TO 9
00133	 930	 IFIHIIJ-HA)	 11,12113
OD136	 440	 11	 CONTINUE
00140	 450	 9 CALL ATHOS3(Z * DI	 LIZ
00141
	
960	 ANSI91 n 080
011142	 470	 GO TO 52
081 413	 118+	 13	 I.11—I
80194	 490	 1F(I,LT.I)	 60	 TO	 9	 LIZ
80146	 500	 DHwH ( 1+11-HIIJ






530	 OWN I TDI1+11—TD(Ill/DH
00152	 540	 DHNHA-H(i)	 TOM
00152	 560	 C
00152	 56+	 C+]rraraaaa*aaasraaaaaaraa+asaarasraaa0a+assa0araaasra ► aaar0raararr•raasarr.	 to-
00152	 S70	 C
00152	 58+	 C HEIGHT	 *H*	 15 IN "ETERS
00152	 59+	 C HEIGHT *2*	 I5	 IN KH
00152	 600	 C
00152	 610	 C ANSI	 LJ	 IS PRESSURE
OOI52	 620	 C PRESSURE 15 IN MS
00152	 63*	 C
00152	 640	 C ANSI	 21	 I5 TEMPERATURE
00152	 650	 C TEMPERATURE 1S IN DEG KELVIN
RO152	 66*	 C
ODISZ	 670	 C	 ANSI	 31	 IS DENSITY




00152	 700	 C ANSI 41	 15 SPEED OF SOUND
lNN
00152 710 C SPEED OF SOUND 15 iN HISEC
OOIS2 720 C
00152 736 C ANSI
	
y1	 IS	 ACCELERATION OF GRAVITY
00152 790 C ACCELERATION OF GRAVITY	 IS	 IN CH/SEC002
00152 750 C
00152 760 C ANSI	 6J	 IS VIRTUAL TEMPERATURE
COlS2 770 C TEMPERATURE IS IN DEG KELVIN
ccIS2 78* C
013152 790 C ANSI	 71	 IS MOLECULAR WEIGHT
08152 800 C
00152 810 C ANSI	 81	 15 COEFFICIENT OF VISCOSITY
04152 82e C VISCOSITY	 15	 IN KG /IH SEC)
00152 83* C
00152 890 C ANSI 91	 IS DEW POINT TEMPERATURE
CD152 85* C TEMPERATURE
	
IS IN DEG KELVIN
CD152 86* c
130152 870 C ANSIIOI	 IS MIXING RATIO R




013152 quo C ANSIIIJ	 IS SATURATION MIXING RATIO RS




00152 930 C ANS(121	 IS RELATIVE HUMIDITY
00157 99e C RELATIVE HUMIDITY	 15 IN PERCENT	 1010:
ocISz Y5* C
DO W 96* C ANS1131	 15 SPECIFIC HUMIDITY
00152 970 C SPECIFIC HUMIDITY	 IS	 IN GM/KG
00152 980 C
1113152 990 C ANS;191	 IS SATURATION SPECIFIC
	
HUMIDITY
00152 1000 C SATURATION SPECIFIC HU410ITY IS IN GM/KG
013152 into C
00152 1020 C ANSIIS)	 15 PRESSURE SCAL E HEIGHT
00152 1030 C PRESSURE SCALE HEIGHT IS IN KH
00152 1040 C
00152 IDS• C ANSI1il	 15 DENSITY SCALE HEIGHT
40152 1040 C DENSITY SCALE HEIGHT IS IN KH
DOW 107• C
00152 lose C ANS1171	 15 REFRACTIVE	 INDEX DEVELOPED BY EDLEN IN TE RMS OF WAVELENGTH ALONE
00152 109• C INDEX IS FOR AIR AT 288 DEG KELVIN AND 76OHN NG
00152 1100 C
00152 III* C ANS1181	 IS REFRACTIVE INDEX DEVELOPED BY PENNOORF IN TERM'S DF
DOIS2 1120 C W'AVELENGTHe TEMPERATURE. AND PRESSURE
00152 1130 C
00152 119+ C ANSI191	 15 THE WATER VAPOR PRESSURE IN HB
00152 1150 C
00152 ll6e C ANSIZO1	 IS THE SATURATION WATER VAPOR PRESSU RE IN MS
ODlSz 117* c
OD152 Ilse C ANS1211	 IS THE ZEN11:1 ANGLE FROM GROUNDSTATION IN RADIANS
00152 1190 C
DOIS2 1200 C ANS1221 a THE TOTAL GM/CM* 02 OR COLUMNAR MASS ALONG THE SLANT PATH.
130152 1210 C
00152 1220 C ANSI231 n TOTAL GH/CM* 0 2 OF WATER VAPOR ALONG THE SLANT PATH*	 IT 15
DO M 1230 C EQUIVALENT TO PRECIPITASLE GM OF WATER
DOM :29• C
00152 1.250, C AN51241	 R TOTAL PATH LENGTH IN CH
00152 126* C






















































































C ANS(21) THRU ANS1241 ARE CALCULATED IN SUBRO U TINE ,PATM.
c
C ANS(261 IS MOLECULAR WEIGHT
C
C ANS127) IS NUMBER DENSITY IN PARTICLES/CHr03
C




















ANS[4) nSQRT(l n 4.R040ANS(6)/XHO) /IDO*O
AN5(7) nXK00ANS(2)/ANS(6)




ANS[IOIwR [ AN5(19 ) $ANSI( ) IANS12))
ANSiIIIwR[ANSIZD),ANSII).AN5121I







IF IXLAHDA.GE.I25OO.00j GO 73 30
C THIS MEANS IF XLAMDA IS *GE. !•25 CH USE MICROWAVE REFRACTIVITY








7 00 16 I-JIM
[	 PRESSURE
jig]





51 00 48 [zololl
HA+HA+OHA
CALL ATMOS31HA.0)	 LIZ
I F IANS[I) * LE * 0*01 GO TO 42
IF IANS(1) * LT. PP) GO TO 49
00245 1870 48 CONTINUE
00297 188• 42 00	 10	 Ir2s35
002 52 1890 IF	 II.EQ.21.OR.I.EQ.22.O R .l.E0.23. OR .1.E Q .241 	 GO	 TO	 10
00254 190• AN5111 n 0.0
00255 1910 10 CONTINUE
00257 1920 ANSt171u1.0
00260 1930 Ak51191 n 1.0
00261 199• Y=HA
00262 1950 RETURN
00263 1966 41 ZaHIIIIORE /11000.06IREivHtiI1 /1000.011
002& 41 197+ GO TO 12
002&5 1984 99 IF	 (A851ANS111-P P I	 .LE.	 1.001 8 PP11 	GO	 TO 50
00267 1990 HABHA-DHA
00270 2000 OHAxOHA/t0.0
00271 201• GO	 TO 51
00272 2020 50 ZXHA
00273 2034 GO TO 9
00279 209+ 17 I n II-1
00275 2054 DzTV12+11-TV1tl
011276 206+ 1FIO)	 20P21,20
00301 2070 20 DsCONN/ALOG1Pl [4-1l /Pt1110ALOGiTVtl+11/TVIIl1
00302 2080 ANS161 nTV(I)DIPP/Pt111+oID/COHNI
00303 2090 HAmMillotAN5t61-Ty11111D
00309 210E GO TO 22
00309 2ti• C HA 15	 In METERS
00305 212• 21 HA nHtli*TV9110ALOGIPP/P(111/CONN
00306 2t3• 22 ZxHA•RE/t1000.0*tRE-HA/1000.01)
00307 2140 GO TU 23
00310 zls+ ENO
ENO OF COMPILATION:	 NO	 OIAGNO5TIC59
i
s	 ^	 s 
i	 -
Q FOR ATMO53tATMDSt	 09 NOV 73
	 21:10:85+691
UNIVAC 1108 FORIO.N V EXEC II LEVEL 25A -(EXEC8 LEVEL E12010010AI
THIS COMPILATIG>. WAS DONE ON 09 NOV 73 AT 21:10:25
SUBROUTINE ATH053
	 ENTRY POINT D00351
STORAGE USED: CODE1I1 000 4 001 OATA)0) 0002231 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000
COMMON BLOCKS:
0003	 MATM	 000045












000! OOOt55 Ill.	 0001	 CoUG23	 I27G	 0001	 000242	 13L	 0001	 000276	 14L 0001	 000056 2L
0001 000334 219G	 0001	 000036 3L	 0001	 000074 9L
	 0001	 OD01g2 SL 0001	 000332 SOL
000I 000336 53L	 0001	 000151	 8L	 flaul	 000125 9L	 0000 R 000105 A 0003 R '00000 ANS
0003 000099 CONDUK	 DODD R 000164 CO N N	 0000 R 000000 H	 0000 R 000166 HA 0000 I 000170 1
0000 0002D6 INJPS	 0000 1 nOO167 H	 0000 R 00005 6 p	 DOUG R 000165 RE DO03	 000043 REDUN
0000 R 000163 5	 0000 R 000027 T	 GOOD R 000171 M
	
0000 R 00013 4 ZZ
Dotal to SUBROUTINE ^TMOS3 	 :Lt01
00101 29 C SUBROUTINE FOR THE	 1962 STANDARD
00101 30 C Z	 IS ALTITUDE	 IN KH
60103 40 DIMENSION Ht23)1T(23)tP(23)tANSC3516A(231.2Z1231
00104 50 COMMON /MATH/ANSt1:EDUH.CONDUH
00105 64 DATA H/-50DO..0. Ot1ID00.0120000. Q.32D00 .0.97000.0.52G00.o.610G0+Oa
OQ1D5 70 1790Q0+.887g4.2e9EgS2•+108t29o8+)17777.79t465g3.81156073o66t6S579+3
00105 Be 2t1894B8+556221472.6861286466.49.37633t n 361.9b3556.B56548275.Bb1 -
00305 90 I630594.90/.T/320965
OO105 10• 3128A+I5+216.6S.216a65r228.651270 ► 661270ab5t7'
	 tiSO.b5.160.65.
00105 li e 4210.65 . Z60.65 . 360.68.960.6511110
. 65.1210•65r	 b^ 65.1550.65.1630.6
00105 120 55+2160.65+2420.65+2590+65*2700.65/oPY1977687t*oZ11.01325E+0.1.
00105 130 62.26320E+02.5. 97g87E+ O1.8. 6BO14t1+IO9G5.5.9G005E-Oltl.82G9°L-01+
00105 19• 71.0377E-0211.6438E-03x3.0075E-Dq+7s3544E:'05.2.52171:-0515+0617E-06+




00105 170 1	 28B.I5 1 21666562t6t65t228. 651270.65t27096Sr252.A5tl80.65t1BQ.65+
00105 18• 2	 2l1}.OZ6Z57.Qt349.99t842.79t1022 +Zt1105.5.120S.5t1323.7tIg12.1+
OOto5 190 31487.411999.261506.(61507.6/
	
rZZ /	 -5oo0.eQ.o+l1000.tZ000o.132000 ► 4
00105 204, 847000.152GOo.t61000.179000.140000.110000D..11oo00.t320000.tl50000.
1 00105 21+ 511bOD00.t170000.1190000..230000.r3ODOOD•1900000..500000.6600000..





C ZZ 1 5 THE GEOMETRIC ALTITUDE FOR BREAKPOINTS ABOVE 90 KM
C HII) 1S THE ALT IN GEO POTENTIAL METE RS FOR S14N(FICANT LEVELS
C D I5 THE TEMPERATURE GRADIENT IN THE VERTICAL IDEG/GEOPMI
C T11) 15 THE MO LECULA R SCALE  TEMPERATURE AT A SIGNIFICANT LEVEL
C A(11 15 THE K INE T IC TEMPERATURE AT THE SIGNI F ICANT LEVELS
C PII) 15 THE PRESSURE IN LB/FT * e 2. ACTUALLY IT WONT MATTER AND PRESSURE CAN
C	 HE IN ANY SET OF UNITS SINCE ONLY THE RATIO AT VARIOUS A L TITUDES RELATIVE
C	 TO P(2) IS USED
C ANSIII 15 THE RATIO OF PRESSURES IP/PSL1
C AN5(I1*.,01325E+03 FOR PRES IN M8
C ANS(21 IS THE RA TI O OF TEMPERATURE (T/TSLI
C ANS ( 21*288 . 15 FOR TEMP IN DEG K
C ANS ( 31 1S THE RATIO OF DENSITIES
C A NS(31 0 1.225E-03 FOR DENSITY I N GM/CC
C 4N5 ( 4) IS THE RATIO OF S PEED OF SOUND IC/CSLI
C A N5141 0 34D - 294 FOR SPEED OF SOUND IN M/SEC
C AN5I5) 15 'HE ACCELERATION OF GRAVITY (G/GSLI
C AN515) 4 980.6b5 FOR ACC OF GRAVITY IN CH/(SEC0e2)
C ANSI &) I5 THE RATIO OS MOLECULAR SCALE TEMPERATURE
C AN S 16) 0 288.15 FOR TEMP IN DEG K
C AN5(7) I5 THE MOLECULAR WEIGHT
C ANS(S) IS THE RATIO OF COEF OF VISCOSITY IMU/HUSL)
C ANS(01*1.7894E-05 TD COE F IN KM/H-SEC
C W IS THE VERTICAL KINETIC TEMPERATURE GRADIENT
C THIS RADIUS 'RE @ 1S CHOSEN TO AGREE W ITH THE U S STANDARD AT 40 KM. BUT IT
C	 ALSO 15 A BEST FIT TO ALL LEVELS BELOW 90 KM. ABOVE 90 KM THE LEVELS
C	 THAT ARE BREAK POINTS WE R E CALCULATED FROM GEOMETRIC TO GEOP USING IREN
C
[r*ssr n re.o.^rrrrr••osar n r••er•s0rrr•r n •rsraor•* n ••rrrrr*re ► rr n re*ar*rrr ►► srsrrr
C
ZKZ*IDDO.O


















4 IF (90000.0-ZI 707.9














































































































































































00157 819 9 ANS[61xlTtll — D 9 	 /tHt1'—HA11TC21
011160 829 ANSt21=IAIII-W9(HII)—HA11/Al2)
00161 839 5 IF	 190000.0 — Z	 1	 8.6.6
001611 Sq• 6 ANS(71x28.9644
00165 859 GO	 TO	 11
00166 860 8 ANSI7)x28.96449AN5t21/AN5(6I
00167 879 It ANS[41 x	SORTIANS1611
00:70 880 ANS[8)NICT12)+S1/tANS I219TC21+511osV- (tAEh5(21)4s3)
00171 899 IF	 (0)	 12013012
0017 11 909 12 CONNxD9ALOGIPCI+I1/P1111/IALOG[TIT+I)/T(I$i)
00175 919 ANSC11 n PC11/PC 219IANSI61 n 7I21/TII11ro[CONN /JI
00176 929 60	 TO	 14
00177 939 13 CONNxALOGIPlI+11/PCT:)/tHfl+I1—H41119TI11 	 3
00200 949 AN5I1)+PtT)/P1219	 E%PICONN9IIHA— HII11 /IAN51610712)111
00201 959 14 ANSC31xANS11t1ANSt61
00202 969 AN5111 nANSC0#1.01325E+03




00207 1019 ANSl6JzANS16) ► 288015
00210 1029 ANS181xAN5{8191.7899E-05	 t
00 2 11 1039 ZxZ/!000.0
00212 1040 GO TO 53
00213 1059 50 00 51	 Iulls
00216 106* 5l ANStII"0.D
00220 1070 53 RETURN
00221 1080 END




1	 W FOR (N► UT.INPUT	 09 NOW 73
	 21=1011? 79S
} J	UNIVAC IIOS FORTRAN V tXEC IT LEVEL 25 4 -(EXEC* LEVEL E12010710)O7	 THIS COMPILATION RAS DONE ON o9 NOW 73 AT 21:10 :27
SUBROUTINE INPUT	 ENTRY POINT 001223
STORAGE USED: CODE111 001276: OATA(01 DDn2 7p : bLANK CO"MONr21 n0D000
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK,	 NANEP
01303 E
000. r









STORAGE	 ASSIGNMENT (BLOC K ,	 TYPE.	 RELA T IVE	 LOCATION,	 MANE)
0001 000402 11L cool	 OOoOSI	 1146	 0001	 0000&3	 1236 0000 000123 l3r Coal	 Doolo0
	
1316
cool 0001^• 21. Oocl	 1100417	 2n36	 4001	 o0OSnS 2216 0001 000542 2316 0000	 000136 24F
0000 000025 25F 0001	 000733	 2656	 noon
	
Don11l	 3i 0000 00002% 30F 0001	 001037	 3016
0001 001053 30 7 6 0001	 np1131	 31L	 p00o	 000143	 32F 0001 00107. 33L 0001	 001146	 3SL
0000 000116 IF 0001	 001023	 SL	 Moot	 001156	 AL 0001 001021 7L 0000	 000127	 •S$F
0000 000151 66F 0001	 000607	 991L	 0001	 COMS40	 9	 2L 00u 000601 99SL 0005	 R	 000000	 ALTITU
0000 R	 000010 CONDE 0000	 R JODO14 DELI	 M003 k	 1100000 L 0004 N 000000 F 0000	 R	 000 n l7 GUESS
0000 R 00001% NZERO 0000	 1	 1100013	 1	 0000	 1	 000000	 10 0000 000204 INJPS 0000	 1	 000011 JJ
0000 1	 000021 L 0000	 1	 000011	 NSAT1	 n00o R	 p On01 2 0k 0006 R 000000 PRES 0000 R 000023 p
2407 R ^00000 R 0000 R 000022 REL	 noo0 R 1100020 RI
00101 10 SUBROUTINE	 INPUT	 IP.T.TD.H.TV.M1
00IO3 Z• DIMENSION	 ► IIDOI.TCIOD1.TpCIT101,H(IDOl.fv11pc1
00103 3• C
0010% Is DIMENSION	 10 1 8 1 LIZ
00104 S• (•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• u••••••.••••....•••••••••••••••s••u•••••••• -	 ___
00104 ♦• C
0010 4 7• C	 T HIS INPUT SUBROUTINE	 IS SET	 UP	 TO TAKE STANDARD PRINTOUT OF CODE
	
VV .
00104 W• C CIE	 S16141FICANY	 LEVELS	 OF	 A	 RADIOSONDEI	 ANU
	
SET ALT: T uDES, VIRTUAL TEMP.





	 A M BIf. M T	 TEMPERATURES ON	 I F	 A BLANK CAkU






	 IS	 OF THL FOKM "LIGHT, ►RLSSUME,









Golto 180 HM O
00111 190 H(11 n 080
00112 200 REAOIS1301	 11011111=1.81
00120 210 30 FORMAT(8A6) L IZ
00120 220 C
LIZ00121 230 *R(Tr16.251	 II0(111	 I:1,81
00127 240 25 FORMAT	 (110141X.°EARTH RESOURCES MODEL ATMOSPHERE,1969r,
00127 250 *//1g2X*rMODFL	 LOCATION	 'r8A6, L12
00127 260 1	 .//1	 29X,•THE SIGNIFICANT LE V ELS FOR	 THE	 MODEL ATHUSPHLRE
00177 270 2ARE	 AS	 FOLLOWSr.//127X.rALTr1IOXr'PRES *, IOXIITEHP'19X.' ;Dr,1IX LIZ
00127 286 319TV',IOX10HZEROr/ LIZ
T00127 29• 4.2JX1'IH)'.t0X/'(MD)'1113X*'(K1•,lOX,1(K11.1OX1'IKIr,IOA.'[M1+.! LIZ
00127 300 c
013127 310 [.••f e^rff^Of.ffffleft•of^l+•^feffff.f^ssfaf4•ffffsfff^ffffff^^.sff•sffatiffffff•
00127 320 C
00127 330 C THIS SECTION	 INPUTS CODED DATA
00127 340 C
00130 350 130	 1	 Imittoo
00133 360 READI5131	 P1I).TII) . TDIII,H(I1
001 +11 370 s FORMATIlXIF3.0.IX-F3.01F2.O.F1O.0)
OD191 380 C TaIS	 15 THE FORMAT FOR READING RADIOSONDE DATA
"0I4t 390 C HZERO IS THE ALTITUDE	 IN METERS ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL OF THE STATION
00141 400 C FROM RHICH THE RADIOSONDE WAS LAUNCHED
OO142 410 IF	 II.EQ*tl	 HZERORHII)
00142 420 C ALTITUDE	 IN METERS
00142 430 C P RESSURE	 IN HS
00142 9110 C T	 IN DEG CENTIGRADE
00142 450 C TO I5 TEMPERATURE DEWPOI N T DEPRESSION IN DEG CENT16RAOE
007114 960 IF	 IP ( 11.LE.0.o.AND.T(1l.LE*D.O. ANO * TD( 1 ) . LE n O . 0 )	GO	 TO	 11
00146 470 IF	 (PIII.LT.0901	 GO	 TO	 2
00150 480 M=M+1
DO151 1190 IF	 tI.LE. 9.AND.PII) * LT.100.0)	 P(IIRP(1) + 11300.0
A0IS3 500 IF	 IAMOO ( T11)12*01. & T.O.OII	 Ttll n - T(I)
00155 510 T111 n T111•.1
D0156 520 IF	 170111	 * GT.	 .01	 -AND.	 TDIII	 .LE.	 50.13)	 TDIII%TDI110-1
00160 530 IFITD(I1	 .GE.	 51 • D	 .ANO.	 TOLE)	 -LE.	 5510)	 KRITE(6141
00163 540 4	 FORMATt1X1 r 1NVALtD	 TO	 INPUT	 D6TA'l
00169 550 IF	 ITD(II	 .GE.	 5610	 .AND.	 TOM	 .LE . 	99.01	 TOltl-TD1I)-50.0
001(,6 560 IF	 ITDlI1.LE*-OI)	 TD(II nT(I1s273 n 16
001713 570 TD(il n T(Il-TDII)
00171 S8f Tt1) n T(I)+273.16
00172 $90 TOtI1mTD(1)s273-16
00173 600 TVtjl nT(I1/ll.G-(0.378030EITOIIIIOF(PII)1Tllll/P11111
00174 610 IF	 (I.NE.II	 HIIIRALTITU(TVIII.TVII-1)-P(1).P11-ll,Hll-l!)+HZERO
00176 620 1	 CONTINUE
00200 630 GO TO 2
00200 640 C
OD20O 6511 C*0+000 f0saf.ffi• N+Ofrafff0ffffs•f0 ► ffrasf.urrffffaf0erf•serfff0fssfffaffrsf•0•
00200 660 C
00200 670 C THIS SECTION INPUTS NON-CODED DATA
00200 680 C
00201 690 it	 MR0
00202 700 DO	 12	 lw1r100
00202 71 0 C T H IS 15 THE FORMAT FOR READING SIGNIFICANT LEVELS III NON -CODED FORM
D0205 72f READ	 (5,13)	 H(Il,PlllrT(I1,TD9I1
00213 730 13	 FORMAT	 (E9.7rE12.6.F7*2,F3.01
00213 740 C T D(l)	 HERE,	 15 RELATIVE HUMIDITY UNTIL A	 TD(II	 15 FOUND SY	 ITERATION
,Zl1

































L 01 09 10.0 •31• (11011AI













{401 ONId 01 1A11119YN1 0l 3na !t%30Xt) lVwHoA 5s9






1111=1 066 00 Z66























































































































































































00352 133+ CONDE n SH
00353 134• NSATI n 5H(10359 1350 ON n 5H
00355 136• 6 CONTINUE
00357 1370 WRITE	 1606)
00361 136• 86 FORMAT	 (//)
00362 139• RETURN
00363 1404 END




UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V EXEC II LEVEL 2SA — IEXECB LEVEL E12010010A)
THIS COMPILATION RYAS DONE ON 09 NOV 73 AT 21:10:31
09 NOV 73	 21:ID:31.357
SUBROUTINE REFRAC	 ENTRY POINT 000117
STORAGE U5ED: CODE(:I 000142; DATAt01 D00030: BLANK COHHONIZI 000000
COMMON BLOCKS:
0003	 HATH	 000045





STORAGE ASSIGNMENT tBLUCK,	 TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
0003 R 000000 ANS 0003	 000044 CO N N 0000 R 000170 2 DELT
0000 OOOOl 6 lh PS 0000 R OODO03 PP 00D3 R OD0043 RE
0000 R 00000! 52 0000 R 000007 XHI 0000 R 000005 XN2
GOOD R 00000 6 Ol	 0000 R O0OD0 4 D2
0005 R 000000 SININV	 0000 R 000000 St
00101 to SUBROUTINE REFRAC 	 IZIIZ2,XLAHDA.PHItPHIPR,PSIsSLANTI
00103 20 DIMENSION ANS1351
00104 3* COMMON /HATH/ANS,RE.CONN
00104 4* t
001D4 5• [s0saa•^^*+s• esssrosrsrrar•sasa+rrsss*ss••+ss+a* n as ►sass•ssasi*+r••s*ass*ssas* ► s
00104 60 C
001134 7* C IN ORDER TO CALCULATE A CONTINUOUS PATH YOU HUST EXTERNALLY SET 	 PHIsPHIPR
00104 8* C Z1*	 ZZ.	 PHI.	 AND	 XLAHOA A R E	 INPUT VARIABLES
0010 31 9* C Zl	 AND Z2 ARE	 IN KH	 AND XLA MDA	 IS	 IN MICRONS
00104 IO * C PHIPR. PSI,
	
AND SLANT ARE OUTPUT VARIABLES
00104 11+ C PHI.	 PHIPR,	 AND PSI	 ARE	 IN RADIANS	 AND SLANT	 15	 IN CH
00104 12* C IF YOU WANT AMOUNT OF GH /CMa02
	
ICOLUHNAR HASSI OF ATMOSPHERE FROM It TO ZZ
00104 130 C USE ANS01 * SLANT 9 	GH/CM * 02 OF WA T ER	 1S ANS131*SLANT*ANSII31 1 1000.0.
00104 140 C SINCE ALL ANS ARRAY	 15	 IN COMHONs
	
YOU CA N 00 THIS EXTERNALLY.
OO IO4 ISO C
00104 160 C00 ►a•ss•••ss+ ► •^* aAsa*n••asas+• sassy• ♦ sarsss• s*• arssras+ n+r*sas+++rssse+a*sass•
00304 17* C
GO105 IB* SI nRE+Z1
00106 190 52*RE+22
OO107 2O+ OELT=tZZ-Zl112.0
00110 21* CALL HOOATHIZ2+0ELTiPP.gHALT1.XLAHDAI
00111 22* D2 n ANSI31
00112 23* XN2XAN51181
00113 24* CALL MOOATH	 1ZI+OELT,PP.4HALTI,XLAHDAI












1 W FOR PATH,PATH
UNIVAC 1105 FORTRAN V EXEC It LEVEL 25A -CE X ECB LEVEL E12DIOOIOA)
THIS COMPILATION WAS DONE ON 09 NOV 73 AT 21:10:33
I;0 9 NOV 73	 21:10:33. 15
SUBROUTINE PATH	 ENTRY POINT 001020


































0000 R 000035 LOU
0003	 000044 COHN
0000 R 000047 01
GOOD 1 000036 1
0004 1 000074 K1
GOOD R 000040 PHI
0000 R 000022 PSAT
0000 R 000026 QZ
0000 R G00054 SUM2
0000 R 000064 St
0004 R 000000 WATERH
BODO R 000071 XNZ




0003 R OOODOU ANS
0006 R 000000 COSIHV
0000 R 000067 02
0000	 n00230 INJPS
0000 1 000041 KI11
0000 R 000045 PHIINT
0000 R rGD072 Psi
0003 R 00004 3 RE
0000 R n00057 SuH2P
0000 R 000065 S2
0000 R 000050 6ATER1
0000 R n00027 XS








DODO R OOOOi I B
000 y R 00013 W DELP
0000 R 000066 HAFOEL
+1000 I 00004 2 J
0000 1 00003 7 M
0000 R 00007 3 PH1PR
0004 R 00013 6 PSURF
0007 R 000000 SININV
0000 R 00005 5 SUH3
0000 R 40002 3 TSAT
0000 R 000070 WATER2






0000 R 000014 C
0000 R GGD043 PELT
0000 R 00003 4 HL
0000 1 OD0061 JT
0004 R 000036 PATHM
0000 R 000017 PI
0000 R 000075 Q
DODO R 000052 SUM
0000 H 000056 SUMO
0000 a 00002 4 TSURF
0000 R 000072 XL
0000 R 000030 YS
0001	 000256 t7GG
0001	 000771 353Q
OODO R 000000 A
DOUG R 000020 CON
0000 R 000074 DUN
0000 R 000031 HS
0000 1 000062 JTP
0000 R 000021 PEAR
0000 R 000054 PP
0000 R 000025 41
0000 R 000053 SUIII
0000 R 000060 SC3M4P
0004	 000135 UCONVI
0000 R 000051 XNI
0004 R 000075 ZZZ
00101	 1•	 SUBROUTINE PATH 1XLAHOA,ZS,PHIS.THETAS,IL.PHI1..THETAL)
00103	 2*	 DIMENSION ANS(351.A13,3)tBt31,CC 3loWATERH1301,PATHtil301,ZZL131)
00104	 30	 COMMON /MATm/AN5,RE,CUNH
O0t06	 4f	 COtittON1140AT441HATERH ,PATHH,KI,2II,UELP n UCONVI,P5URF





00106 7• cs••9r9+++ s+s++• +9*a•^^+9rs9++•^*•+••+9+or•^+^^^*^^*9+999++.+9+.•+9s9+s•+99+9sr•
00106 e• C
OO106 99 C QUANTITIES	 ENDING	 IN S ARE FDR THE	 SATELLITE
00106 10 * C QUANTITIES ENDING	 IN L	 ARE FOR THE 1GROUNO LOCAL
00106 I1* C -01- AND -02- ARE DUMMY VARIABLES
00106 12 * C -XS, TS, AND NS- ARE THE RECTANGULAR COORDINATES OF THE SPACECRAFT
00106 13 * C -XL,	 YL,	 AND ML- ARE THE RECTANGULAR COORDINATES dF 	 THE GROUND LOCAL
00106 19 * C THE ANGLE ABD IS THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE SUQSATELLITE POINT AND TARGET.
130106 159 C ANGLE ABD 15 FOuND BY USING THE DOT PRODUCT AND TAKING THE INVERSE COS
001136 16* C •13092633 RADIANS	 15 THE TOTAL REFRAC T ION ON A PASS TnRU U .S.	 STANOARO	 i
00106 17* C 'SUN*	 I5 THE T OTAL	 ANGLE C14ANGE DURING REFRACTION
00106 [B e C 'SUH1 r	IS THE SU M OF ALL D.LTA XI	 CALCULATED BY LA* OF	 SINES
00106 19* C 1 SUH2 f	15 PRECIPITABLE CH OF WATER OR GH 1 CM•*2 OF WATER VAPOR
OD106 200 C 'SUM3 0	IS THE TO T AL COLUMNAR MASS	 IN THE SLANT PATH
00106 21* C 'SUM4'	 IS THE TOTAL SLANT PATH 	 IN CH
00106 229 C PHI	 IS	 IN RADIANS
130106 23* C
00106 29* C AN51211	 IS THE ZENITH ANGLE FROM GROUNDSTATI O N	 IN RADIANS	 i
013100 IS* C
1313106 269 C AN51221	 R THE TOTAL GH/C M** 2 OR COLUMNAR MASS ALONG THE SLAN T PATH.
00106 279 C
00106 28* C ANS ( 23)	 = TOTAL GM 1C119+2 OF WATER VAPOR ALONG THE SLANT PATH• 	 IT	 IS
Fsa 00306 29* C EQUIVALENT TO PRECIPITABLE CH OF WATER.
w 00106 319 C
00106 310 C Ak5(24)	 n 	 TOTAL PATH LENGTH	 IN CH
00106 32 9 C
00106 33* C*°r99+9999s+r99.9*9r999+•a*+99 +9• ra9•+wr9++99s• ► r+•s•++*++++99+a•9so99999+s•*•
a1Ja6 34* C
110 coill 35+ PHISaPHIS*CON
(ri 00112 360 7HETAS-THETAS9(-CONI
r^ 00113 37* PHIL=PHIL+CON
01114 38* THETALATHETAL+(-ICON)
D4115 399 ANSI11=-1.0
"1 0011 4 40* -	 CALL HODATMIZS 9 P8AR , 911ALT1,XLAHD A )	 LIZ
00117 419 DELPttANS (l )
00120 429 PSAT%ANSII)
0012 1 14 3* TSATmANS121
00122 949 CALL HODATH	 IZL,P8A4t , 4HALTl,XLAMDAI	 LIZ







00132 52* XS nQI*CO5(THETA519Q2
00133 539 YS =QI *SI1^(THETASi*Q2








00143 62* 00	 3	 3=1+3
00146 63* 3	 C111=0.0
00146 640 C F ROM HERE	 TO STATEMENT	 4	 FINDS THE	 VEC T OR	 ICI	 FROM THE TAR(3ET TO THE
00l4d 6S• C	 SATELLITE









130161 758 B(!	 1=XS-XL
00162 760 612	 )=YS -YL
00163 77+ B13	 1xHS—HL
00164 7B0 DO	 4	 I=103
0o167 790 DO 4 M=1.3






00202 868 IF	 IPHI.GT ..017)PH1=PHI—•0092833
00204 870 IF	 (PHI/CO?I.GT•90.0)1hR ITE	 96.881
00207 880 88 FORHAT	 t///.IX. 0 1NARN1 N G.ZE II ITH ANGLE OF UNREFRACTED PATH EXCELUS
00207 890 19098 0EG 0 0 /.1X9 0 [7	 IS HIGHLY PROBABLE	 TMAT	 THE AIRCRAFT OR SPACE
00207 900 2CRAFT CANNOT	 S E E THE	 TARGETO,///1
00210 91e WRITE	 (60051
00212 928 105 FORMAT	 I1H1. 0	FOR THIS MODEL,THE LEVELS ARE CHOSEN AS EOLLOIY50.///
00212 930 1/916Xe0ALTITUDE	 PRESSURE	 TEMPERATUREIef,16A.
00 2 12 940 21	 KH	 MB	 DEG K•)
00213 958 WRITE	 16010+11	 ZZZ(1)ePSURF.TSURF
0022.0 968 KIII=KI-1
00221 970 DO	 1 4 10	 J=I.KIII
00224 98+ CALL H0DATHIZZZ(J+IIOPSURF-DELP•FLOATIJ1i4HPRES*XLAHDAI
00225 990 WRITE	 (61104)	 ZZZIJ+l1.ANS(l1.ANSt21
00232 1000 104	 FORMAT	 IIX,	 9X.IP3Ei4s4)
00233 1010 1410 CONTINUE
00 2 35 1020 *RITE	 1601041	 ZZZIKL+111PSAT,1SAT
00 2 92 1030 IF	 tASSIPHIS—PHILIOLT•.I.AND.ABSITHETAS-THETAL).LT.et) 	 GO	 TO	 2223
00244 1090 DELT=(ZZZ12)—ZZZ()11/10.0



















































































UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V EXEC II LEVEL 25A -(EXECS LEVEL E12010010A)
THIS COMPILATION WAS OONE ON C9 NOV 73 AT 21:10:35
FUNCTION COSINV	 ENTRY POINT 000025
STORAGE USED: CODEIl1 OOG031: DATAIGi 0000111 BLANK COMHON(21 000000




STORAGE ASSIGNMEN T (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NArEI
GOOD R 000000 COSINV	 GOOD	 DOOOO2 INJPS














END OF COMPi l-ATION:	 NO DIAGNOSTICS.
t,














UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V EXEC 11 LEVEL 25A » [ EXEC$ LEVEL E120100I0A)
THIS COMPILATION WAS DONE ON 09 NOV 73 AT 21:10:37
FUNCTION SIkINV	 ENTRY POINT 000034
STORAGE USED: COOEII) 000014: OATAIO) DOGO17i BLANK, C O M MON121 000000







STORAGE ASSIGNMENT [BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION, NAMES




0000 R 000000 SIHINV
00103	 i n	FUNCTION SININVIA)
00101	 20	 C THIS FUNCTION[ CALCULATES THE INVERSE SINE OF IAA•
00103	 30	 tFIA,LT•4,3 GO TO I
00105	 4 0 	101. FORMAT I t'
	
ERROR I N SINI NV - A-IF12.91
00106	 5•	 Awl n
130107	 b•	 1 SININVuATAN2IA.ISOHTII.O—A•62111






UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V EXEC II LEVEL 25A -;EXECS LEVEL E12010010A)
THIS COMPILkTION WAS DONE ON 139 NOV 73 AT 21:10;39
FUNCTION Q
	 ENTRY POINT 00003n
STORAGE USED' CODE111 000036: DATACOI 000013: BLANK COMMON(2) 000000
EXTERNAL REFERENCES [BLOCK, NAME)
0003	 E
0004	 NERR35
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAMEI




0000 R 000001 X
00101	 1*	 FUNCTION QIPiTI
00101
	
2*	 C Q n SPeCIF1C HUMIDITY WITH UNITS nF GM/KG
00101
	 3*	 C SPECIFIC HUMIDITY:GM OF PATER VAPOR / (KG OF AlRol"CLUDING WATER VAPOR)
00103	 H*	 X n E(T)
0010'I	 5*	 Q+0 n 62197*X/(p-0.37803*X)61000.0
00105	 6*	 IF (Q.LT.O.nl Q=0.0
00107	 7*	 RETURN
OOIIO	 as	 ENO
END OF COMPILATION;	 NO DIAGNOSTICS.
09 NOV 73
0003 R 00004" CONN
C FOR ALTITU.ALTITU
UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V EXEC 11 LEVEL 2SA -IEXEC8 LEVEL E120100I0A)
THIS COMPILATION WAS DONE ON n Q NOV 73 AT 21;10;40
FUNCTION ALTITU	 ENTRY POINT 0o0OS5





EXTERNAL REFERENCES [BLOCK * ISAMEt
S^! 0004 ALOG
gDOGS NERR3S
r-e ro STORAGE ASSIGNMEh" IBLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATIDN@ NAME)
	
t	
coal	 000033 3L	 0001	 nOU04S 6L	 ODOO R 000000 ALTITU	 0003	 000000 ANS





octal I* FUNCTION ALTITU	 (TVHIGH.TVLOW.PHIGH.PLO W, HLOlh1
00103 2+ DIMENSION ANS1351
00103 3* C
00103 4• [.+.•r+a*s* ♦ ro+*++*. ©n .•aa+.+.+•e.++ ► •*.+++.+++•r...+++o*++*+++ ► +*.*+•..*+..+rr•
00103 S• C
00103 6* C GIVEN THE TEMPERATURE AND PRESSU%E AT EACH O F 2 POINTS AND THE ALTITUDE OF
00103 7* C THE LOWER POINT,	 THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE AL T ITUDE OF THE HIGHER POINT




03I04 LZ* COMMON /HATH/ANS.RE .CONN
Oolos 13* 0 nTVHIGH-TVLOW
00106 14* IF(D)	 2012
00111 l5* 2 A nCOHN/(ALOG(PHIGH/PLOWII.ALOG(TVHIGH/TVLOW)
aau 2 16* ALT!%'. =NLOw+(TVHIGH-TVLOW)!D
013113 17* GD TO 6
O011 y IS* 3 ALTITU nHLO**7VLOYT?ALOG(PH1GH/PLOW]/CDNN






N	 G FOR PRES,PRES
UHIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V hXEC It LEVEL 25A -IE X EC8 LEVEL E1201001091
THIS COMPILATION WAS DONE ON 09 NOV 73 AT 21:ID:42
FUNCTION PRES
	 ENTRY POINT OD004C
STORAGE USED: CODEIII 0000531 DATAl01 000013; BLANK COMMOMl2l 000000
COMMON BLOCKS:
DOW MATH	 440045




STORAGE ASSIGNMEN T (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
0001	 000017 31.	 DOn1	 000030 4L	 0003	 0000013 ias	 0003 R OOOOM R CONN	 0000	 000001 IN3PS




00103	 20	 DIMENSION ANS13S1
110104	 30	 COh"ON /MATH/ANS ► RE,CDNN
00104	 4f	 C
0010 4 	 5•	 Cf.ff iff.a.f1•..f.if.f ► fffffff.fOf Of rf...ia •fff•.f!•fffs.^..ff..af.fffffffff.fff
00104	 (,f	 C
00104	 70	 C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES PRESSURE PRES- AT SOME POINT -DH- ABOVE A
00104	 Bf	 C	 POINT IN THE ATMOSPHERE HAVING PRESSURE -PLO*- WHERE -Dr 15 THE
O8LO4	 9f	 C	 TEMPERATURE GRADIENT AND -TVHIGH- AND -T V LOW- ARE COHRLSPONDiNG
00104
	
I0f	 C	 TEHPERATURES+ -CONN- 15 CONSTANT K -H•G/R
00104	 its	 C
00104	 120	 C•**af.e.faa.ff^a.ofrff..a.a.•.r•••a^aff.•.ff^sfr..af ^afa.a.ffff.ff^ffffff.ffff
00LOR	 139	 C
130105	 146	 IF(D) 20#2
0011n	 150	 2 PRLSsPLDWNITVHIGH/TVLOWIOfiCONN/DI
00111	 1b0,	 GO TO 4
00112	 17•	 3 PRESaPLOYI .%xPl CONN*DH/TVLOWI
00113	 18•	 4 RETURN
001.1 11	 14f	 END
END OF COHPILATION: 	 NO DIAGNOSTICS*
I
	 FOR E.E 09 NOV 73	 21:10193.106
UNIVAC	 1108 FORTRAN V	 EXEC	 71	 LEVEL	 25A	 -tE X EcB LEVEL E12010010A1
THIS COMPILA T ION WAS DONE ON 09 NOV 	 73 AT	 21:10:43
FUNCTION E ENTRY POINT 000130







STORAGE ASSIGNMEN T (BLOCK.	 TYPE.	 RELATIVE LOCATION. 	 NAME)	 i
0001 000093 2L	 0001	 n00117 4L	 n001	 000120 SL	 0000 R 000003 C	 0000 R 000000 E
0000 000022 IN.JPS	 0000 R n00OO 9 T	 0000 R 0?0002 TO	 0000 R 000001	 TS
00101 to FUNCTION EtX)
00103 2* DATA	 T51373.161.TO/273.16/
00103 3* C
00103 9* t,***** n **ess^a.a^***.^*M^6^a+ n * n *ia s^ n *as. nn * n ****.*a*. ► ***. n ^* n U'S**Q nn a1* n a} n fi
D0103 5' c
00103 be c THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES VAPOR PRESSURE OVER A PLANE SURFACE. OF
00103 7• c	 WATER	 tC - 0.01	 OR OF	 ICE	 IC +	 2 7 3 . 161	 BASED ON TEMPERATURE	 IN DEG
00103 C	 KhLVIN.	 EIXJ	 15	 IN MB
00103 C SET C n273.16
	
IF YOU WANT VAPOR PRES OVER 	 ICE USED BELOW 273. DEG K
00103 LO* C
00103 lie C*** **0 n *0**** no**0*. n s***** • 	 n e nn *0e	 re*
00103 12* C
00106 13* C n0.0
00107 l9* T-X-C
00110 l5* IF	 tx	 .LE.	 1.01	 GO	 TO 9
00112 I6* IF	 (T)	 1,2,2
00112 17* C	 FORMULA FOR V A POR PRESSURE OVER 	 ICE
00115 JS* l	 E n6.1071*10.0**1-9.0 97 18 0	1-1 .0+70/XI -3.56654'LOGL0ITD/XJ+0.876793
00115 19* 1*tl.0-X/7011
00116 20 * 60 TO 5
00196 21 * c
001:6 22* C' * ►•* a*^s**r^* nn a** n rss nnnnnn w.**..	 ..* n e nn a* nn asN s n eessaa* n * n s*s ► * n ^a***
00176 23* C
00116 29 n c	 FORMULA FOR VAPOR PRESSURE OVER WATER
00117 25° 1 E'1013.296*10.0 n *l-7.90298*1-1.0*TS/X)05.02$08*LOG10tT5/X7-1.3816E
00117 26* 1"07*910.0 *'11!•394*tt•0-%/T^'1-9s01+8.1328E-03s{90.0*r[-3.9919*t-1	 .__
00117 270 2.0*TS/X11-1.011
00120 28* GO TO 5
OOt2I 296 9 E n0*O
00122 30* 5 RETURN






END OF COHP(LATION;	 NO DJAGNOSTICS.
r
q FOR ReR
	 09 NOV 73
	
21;10;99-768
UttIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V EXEC 11 LEVEL 2SA —{EXECS LEVEL E12010010A)
THIS COMPILATION HAS DONE ON 09 NOV 73 AT 21:10:4`1
FUNCTION R	 ENTRY POINT 000044
STORAGE USED; CODE(l) 000061; OATA(01 030012; BLANK COMMONI2) 000000





STORAGE TYPE,	 NAH V(BLOCK,	 RELATIVE LOCATION*
0001 000033 6L	 0003 R 000000 F	 ngQO	 DODD09 INJPS	 0000 R 000000 R
Fr
^ I
OOIOI to FUNCTION R15,P,X)
00101 20 C
00101 36 [aar0rsaarrar66666-0666••-0aras0aaarasaaoarasraaa• a ► aa• r0rrrr.rarrerr0ararrrsrr• I~i
W00101 9• C
00101 S0 C T HIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE M IXING RATIO	 IGH OF H2O1/IKG OF	 DRY AIH)
00101 60 C	 BASED ON X wH1CM 15 TEMPERATURE 	 IN DEG KELVIN
00101 70 C RIS,PeXI	 +0/00	 IIE PARTS PER THOUSAND)
(10101 B0 C 5 15 VAPOR PRESSURE OF WATER




UO303 174, IF	 151	 7,60
00104 1410 7 CONTINUE
00107 l5^ ROIG•016050FIP,X1/128.966410IP—SOFIP,X))10100o.0
00107 16+ C R	 15	 IN GM/KG
00110 l70 IF	 (R.LT.0.0)	 GO TO 6
00112 l80 RETURN
00113 199 6 Ra0.0
00119 200 RETURN
00115 210 END





09 NOV 73	 21110:446.118
UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V EXEC 11 LEVEL 25A -(E X ECS LEVEL E1201DO10A)
THIS COMPILATION WAS DONE ON 09 NOV 73 At 21:10:46
FUNCTION F	 ENTRY POINT 000120
STORAGE USED: CODEIII 000127; DATAIOI 0002 60: BLANK COMMON423 000000




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
0001 000005 1126 0001	 n00024	 12 4 G	 7001	 000022 2L	 0001	 O0Ola4 3L
0000 R 000000 F 0000 R n0024O FA	 0000 R 00024 2 F1	 0000 R 600243 F2
0000 1	 000237 11 GOOD	 004250 INJPS	 9000 100023 5 J	 GOOD 3 OOa24l JJ
0000 R 000236 T 0000 R OO000l TE	 0000 R 000030 U
Oalm is FUNCTION FIPfXI
00103 2* DIMENSION	 vt(12I*PE1IIIRUII2e1II
00104 30 DATA	 ((UII,JI,J=l9lll,1 m 1,121	 /D•,lrr2 •, 3 „ 6r•l2• n 18•r3D „ 42•,y3r,
00104 4+ (SS••I.^1.+2.t3.•b•,11.•17•,27••38.,44•,60. n l•+l•,2• n 3••6••ll•^36••
00ID4 5+ 226• n 36••^f6..55.•t.r 2•+3r,4•rb. n tl.rl5• +24•^34.,43.i5Z••1•+1.•4• n
00104 6+ 35..7•si1+,i5r,24•.32•X41•,4Si•,D••2•,5••6..B.^IZ• n le• n 24••32+,40..
00104 70 947.,4.0•,30.+14•,!8•,25.,32..40•r47s,4+D•+lZ••16••20••27•.34.•4f•+
00104 B• 5'38•,d+0++23st30•+37•+44•+5D••6rn. n Z6.r4•,4l• n 48+,54s.Tr0•+37+,45•
CDIO4 g+ 6	 52•r54 ► ,t1+0+•48•r5b nn 64./,TE/-5D• n "40•,"30+r-20•X-Ifl. n 0•^10.+20.•
0010 +4 10+ 730.•40•+50+.60•/ ► PE/5.,10.•30.,50••1O0•,Z00•,3D0•,50D•,7fl0••900..
00104 ll+ 811000/
0010 4 120 C
00104 l3+ C+++•+••+.+++• ^^....+.+sse+•++••s•^^+++.•.++..ss•+••+ n +•r++++++a•+r•++s+++++•
00104 14+ C
00104 l5• C	 'F r IS THE CORRECTION FACTOR FOR THE DEPARTUR E OF	 THL MIXTURE OF	 AIR
00304 16+ C AND MATER VAPOR FROM THE	 IDEAL GAS LAW.
OOID4 17+ C	 X 35 TEMPERATURE	 IN DEG KELVIN
00104 !E• C P 15 TOTAL ATMOSPHERIC P R ESSURE	 IN H8
0DI04 l9+ C
00104 20+ C^+sr+++ ^^+..+++.r++++•++•r•rr•r+..•+•.+++• +•••+ss +•^.+++r++ ►.•+.a++•+r.ss++s
11 0104 210 C.
colic 220 TAX-273•(6
0011 1 23• DO	 1	 1'+1,12
00114 24+ IF	 IT n LE•TE(Ill	 60	 TO	 2
00116 256 11-1
100117 26 0 1	 CONTINUE
00121 Z74 FA.I.O
00122 280 GO TO 3
00123 290 2	 01	 Jul $) [
00126 300 IF	 IP•LE.PEIJI)	 GO	 TO	 5
00130 316 JJYJ
00131 320 4 CONTINUE
0001	 000041 51,
DODO 1 000234 1
0000 R 000015 PE
C1
00133 330 r4 =l.''3
0013 11 341 GO TO 3
00135 350 5	 Intl
00136 361h J=JJ
00137 370 Fi-[Ut1+I.JI-Utl,J1l/IO.0•IT-TEIIII+UII,JI
OD140 380 F2 n (U['1+1,J+tl-U!I.J+111/10.O0IT-TElli)+U[1,4+11
OO141 390 FAR1F2-FIl /[Fc- IJ+11-PE1J11+(P-PE(J)I+FI
00142 NO• FA'1.0+FA9I n 0E-O4
OO143 41+ 3 FnFA
00144 42+ RETURN
011195 'i30 Emo







1108 FORTRAN V EXEC 11 LEVEL 2SA -IEXEC8 LEVEL E1201001CA1
i	 THIS COMPILATION WAS DONE ON 09 NOV 73 AT 21:10;41
FUNCTION XK	 ENTRY POINT DO9107
STORAGE USEDi CODE111 000132i DATA901 O0D014) BLANK COMMON(2) 000000
COMMON BLOCKS:
0003	 XKK	 000025





STORAGE ASSIGNHEIiT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION. NAMEI
0001	 000061 200L	 0001	 n00071 300L	 O00n	 UODOO S 1NJP5	 0003 R 000012 T
0000 R 000000 XK	 01106 R 000000 XKI	 ODDS R 000000 XK2	 ODOR k DODOOO XK3
09 NOV 73	 21ILWA17.741
0003 R 1300000 w





















20	 C	 THIS FUNC T IO N 15 THE R EAL PART OF THE CO MPLEX PROdABILITY FUNCTION
3 •	C	 OR THE VOIGT SPECTRUM LINE PROFILE




8 •	3 9T/0.245340768.0. 737473729,10239n7622.1.73853771 ► 2.25g97400.
9 •	4 2.78880606+3.34785457,3.94476gO4.4.60368245.5.38748089/
LO S 	 Y2KY•92
Li s 	IFIY,LT.l.O,A4D•X.LT,9.O.OR.Y.LT.1.8/(X+1.0)1 GO TO 300
12 9	IF(Y.LT.2,5.AND.X.LT.4.O1 GO TO 200
13 9	100 XKnxK3(x.YI
I4 •	RETURN
15 0	 200 XK n XK21X9Y1
16 +	RETURN






END OF COHPILATIO)li	 NO DIAGNOSTICS.
D FOR XKI ► XKI
	 09 NOV 73	 21;10:4T926T
UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V EXEC II LEVEL 2S A -(E X ECS LEVEL E12010010AI
THIS COMPILATION ALAS DUNE ON 09 NOV 73 AT 21:10:99
FUNCTION XK1	 ENTRY POINT 000261
STORAGE USED: COQEIII O003l2i DATAIO) 300176; BLANK COMHON121 000000






STORAGE ASSIGNMENT [BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION * NAME1
0001	 000112 10001.
0001 000240 2000L
0000 0 000111 ONO2
0000 R 000126 DNO2
0000 1 000124 11
0000 D 000115 Xl
DOOI	 000161 12ODL
0001	 000242 2500L
0000 0 ODOODI C
0000 0 009117 F
0000	 100161 INJPS
DOOD R 9100131 YN
0001	 000056 1246
0001	 000035 5L
0000 D OOOIOS COEF
0000 R 00012 7 FUNCT
0000 R 000130 0
0000 R 000121 Y2
01101	 000177 1476
0000 D 000113 ON
0000 R 000132 DN
0000 R 000133 G
0000 R 000122 Ul
0001	 000034 2L
0000 D 000107 3N01
0000 R 000125 ON01
0000 1 000123 1




00101 19 FUNCTION	 XKIIX,YI
00103 29 DOUBLE	 PRECISION Ct3vl,COEF,BNOl,BNO2•BNvAloF
00103 39 C HUMMERS CMEBYS HEV COEFFICIENTS Cill
M Og q9 DATA C/ -1999999999972224DO0-rt84000000002999800101558399999965025
0010 11 S9 [001
0010 61 69 1	 --1216690000043488D0•rD877081S9994o391D00-•0585191248086907000
00109 70 2	 -03621573016239]900•-•0208497654398036D0 ► r011196011634627000 ►
Going 89 v	 -r5623389616710900-209264476341722650-2,-•117326707577090-2r
00109 99 5	 -989951997808BD-3r--1933630801528D-3r+772877v967880-4 ►
00109 109 5	 -0256555124979D-v,.866207368g1O-S0-.278763797190-5 ►
00109 119 7	 •9566873627D- 6 ► - • 2518433784D-6.•709360221D-7r-•I91732257D-7•
OOk0 9 129 8 ► g94012560-80--124977390-B0.29977770-9 ► --6964500-110.1562610-109




00110 179 IFtIX992-Y21•GT910rOJGO 	 TO	 2
OOt12 18• UIwrXPI-X9929Y219C0S12.9X9Y1
00113 199 GO To 5
00119 209 2 U190.0
Dolls 219 5 1FtXrGT•5r01	 GO TO	 1000
Dolls 229 C FROM HERE TO ST,TEHEN T 30 WE CALCULATE DAWSONS FUNCTION
00115 239 C CLENSHAWS ALGORITHM AS GIVEN BY HUMMER
00117 299 5N01 n0.OD0
00120 259 8NO2w0*000
0012[ 269 XI n X /5.ODO
00122 279 COEFs4r0O09xt992-29300
00123 289 DO	 20	 IYI034
zO
00126 29* it-35-1
00127 30* 8N nC0EF*QNDI-6NO2+CI111
00130 310 SNO2 n ONDI
00131 320 20 BNOIaBN
00133 33* 30 F=XI n t8N-BNLi21
00139 a9* 90 DNO1*1*O-2*•1*X*SNGLIFI
00135 3S* 1100 ONO2*SNGLIFI
00136 36* GO TO 1200
00137 37* IOOO DNOIU- I*5/X*+ 2+*75/X**q+1r1175/Xm*6+6.5625/X*08+29.53125/X**lO*
00137 38* 1162.+1218/X0012+1055.7421/X*o141
OO M 390 0NO2 n tl*- DN1'!1/(2. *XI
001 +11 40* 1200 FUNCT*Y*DNOI
00142 41* IFtY*LE*1*OE;-GS)GO TO 2500
00194 42* Q*1*D
00145 43* YN n Y
00146 49* DU 2000 12,50
00151 450 DN n tX*ONOI+DNO21*1-2*1/FLOATIII
00152 46* DNO2 nONOI
00153 47* ONOIKON
00154 48* IF11tODt1*2112000*2000.4500




00143 53* IFiABSIG/FUNCTI.LE*1*OE-O8IGO TO 2500
00165 54* 2000 CONTINUE
DOW 55* 2500 XKl*U1-1.12837917*FUNCT
00170 56* RETURN
00171 57* END
END OF COMPILATION; NO	 DIAGNOSTICS.
G FOR XK2sXK2
UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V EXEC It LEVEL 25A -(EXECS LEVEL E12010010AI
THIS COMPILATION WAS DONE ON 09 NOV 73 AT 21:10:51
FUNCTION XK2	 £NtRY POI N T OOD103
STORAGE USED: CODE M 0001139 DATA10) 000027; BLANK COMMON(21 DDD000
COMMON BLOCKS:
0003	 XKK	 000025




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION i NAME)
0001	 000006 1066	 0000 R 000001 G	 00oo I OQOOO 2 I
0000 R OOODn9 S.
	
0003 R 00o012 T	 0003 R 000000 w
09 NOV 73	 21:10;51.131
0000
	
OOOOt2 1N.lPs	 0000 R 000003 R
0000 R 000000 XK2	0003 R 000029 Y2
DOW I* FUNCTION XK7IXsY1
00103 20 COMMON	 /XKK/	 WIl1DIvTIl019Y2
00109 34 GzO.o
00105 9• DO	 100	 101110
00110 5o R=T(t)-X
00111 6+ S%TII)+X









0 F OR %&3,XK3
UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V EXEC 11 LEVEL 25A -IE X ECB LEVEL E12010010A)
THIS COMPILA T ION WAS DONE ON 07 NOV 73 AT 21:JD:52
FUNCTION XK3	 ENTRY POINT 0000'12
STORAGE USED. CODE11) 0000523 OATA(0) 0000171 BLANK COmMON121 000000
COMMON BLOCKS;
0003	 XKK	 000025
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAHE)
000	 NERR3S
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT IBLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
DDOI	 000003 10 6 G	 0000 R nOnDE21 G	 noon 1 00000 2 1




0000	 000006 1NJPS	 Go03 R 000012 T
OO101 I+ FUNCTION XK3(XoYI
0003 20 CONnON	 /XKK/	 *1101,T1101,Y2
00104 34 GxO,O
00105 4* DO	 loo	 1sleio






















015019 g 7 21 l
OISOl177 14 12
0150147 4 14 168
Oi510J16 32 1
01506154 14 71
0151015 6 14 5
D1$103 54 16 1
01510264 19 Si




















01515 7 05 14 34
0/516657 14 19











09 Nov 73 21:10:22
09 NOV 73 21:10:22
09 Nov 73 21:10:25
09 NOV 73 21;10225
09 NOV 73 21:10127
09 NOV 73 21:10:27
09 Nov 73 21:10:31
09 NOV 73 21;10:31
09 Nov 73 21:I0:32
09 Nov 73 21:10:32
A^	 09 NOV 73 21:10:36
09 NOV 73 21:10:36iv '' 09 Nuv 73 21;10:37
10 JUIV








09 NOV 73 21;10:40
09 NOV 73 21:10:40
09 NOV 73 21:1.0;41
09 NOV 73 21;10:41
09 NOV 73 21:10:`13
09 Nov 73 21:10:43
09 NOV 73 21;10:4+i
09 NOV 73 2L;10:44
09 NOV 73 21:10 :45
09 NOV 73 21:!0:45
09 NOV 73 21:10:47
09 Nov 73 21:10:47
09 NOV 73 21;10:49
09 NOV 73 21;10;49
09 NOV 73 21:10:50
09 NOW 73 21:10;50
09 NOV 73 21;10:52
09 NOV 73 11;!0;52
09 NOV 73 21;10:53










































E	 IE/COOEI	 1 000130
MODATM IMOOATM/CODE)






COBOL LIBRARY T ABLE EMPTY
PROCEDURE NAME TABLE EMPTY
2. TRH{ C
3. %.' + T C
9a TEF C
S. TRI C
END CUR LCC 1102-0398 L9
ENTRY POINT TABLE
ATM053 (ATMOS3 /CDDEI I 000151
F (F/CDDEI 1 ODO120
PATH (PATH /CODE) 1 001020
R IR/CODE) 1 000091XK IXK/CODE) 1 000107
XK 3 iXK3/CODE) I OOD042
0 01522762	 19	 6
COSINY ( COSINV /CODE]	 1 000025
INPUT (INPUT/CODE)	 1 001223
PRES	 (PRES /CODE)	 1 000010
REFRAC IREFRAC /CDDEI 	 1 000117
XK1






1U9 NOV 73	 21:10:58	 ]DENT T17	 ACCOUNT L9727	 CARDS IN 1343 CARDS OUT	 D	 PAGES	 97	 ELAPSED TINE 0 0 42
1
i
•-e..^_^_^..^..^..^..s-^^^ _• ^.^^_^^^„*-^-^_^-UNiVAC-1lpe-PROCESSOR! -EXEC-. li-L6YEL-a ^^NSC-1
.
Z3-NASA-HOUSTat^^s -^..^..^^a.s-^-t ..*. t..t^^^^^^fe
I^
APPENDIX B — INPUT CARD FORMAT
AND SAMPLE DATA RUNS
In this appendix, the deck setup (fig. B-1), the format for the input
cards, and sample runs of radiosonde teEt case and laboratory test case data
are presented.
SECTION 1 -- INPUT CARD FORMAT
Card 1
The following terms are used for card 1.
Y: The term Y denotes a dummy variable. To punch cards for transmitted
and emitted radiance, place a P in column 1 (i.e., P is read into Y).
NN: The term NN denotes the number of layers.
GG: The term GG is equivalent to DV, the averaging step within each
triangular slit, which should be 0.01 to 0.03 cm-1 .
FF: The term FF is equivalent to DELV, which is the increment, of
printout; the ratio DELV/DV must be an integer, usually A > DELV > A/2.
11: The term 11 Is equivalent to v1 , which is the wave number at the
beginning of the test interval expressed as 1 cm 1.
22: The term 22 is equivalent to v 2 , which is the wave number at the
end of the test interval expressed as 1 cm 1.
AA: The term AA is equivalent to A, which is one-half the base of the
triangle representing the response function of the instrument expressed as
_I
1 cm _.
BB: P e term BB is equivalent to BOUND, which is the distance from a
line at which the wings must be considered.
00: The term 00 is equivalent to temperature T 0 , which is 296.0 K.
V: To use Voigt broadening in place of Lorentz broadening, put a V in
column 79.
W: To print out weighting functions and emitted radiance (intensity for






The following terms are used for card 2.
ZZ: The term ZZ denotes the altitude of the satellite or aircraft in
kilometers.
LL: The term LL denotes the .latitude of the satellite in degrees.
(North is positive.)
SS: The first term SS denotes the longitude o{ the satellite in degrees.
(West is positive.)
HH: The term HH denotes the altitude of the target in kilometers.
MM: The term MM denotes the latitude of the target in degrees.
(North is positive.)
QQ: The term QQ denotes the longitude of the target in degrees.
(West is positive.)
SS: The second term SS denotes the kinetic temperature of the target in
kelvin.




For cares 3, the term XX is equivalent to the header comment card for
!	 radiosonde data.
:'he Number 4 Type Card
i	 The number 4 type card can be read in either coded or uncoded form. An
example of coded radiosonde data as received from the National [leather Service
is shown in tables B-I and 13-II. In this case, the input data are coded
pressure (millibars), coded temperature (degrees Celsius), and coded dewpoint
depression (degrees Celsius). An alternate input can be used by placing a
blank card ahead of the first of the set of atmosphere cards (table B-III),
which are of the form E9.3 (height in meters), E12.6 (pressure in millibars),
F7.2 (temperature in kelvin), and F3.0 (percent relative humidity). In either
case, a negative pressure is used to exit this mode. There can be as many as
99 number 4 type cares. The following t e rms are used for the number 4 type
card.
PPP: The term PPP denotes pressure in millibars; however, for any of the
first four radiosonde cards, if PPP is less than 100, 1000 is added to PPP
(e.g., 016 = 3016 millibars).
B-2
TTT: The term TTT denotes temperature in degrees Celsius times 10. The
value is positive if the last digit is even, and the value is negative if the
last digit is odd (e.g., 321 = -32.1° C).
DD: The term DD denotes the difference between the ambient temperature
and the detirpoint temperature. For values from 00 to 50, multiply by 0.1 to
obtain tewerature in degrees Celsius. Values from 51 to 55 are not used. (If
they are used, the message "invalid data input" is written.) For values from
56 to 99, subtract 50 to obtain temperature in degrees Celsius. For example:
02 = 0.2° C, 56 = 6.o° c, 6o = lo.o° c.
The Number 5 Type Card
^'.	 The number 5 type card is a negative number in the first four columns.
The Number 6 Type Card
The number 6 type cam is a repeat of card 1.
The Number 7 Type Card
The following terms are used for the number 7 type card.
i	 33: The term 33 denotes the mole fraction of carbon dioxide for the
first label.
F	 44: The term 44 denotes the mole fraction of ozone for the first label.
r	 55: The term 55 denotes the mole fraction of nitrous oxide for the
i	 first label.
is	 66: The term 66 denotes the mole fraction of carbon monoxide for the
Is	 first label.
77: The term 77 denotes the mole fraction of methane for the first
label.
The quantity of number 7 type cards is NN, where NN < 30.
The Number 8 Type Card
For the number 8 type card, use as man; cards of the type "card 1" as
desired for different frequency intervals having the same atmospheric profile.
B-3
Sample Coding Form
The sample coding form shown in table &-111 is presented to illustrate
application of previous instructions.
B-4
^E
TABLE B-I.- LAIC CHARLES, LOUISIANA, RADIOSONDE AND CODE, a
May 10 1969 00ooz
TT 60004 7224o 99ol6 23266 olo08 oo146 21467 00512 85517 o8463 35017 70118
04273 32033 50577 1 3571 29543 40743 26569 27572 30946 38567 27590 20217 519//
15400 589// lo650 67311 88999
66280 275950
f' w 6000/ 72240 00016 23266 11970 18068 22831 06662 33813 11075 44609 02171
-	
55400 26569 66290 40166 77243 461// 88227 451// 99193 535// 111oo 673// 31313
25069 451// /////0
QQ 60000 72240 90012 01008 35512 35007 90346 36009 36013 34524 90789 33530
34031 33031 91246 31535 32539 31534 92051 24044 27582 9302/ 27588 275950
2nd Trans




YY 6000/ 72240 11950 681// 2292o 657// 33600 665// 44230 511// 55100 411//
6607o 403//0
LL 60000 7224o x.ATDO
aThe significant level code is VV.  For VV,  the code is iippp TTTdd where
ii = identifier of a set of data; the two characters are identical
(e.g., 00, 11, 22, 33).
ppp = pressure in mbar except the fourth character from the right is
suppressed (e.g., 970 = 970 mbar, and 016 = 1016 mbar).
TTT = temperature in °C, positive if last digit is even and negative if
last digit is odd.
dd = dewpoint temperature depression. If 00 to 49, multiply by 0.1 for
°C; 50 = 5.0° C; 51 to 55, not used; 56 to 99, subtract 50 for °C
(e.g., 02 = 0.2, 56 = 6.o, 6o = 10).
Siashes indicate no data and code 99 should be used.
E-5
J







i 1 2	 3	 4	 5
I




14 11 12 13 14 15116 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 3 5 	 4 3 r ^ F
.016 '2.3266 1 t	 I
1970 ;18068
1831 106662 r
18 .1,3, :1!1 0 7 5 
I609 10 1 2171 '
;41 00 t 2 6 5 1 6, 9 1	 1	 t	 I'
.2	 o9 F^ 1 0 1 6 '6 f 	 I	 1	 1	 1	 1	 t	 1	 1	 l	 1	 I!	 r	 ^_	 1	 1	 1	 F	 1	 r	 (,	 i	 1	 F	 s
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1 1	 F	 1—..I	 ...I	 -a.^
1 1	 ! F
1	 F	 1	 1	 1	 1	 t.	 1	 1	 r	 i	 [	 I	 F	 1	 r	 I	 ^	 1	 t	 1,	 r	 1	 I	 1„
1 1	 r I
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1 LOCATION I	 I
1 1 2	 3	 4	 5	 6 	 7
OPERATION	 1	 VARIABLE FIELD
	
!
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15116 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 26 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36137 38 1 9 40
1	 1	 1 1 .r_
0 1 .	 0 0 O I E+ 1 0 E+ 2 .;6 1
1 1 .	 OOO I E+ IOO;E +022 3 65 1 7151 1
2 1 .	 O Q O IE 1 + 0 3$ b 4 10 0 E+ Q 2 2$ 7 6 S	 7 5	 1
2 1	 2 5 0 IE 1+ 0.3. 8 0 10 O E + 0 2 2 L1.6 1	 1	 17. 1 5 t	 l	 I	 I	 l	 }	 !	 _I	 r
2+	 500 1 E 1 +Q3 100E +Q22$6 1
X1 1.	 0001E 1+ 0 36 I +
F
6 1 .	 000IE1+03 4+ . j9pl,10 1 00E +02263 1.	 5 10,3 1
8 1 .
	 0,0 0 iE '^+ Q t 3@3,. i7i6i4t0t'ntQgEj+tQi2t2j5 10 Ot	 o	 13tOi 1
I
1 1 .	 0 0 O I E 1 + h
1.
1. _ ,t8i4 l 3lQlolOtE,+gOi212t^161. r tO i 	 1	 !2101 }	 1	 1	 t	 I	 t	 j
1	
1	 1
I-1. 11,0101 0 1 0101E , -106 i
P	 + 1
3 I J ^..1 - i ! ! !	 1 1	 1	 (	 F !	 I	 r	 1	 I	 1	 l	 i	 l	 ,
1	 1	 I I
,^.^.,.,.,^ = I l 1 ! 1 1	 } }	 1	 1	 T 1	 !	 !	 i	 1_^,, ,,	 l	 ^	 i	 ,
I	 1 I
t	 1 t ! t 1 I t 11 I	 t	 1	 }
i
F	 !	 j	 1	 R	 I 1^3
!	 I	 I 1 I
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7/8 R ASG C = PCF tape (source program)
7/8 R AS  A = data tape
7/8 S ch 7T = 3
7/8 Z run .. .
(Front of deck)
Figure B-1.-- Beck setup for atmospheric transmission computer program CF.
.f
SECTION 2 -- SAMPLE RUN FOR LABORATORY DATA
This section of appendix B contains a sample run of laboratory data of
5160 to 5199.9 am 	 0.1 centimeter of water at a temperature of 287.7 K.
The laboratory comparison format is used.
B-»10
Z RUN CO2851,TF3.T17,1651B. p006.0 10,2
N MSG	 FILE R¢a.	 TAPE 3	 FHM 0 FSTRN 00
ASG C#A10743A SG	 Aft A 12389











Blank	 TFST OF WATER VAPOR ABS 5160 C14
card'~	 0.00E&001 . 013250E&03287 . 70 1GOS4. OGE L02 i.0_13250E&0 3287.70 1001 010
	




















T E PATH LE N GTH OF EACH LAYER IS ICHI
8 . 03755+02	 8.03755+02	 6.03755+0Z	 8.03755+02	 6.03155+02




EARTH RESOURCES MODEL ATMOSPMFHGs1969
MODEL LOCATION	 TEST OF	 HATtR	 VAPOR p p S 51611	 CM, .1 prec m 820, T = 287,7 K
THE SIGNIFI CANT LFVELS FOR ThE MODEL AIM05PHtRE AkE A5 FOLLOnS 1
ALT PRE5 TEMP TO TV HZLRU
(N} (M81 IKI IKI IKI Im)
o•a0a IoO13+03 287.70 287.70 289.49 LONG€H SATJett




	030LO yl: 5 160.0000 Y2= 5200900n0 As 	 05DOG BU U NU s	12.00110 I>:MPOx 196.11000





TARGET LATITUDEw	 .0000	 TARGET LONGITUDL=	 .(,080
SURFACE TEMP=	 298.500	 EHISS=1000000000
THE FOLLOWING DATA ARE 35 ATMOSPHERIC VARIABLES FROM MODATM








1+0371256 + OL	 909999942+01	 110219797+01	 1.0219253+01	 8.4732987+00
804732987 +00	 lv-0002-930+DO	 f*-b-S-4%3A7+OI	 1.6545396+01











!10015808-02 PREC CM OF WATER IN LAYER	 1








THE FOLLOWING DATA ARE 35 ATMOSPHE R IC VARIABLES F ROM MODATH






















De000060U	 T160D110II00 - latu30 milt- 	OaO00Dfl00	 0.0000000
1.001580B-02 PREC CH OF WATER IN L AYER	 2
THE FOLLOWING ARE ATM-CM FOR LAYER 2 FOR G02.03.N20 1 CO.AND CH4 RESPECTIVELY
0.0000
	 010000	 000000	 0.0000
	
n•00nO
THE FOLLOWING DATA ARE 35 ATMOSPHERIC VARIABLES FROM MODATH
1.0132500 + 03	 2.8770000+02	 122193922-03	 314107557+02	 9.8066y00+02
208949995+02	 218786800+01
	

























1@0015808-02 PREC CM OF WATER I N
 LAYER	 3
THE FOLLOWING ARE ATM-CH FOR LAYER 3 FOR CO2 @ 03.N20 1 CO.AND CH4 "ESPLCTIVELY
0@0000
	
010000	 300000	 Oe00011	 00nOn0
THE FOLLOWING DATA ARE 35 ATMOSPHERIC VARIABLES FROM MODATM



























2*8786800+ 01	 285511258+19	 0+0000000
	 0.000a9n17	 n•O0a0D1n
0-0000000	 0.0000000
	 00000000LT	 0.OnnoonO	 nonOODUnn
1*0015808-02 PREC CM OF WATER Iv LAYER
	
4










































1.0015806-02 PREC CM OF WATER IN LAYER
	 5





THE FOLLOWING DATA ARE 35 ATMO
































1.0015808 .02 PREC CH OF WATER IN LAYER
	 6
THE FOLLOWING ARE ATM-CH FOR LAYER 6 FOR fO2,03,N20 9 CO 3 AN0 CH4 NE.SPEO M LY
090000	 0*0000	 0.0000
	 000000	 o.nnna
THE FOLLOWING DATA ARE 35 ATMO































I.D015808-02 PREC CM OF FiATER IN LAYER
	 7
THE FOLLOWING A R E ATM-CM FOR LAYER 7 FOR Cn2.03,N20.0O 3 AN0 CH4 flESPECTIVELY
0*0000	 0*0000	 0.0000	 n*OOnn	 0*00no
THE FOLLOWING DATA ARL 36 ATMOSPHLRIC VARIABLES FROM MADATM
1.0132500+03	 2.87700110+C2	 1.2193422-D3	 3.4177S57+132	 9.Aio&,na+p2
2.8949495 + 02	 2.8780800+01	 1.7872082-n5	 2.8769999+02	 I•g37IP51+61






n•Daonona	 O n CDOOD00	 0.00(l0por	 L+•OOn9onn	 r)9nacnann
2.878 4 8 00 + 01	 2.5511256+19	 a•Daoucan	 0•0enllcnn	 n•nnooric,3
0013000000
	
O.00aa000	 1340000oa^	 0.130^ocn0	 c113000non
I.00IS808-02 PREC CM OF WATE R IN LAYER	 B
`	 THE FOLLOWING ARE ATM-LM FOR LAYER 8 FOR Co2.03.N20.CO. A Nb CH4 OLSPEL71VELY
0001300	 0.0000	 D.AOOC	 n.00Dn	 x.Cenn
T4sE FOLLOWING DATA ARE 35 ATMOSPHE R IC VARIABLES FRO14 HOOAT+1
1.0132500 + 03	 2+8770000+02
	
1.2193922-03	 3•4107SS7+C2	 9.8066500+02
2.8949495+02	 2. 8 7 8 68 00+01	 117872082-05	 2.8769999+02	 i•n37125n+O1
1.0371256 + 01	 999999942 +c1 	 1.0219247+01	 1.0219253+01	 R.4732947+00





000000000	 0901300DOO	 O.000oran	 0.000na1+0	 c•on00070	 -
21-87868x0+01	 2IS511258+19	 0.00001300	 O*OOVBDPC	 n•nn0000n
000000000
	
D.0000DOa	 13.000OLaD	 0.09,10an0	 n•nOoonon
1.00I5808-02 PREC CH OF MATER IN LAYER	 9
THE FOLLOWING ARE ATM-CM FOR LAYER 9 FO R
 CO2sO3sH2OvCO * AND CH4 RESPECTIVELY
a.1301313	 13.0x00	 000000	 C•Ooan	 v.nOna
THE FOLLOWI N G DATA ARE 35 ATMOSPHERIC VARIABLE5 FROM MODATM
1.0132500 + 03	 2- 8770009+02	 1.2193922-03	 3.41a7S57 +132 	9.84665013+02
2.8949495 + x2	 2.8786800+01	 1.7872082-05	 2.8769999+07	 1.11371250+01
1.0371256 + 01	 969999942+01	 1.0219247 +0 	1.020253+01	 8+4732907+00
8.4732 987 + 00	 1.0002730+1;C	 1.00D2732 +na 	I.65453R7+o1	 1.6545396+01
000000000	 x000000013	 0.01300000	 O.Or1n0000	 o•ono0O13O
2.8786800+ 01	 2.5511258+19	 0.0000000	 0.0013OUnO	 n•nn000n0
0.0000000	 0+0000000	 4+00001300	 O.Oa0xant)	 n•ngaDODn
110015808-02 PREC CH OF t.ATER IN LAYER	 10
THE FOLLOWING ARE ATM -CM FOR LAYER 14 FOR CO2903020.CO.ANO C"4 RESPECTIVELY
0.0000	 0.0000	 0000"	 0.009D	 O•nana
LEVEL 1	 P =	 .10460+01	 TEMP : 287.70
WATERS =	 s33'1S+21
LEVEL 2	 P s	.I0000+01	 TEMP % 287.7n
WATERS =	 .3345+21
LEVEL 3	 P a	 410000+0S	 TEMP - 287.7n
WATERS is	 3345+21
LEVEL 4	 P s	 •10000+01	 TEMP s 287.70
WATERS n 	 .3345+21
LEVEL 5	 P it	 .10700+xI	 TEMP : 287.77
WATERS u	 .3345+21
P .	 .10vi'0+01 TEHP - 267.7n
.3345+21
P :	 .I0400+01 TEMP = 287.7n
.3314'21
P .	 .IE'400+01 TEHP = 287.77
.3345+11
P z	 +I0004+31 TEMP c 287.7n
.3345+21
P :	 010000+31 TEMP i 287.7n
.3345`:.







































































































































51 7 2,00 .83865 .16135 5.508-09 1.93349
5172.30 .85040 .19961• 5.579-09 199333R
517Z•60 .82934 .17066 5.434-e9 1.93326
5172.90 .75836 .24L64 4.963-09 1.93315
5173.20 .49261 .50739 3.22n-09 1.93384
5173.50 623614 .76386 1.542-D9 1.93293
5173080 .35185 .64x15 2.295-n9 1.93282
5174.10 .57653 •42347 3.756-09 1.93270
5174 . 40 +76769 •23231 4.995-09 1.93259
5174.70 .B6338 .13662 5.617-09 1093248
5175000 .86514 .13486 5.616-09 1993237
5175930 861832 218168 5,306-09 1.93226
5 1 7 5.60 066212 .33768 4.289-09 1.93214
5175.90 .33976 .66024 2.198-09 1.93283
5176.20 914055 985945 90082-10 1.93192
5176.50 .34354 •65646 30217-C9 1.93161
5176.80 056845 .43155 3.665-09 1.931:°0
5177010 o46695 .53305 39007-C9 1.93158
5177.40 .40981 n 59519 266D4-09 1.93147
5177.70 .50676 n 49324 3.256-09 1.93136
5178.00 .35286 .64714 2.264-Lz9 1.93125
5178.30 910990 .8401: 79044-10 1.93119
5178.60 .17500 .825DL~ 1012D-39 1.93102
5178990 040558 •59442 2.594-09 1.93091
5 179020 950845 .49155 3.248-09 1.93080
5179050 •60198 039802 3.841-09 1.93D69
5179 .8 0 •38615 .41385 3.736-09 1.93058
5 1 8 0.10 635097 .64963 2.234-09 1.93046
5180.40 +09725 .98275 6.183-10 1.93035
5180.70 007740 .9226P 4.916-10 1.9302N
5 181000 .31681 068319 2.x10-09 1.93013
5181.30 959432 .40568 3.766-09 1.93002
5181666 .74493 .255n7 N.7I5-D9 1092991
5181090 .80395 .19665 5.082-119 1.92979
5 182020 .79311 •20689 5.008-09 1.4296R
5182.50 •72277 .27723 4.559-0% 1.92957
5182080 •73247 .26753 4.614-C9 1.92946
5163.10 .77408 •22592 4.47:-09 1.9243$
5153090 .73617 926383 4.627-C9 1.92924
5 1 8 3.70 .64959 .35041 4.078-09 1.92912
5184.00 948905 .51095 3.067-C9 1.929ni
S184-3n •25L78 .74822 1.577-09 1.92840
5184060 .06108 .93892 3.821-10 1.9?B79
5184.90 .00288 .99712 1.797-11 1.92868
51850213 .D0489 .995I1 30054-11 1.92857
5185.50 008271 .91729 5.156-10 1.921545
5165.60 .2824q .71756 1.759-r9 1.92634
5166.ID 948235 .51765 3.30n-r9 1.92623
5186.11D .63298 .367n2 3.933-09 1.92812
5186.70 971622 .2817P 4.457-09 1.928nl
5187.00 472221 .27779 4.477-C9 1 ► 9779P
5187-30 .58671 .41329 3.633-C9 1.92779
5187.60 +36717 .63283 2•Z71-C9 1.92767
5187090 •38152 .61848 2.357-09 1.92756
5188.20 •376111 .62366 2.321-49 1.92745
5LB6.50 +15466 .84534 90$31-IC 1.92734
5L88080 002925 .97075 1.800-1C 1.92723
(.^ 5189.10 901082 .98916 60651-iT 1.92712
51a9.g0 004060 .95940 2.494-10 1092701
5189.70 •22266 .77714 1.367-OT 1692689
5190.00 .49220 •50780 3.316-09 1.92678
5190.30 .6743q .32566 4.127-09 1.%2667
5190.60 .73305 .26695 q.g81-09 1.92656
5190.90 .75766 •24234 4.626-09 1.92685
5191.20 080115 .19885 +1.886-09 1.92634
5191.50 .70671 .29329 4.305-09 1,92623
6191.80 039599 •60401 2.4113-139 1.92611
51 9 2010 •35925 .69075 2.183-09 1.976110
502.40 •68695 013115 4.170-09 1.9?689
5192.70 .86006 .13994 5.115-09 1.92578
5193400 •88668 .11332 5.3711.09 1.92667
5193.30 .aB80i .11199 5.372-r9 1.92556
6193#6O .88732 911268 50362-09 1.92545
5193090 488032 .11968 5.313-09 1.92534
51.94420 085902 .Ig09R 5.179-09 1.92522
5194.50 •81796 .18204 q.926-04 1.92511
519 q .80 073543 .26457 q.42q-09 1.9251!0
5 195010 .56422 03578 3.390-09 1.92489
61g5+ g 0 .34997 n 65003 20100-09 1.92478
5195.70 .32098 .679132 1.924-09 1.97467
5196.00 .29772 .70228 1.782-09 1092456
5196.30 012643 •87357 76560-10 1.92445
5196.60 001776 .98224 1061-10 1492434
51 9 6090 •00232 .99768 1.385-11 1.92422
5197.20 000477 .90523 2+842-11 1.92411
5197.50 n 00405 099595 2.410-11 1092400
5197.a0 105299 994701 39151-10 1.92389
5198.10 •23346 .76654 1.38L-09 1.92376
5198.40 ► 45983 .54017 2.72R-09 1.92367
5198.70 461839 .38161 3.664-09 1.92356
5199#00 .71821 .28179 4.2513-09 1.923gS
5199.30 .77574 .22426 4.586-09 1.92334
5199960 080810 .19190 4.771-09 1.92323
5199.90 .82367 .17633 q n 858-09 1092311
BETWEEN 5160.00 AND 5200.nD THE ABSORPTANLE	 1S .192+02
OD
SECTION 3 -- SAMPLE EUN FOR RADIOSONDE TEST CASE
This section of appendix B contains a sample ru gs of radiosonde data from
Salem, Illinois, for June 10, 1973. Three frequency intervals are calculated
for atmospheric transmission and emission. For example, to calculate the total
upward radiance at :.160 em -1 received at a spacecraft for a ground target at a
temperature of 298 K, the upwelling radiance of 7.109 X 10-4 should he added to








Z RUN 002851+TF3.T17.1651C,D006sC,25,1N M u;	 FI LE REQ. TAP E 3 FH432 0	 FS 7RN 00P LTASr, ANA08055ASr. C#A10743A -% 1st BXOT CURTRW C1N CTRI CTDCX47 0?. CP10 .05
	 2.0	 1150.	 1300.20.0	 29.0	 90.0	 00000	 29.0S9ALLEEMsI L14NOIS 6/10/73988 23850964 15058874 17857850 17265798 I4880762 11670752 10862700 08480
x+40 03669620 0348 0568 0038046a 1238630 37380
e19 54500174 65300162 655001096 27 00
10 .05	 2.0 1150.	 1300.	 10.3.14-04 1.0-0 63. 14-04 2.0-063.14-04 2.0-063.14-04 2.0-063.14-04 2.0-063.14-04 2.0-063.14-04 2.0-063.14-04 2.0-063. 14-04 2.0-063.14-04 2.0-0610 .05
	










EARTH RESOURCES M ODEL ATHOSPHERE91949
MODEL LOCATION 5AL£M6ILLINO IS 6/1073
THE S IGNIFICANT LEVELS FOR THE MODEL ATMOSPHERE ARE AS FOLLOWS
ALT PRES TEHP TO TV
CHI IHSI W 1K1 1K1
0 . 000 90960+02 292036 290.96 29ysb9
8.756+01 9.880+02 296696 291096 299.46
24581+02 96690+02 298616 290.16 300699
I6259+03 80740+02 290696 283696 292.60
1.392+03 B.S00+02 290636 275.06 291.24.1+927+03 7.480+02 287696 257.916 288022
2+319 +03 76620+02 288676 269.76 2856222.925+03 7.520+02 283,196 271696 289.76
3019+03 7.000+02 281.56 251.56 281673
3.752+03 66900+02 276+76 257.76 777606
4+009+0 6.200+02 276656 296.56 276168.
9.713+03 56680+02 272686 242.86 272695
6.310+03 99630+02 260.86 230.86 260189
99962+03 30000+02 235686 205.86 735686
11255+09 26190+02 218+66 .00 218966
16299+04 I ►79O+02 207+86 000 20798616393+09 16620+02 207666 600 207966




FOR THIS HOOEL.THE LE V ELS ARE CHOSEN AS FOLLOWS
ALTITUDE PRESSURE TEMPERATURE
KM MS DEG K
000000 9x9800+02 299236+02
886599-01 9.0373+02 2.9327+02
1 . 8070+00 8009g6+02 2.8850+02
2.8 4 24+00 7.1519+02 208228+02




1.0877+01 2 n 4383+02 2.2438+02
1039 82+01 1.4956+02 290822+02
2 . 0000+01 595293+01 201665+02
THE PATH LENGTH OF EAC H LAYER IS (CHI
8.65991+Oq
	 9641051+04
	 1003559+05	 1.15672+05	 1.31787+05
1 05 1 4 10+ 05	 1#00103+05	 202g001+05
	
3906867+05	 6.05836+05
_y DYERS n 10 OV-	 •050 OELV = 	2.oaoo Vl= 11500000C V2 0 1 30000000 A*	 1010n0O BOUND = 	12s00O0 TEMPO = 296toOOU
SATELLITE ALTITUDE n 	2.0000+01	 SATELLITE LATITUDE* 	29 *0000	 SATELLITE LONGITUDE n 	9010000






THE FOLLOWING DATA A R E 35 ATMOSPHERIC VARIABLES FROM MODATH






	 2 .8901Z5a+02	 1-2O5fii96+a1
1 19 822«11 401	 6 . 0821i3s*ot	 1-1860918+O1	 1.9351536401	 8.7523769+00




	 060000000	 000000000	 -8.0397766-03




000000000	 000000000	 0.0000000	 040000000
111977531+00 PR£C CH OF WATER IN LAYER	 1
THE FOLLOWING A RE AT"-CM FOR LATE R l FOR CO2,O3,N2OvCOsAND CH9 RESPECTIVELY
203508+01
	
000000	 000000	 090000	 114973-01
THE FOLLOWING DATA A RE 35 ATMOSPHERIC VARIABLES FROM MODATM




	 108008233-05	 241774288+02	 612350391400
1.9792157`01
	
4-2150945+01	 6 0 1722170+00	 1 . 9519362+01	 805400704+00
1 0 018 1 7600 01	 1-0002726+00	 1 1 000229 5+00 	 8.9687738+00	 1.9821536+01
--D o n
 ancoo.	 0000000a0	 ornnaaaall	 Oloosoon13	 v2.521S443-g3







601228293-01 PREC C H OF WATE R IN LAYER	 2






THE F OLLOW I NG DATA ARE 35 ATMOSPHERIC VARIABLES FROM MODATM
7
.6232314 + 02	 2.8978924402	 913107337-04	 3.3856465402	 9.7995376+02
2 .8529825±Q2 	2.8919789+01	 1.7731186-OS	 2 .6969 78 6+02 	 2x6557821+00
1-jNO3800 +01	 2.3288571+01	 2.6395894+00
	 1.1236030+01	 8-35bO606+00














2.1640345-111 PRFC CM OF WATER !N LAYER	 3
THE FOLLOWING ARE iT M -CM FOR LAYER 3 fOR CO2.03,+.20,CO,ANO CH4 RkSPCCTIVE;Ly
2.1396+01
	
0.094L'	 O.p4rti1	 O.OGr'^	 1.4°G2-51










N	 7.742A4 11 + 02	 2•A941486+01	 1.7951217-05	 2.%%pc4A9•U2	 1.351Cy71+Lo
iN
I I01;)e[;!A8+01 1•34zr,132*?57 799973+u') 8.1F4,e311+:I11
j • 11±S 4 yS7 + ^ I i *illt.lZ 7 2e. •GG l •QnO1627 3172 t +t. i 9-21918"3+,,v
n .ny 11,]r^•[1 n.If3n0,•r,n 0 • Off	 L;OC+ Ij r, . _4t,n ; 'P. i1 -6-5gi7397-u3
2 •%j941AA.%# 1 1'534151'4 +j9 rt•r. f7i-.pr • j2 r+ nn - r,_r?i• O-LS1!1].•: I1, r1
f1 •.r11.j n,lWirl anr l ,,na'+ ^•7i^•1 r,.'k;•^ 1 •,^,1 0-ollu•1:1k,r-b
!.R4 011bS-111 P REC C^ ,/s RATER • ,.c 1- aY ►_k	 4
T it- F ,,LLO'.I fJG A RE A T "-[11 FOR LATF	 FGY C0 7 • 0 30'110C00AIlD C H " NOVELTIVELY
2. )3 a i+01	 n. . ! n ,	 -I. - ,}^f	 0+0_:.	 1.9095-u1
THE	 F %, LL -^ z INC 	DATA	 AR c'	 15	 AT.105PnE + IC	 W&".A?LES	 Flu # 	MCI-ATM
--	 6:717 } 140*r12 3.73ZC571 +': 1 ?+312]•342-'q^ 3+4144514 +02 °.J941ti4L+tl2
2 • 1337?.1+C2 2•+656514+01 I.71A70-4-cS 7.431r5;P#rk 5,&CfLel,rel-[.1
6 . 7 7 21, 4&*rr, Ar271gl•9Y + OC 5•y626aS3-G1 F-7(, Qr7A7+L0 6 - r,132312a„y
4-0 3'+ 2T7 t 1'n I- .Jr ^272x+4n I-D{11•Is' 6+ rr 5•t4Ay13u -Cl 6.1e3544n+r1t,
. !•„ •+?(• - ,tn 6r
-5-2,>%i5436-).1
2 • ,"JE6 ` 0.r.)rc	 iif11
rl.r V^r'_Le	 •:U
G .Zil6323-02 PREC	 C7r	 OF	 OAiER
	 : •'•	 - Ar t ; 5
i THE FOLLOWING A R E ATM-CH FOR LAYER	5 FOR CO2 j 03 1 NZOsCOgAND CHq RESPECTIVELY
2.3383+01 080000 0+0000 06000F1 !•4899+'01
THE FOLLO W I NG DAT A A R E 35 ATMOSPHERIC VA R IABLES FROM MOOATH
4 .7 95[096+02 3.6287887+02 60353929[-04 3025()ggD9+02 9o7880605+02
2 .6 2 9 204 1 +D 2 228961824+011 1.6697830-05 2o3287807+02 203890877-01
306612651+00 605253064+00 2o3830g7q-01 306395374+00 707100972+00
9 o 9033390+00 1.0002726100 Io0001351+00 108369566-01 2.7997272+00
^y 0.0600000 000000000 0.0000000 0+0000000 ►7.5155742"03
ClI 2*8961021001 1.3212895+19 0.0000000 000000000 000000000
000000000 000000000 000000000 060000000 000000000
203564659 •.02 PREC CM OF WATER IN LAYER 6
THE FOLLO W ING A R E A TM-CM FOR LAYER	6 FOR CO2mO3sN2o0000AND CH4 RESPECTIVELY
2o3389+01 060000 000000 060000 t0g897-01
THE FOLLOWING DATA ARE 35 ATMOSPHERIC VARIABLES FROM HODATH
3011524021+02 204995908+02 5.3690541-Oq 301694282+02 9.7830074+02
2 6 4997789+02 208964219+01 loS989152-05 2.1995907+02 700809711°02
1 0 5369926+00 406067048+00 7+0664276-02 105316958+00 703343462+00
94 561 4 678 +00 100002726+00 100001312+00 40376666`1-02 9og783030•'OI
0 1 0000000 000000000 000000000 0+0000OnO -709308712-03
208964219+01 1.1163998+19 000000000 Oo0JO0040 000000000
060000000 000000000 000000000 0.0000000 000000000
02539834-03 PREC CM OF WATER IN LAYER	 7
HE FOLLOWING A R E ATM -C H FOR LAYER 7 FOR CO2,039N2o.CO*AND CH9 RESPECTIVELY
203399+01
	
000000	 000000	 000000	 104904-01








2 . 3413382+02	 2 . 8966161+01	 105160689»05	 1/85I76g7+02	 5980685!2-Oq
g1g803 gol-0I	 112960737^01	 5.797432 104	 g 44710702-01	 61873775q*00






218966161+01	 90 0020 6 19+ 1 8	0+0000000	 000000000	 000000000
O000000p0
	
000000000	 090000000	 060000000	 0/0000000
991956l g 3+O q PREC CH OF WATER IN LAYER 	 8
THE FOLLOWING ARE ATM-CM FOR LATE R 8 FOR CO 2 0 030NZO9CO 9AN0 CH4 RESPECTIVELY
203412*01	 08,0000	 0.0000	 000000	 184912-02
THE FOLLOWING DATA ARE 35 ATMOSPHERIC VARIABLES FROM HO'DATH
109669876+02
	
201358920+02	 38,20 9 0129-04	 209294028+02	 907690244*02
211354920+02	 29896 6400+01	 Iflag5187-05	 080000000	 000000000
613136979-02	 0 0 0000000
	
000000000	 6.3053527-02	 602744975*p0
'InHa575 + 130	 L • 110aZ 7.26+ aa.	 1 0 fl0006 10 +00. 0v.0130aOo0	 1•`1Y3Y9?a-o2
0 0 0000000	 000000000	 000000000	 000000000	 -715232757-03
2 0 8966400*O1	 696720926+18	 010000OOD	 040000000	 000000000
010000000	 000000000	 000000000	 000000000	 000000000
0.0000000
	
PREC CH OF WATER IN LAYER	 9
- _ THE FOLLOWING ARE ATM-CM FOR LAYER 9 FOR CO 2 ,030209C01AND CH q RESPECTIVELY
20343q+01	 000000	 000000	 010000	 1601926-01
THE FOLLOWING DATA ARE 35 ATMOSPHERIC VARIABLES FROM HODATM
+0Z
_10_023_9689 201665000+04 ;16+165169-p4 z0950{^^II+02 797572724+02-
2i166500p+O2 2.8964900+Ol 104216287-05 080000000 O0Da00000
1.78521[9-01 060000000 000000000 1.7838173-OI 613732674+00
613732679 +00 1.0002726+00 100000316+00 0+0000000 219364367-'02
0/0000000 060000000 000000000 090000000 0+01100000
268966800+01 304236014+18 0.0000000 080000000 000000000
-. 00000000] 0!]p0000D v102000130 ]1Danaaon o9aaoaaaa
000000000 PREC CH OF WATER IN LAYER 10
THE FOLLOWING ARE ATM-CM FOR LAYER 10 FOR CO2,03 0 N20000 T AHa CM q RESPECTIVELY
292623*01 19gg09-01 060000 000000 I.gg09-ol
t & EL	 1 P :	 993893+00 TEMP 296.83
WATERS s •3833+23
• CHAR UN/FLOW AT 015365
' • CHAR UN/FLOW AT 015365
• CHAR UN/FLOP! AT 015365
• CHAR UN/FLOW AT 015365
• CHAR UN/FLOW AT 015365




• CHAR UN/FLOW AT 015365 i
E	 ^
# CHAR ON/FLOW AT 015365
i
r CHAR UN/FLOW AT 015365
i 0 CHAR UN/FLOW AT 015365
LEVEL	 2 P *	 n 84539+00	 TEMP a 290.53
WATERS - •2045+23
LEVEL
	 3_ p n	 •75235+00	 TEMP a 284.79
WATERS n ' *7713+22
'! 1 Y£L
	 4 P •.	 16643E+00 -	 TEMP r 279105
{ MATERS a 041.72+22 - -
LEVEL	 5 P n 	 .56628+00	 TEMP = 273*29
767,_2
LEVEL
	 6 P n 	 .47324+00	 TEMP : 262988.F WATERS w n 7871+21
LEVEL	 7 P a	 n 38020+00	 TEMP a 249.46
WATERS a e2423+21
LEVEL
	 8 P *	 .28716+00	 TEMP o 234.I3
MATERS a 93071+20
LEVEL
	 9 ++	 619413600	 TEMP a 2I3*55
_ WATERS z .0000
LEVEL
	 I0 P w	 610104400	 TEHP = 216.65
WATERS - •0000
FREQ TRANS	 ABS	 UPWELLING RADIANCE	 WAVFL£NGTH
WAVE NO, MICRON$
- 115ax00 ,69615	 •30385	 6.492-04 8.69565
j152*00 .69632	 930368	 69487-04 8068056	 -
J154900 .72102	 •27898	 69710-04 8.66551
1156900 974552	 025448	 60931-04 8065052
158900 .75844	 *24L56	 70044-04 8,63558
1360900 .76628	 023372	 78109-04 8062069
1162 . 00 *7&p91?	 *23902
	
7&052-04 8.60585





	 •33259	 69165-04 8.56164
'S 11 7 6 0 00 a63866	 106134	 5.892-04 8,54701
1172900 •61105	 638895	 5*631-04 8853242
{ 1174000 .59383	 040617	 5.466-04 8.51789
1176x00 .61636	 .38364	 5.667-04 8.503+10
178 . 00 963382	 936618	 56820-011 8.4889b
11 80 0 [10 063993	 •36007	 5+864-011 807458
11 8 2 . 00 .68726	 935274	 5.929-04 8.46024
11 8 4000 038921	 935079	 5#940-04 8.44595
11 8 6 0 00 •63236	 036764	 5.778-04 8x43170
11 8 5 & 00 .6-3253	 *36747	 5a73-114 8.41751
w
{	 F ♦ i
N	1490900	 .6gza7
	
JI V 2 0 00	 .65067
	










1202 1 00	 :69563
	















. _ 1 xl4•DO	 .49301
	


























































12 6 4.00	 91ooB0
	




127 0 9 00	 .10461
	
1272900	 .13972













12 8 6 9 00	 .13096
	
128 D O OD	 .11649
	













13 00 0 00	 .19946










































































































































NLAYERII 15 NEAREST GROUND) - I	 UNITS OF R ADIA NCE A R E WATTS]{CHr+2 •STERA0IAN'111CROHETZR)
CD
UNI T S OF WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS ARE DLTRANSHISSIONI
FREQ DOWN TNT UP INT DOWN WEIGHT FUNCT UP WEIGHT FUNCT INT ON TOTAL. INT UP TOTAL
1 . 150 +03 Za116-04 Io932-09 203I9-01 1s57n-01 2.116"04 1*432-04
l*L52 +03 2.114-04 10429"09 2.320-01 1.569"'01 2.119-04 1+929-041.154 +03 1.930-04 19367"09 2.120-01 1.502-01 1i430-04 1.367-04
1.1 5 6 +03 1.798-04 1*302-09 19922-01 19432-01 1.746-09 193Q2-04
1*1 58 +03 1.653-04 1.264-04 19819-01 1.391"01 1*653-09 1.264-04
1*160 +03 14592-04 19242-c19 1.755-01 1.369-01 10592-09 1+x42-09
1 . 162+03 16625-04 1.257-	 4 1.793-01 1.387-p1 1.625-09 1.257-043 . 169 +03 1.743-09 1.328"^9 1.981-01 1.967"OL 11793"09 I.328_.,04
1 . 1 6 6 +03 29108-04 1.399-09 29331-01 1.597-01 2.108-04 1.349"09
1 . 1 6 8+03 2.336"04 ;4497-04 x•587-01 1.602-01 10336-09 l•9'i7-04
I n 170 +03 2.563-09 1*999«09 2.841-01 1.656-01 1.563-09 1•"94-041 . 372+03 2.783"04 1.533-04 39089-01 1.701-01 2.783-04 1.533-09
1.174+03 2.934-04 1.535-04 30260-01 1*705-01 2#934-04 1.535-1)9
1 . 176 +0 3 2.733-09 1.528-09 3*041-01 1.699-01 2#733-04 10528-04
1 . 178 +03 21579"09 1.520-04 2*873-01 1.693-01 1.579-09 1.520-041 9 180+03 2.521-04 10523-04 2.812-01 1.698-01 2.521"04 1.523-09L • IB2+O3 2.454-04 10525"04 2.741-OI 1+702"OI 2*954-09 10525*04
1 • 164 +03 2.920-09 3.595-09 x.706-01 1.727-01 Z*420-04 1.595-04
1*1 A6 +03 20559-04 1.558-04 2.859-01 1*795-OL 2*559"04 1.558-09
1 9 188+03 2.591-04 16553-09 20B9B-Ol 1.741-01 2.591-04 19553-Q4
1.190 +03 2.944-(34_ 16532-09 29743-01 10719-01 1.494"'09 19532.04
1 0 192 003 2*367"0 39513-09 x9660-01 1.700-01 29347-04 1.513-04
1 9 194'03 29279-04 16486.04 29564-0L 1.672-01 2.279-04 19986"04
1 9 196+03 2.194-04 1.961-04 2.473-01 1*646-01 2.194-09 19461-04
1 . 198 + 1)3 2.211-09 10950-04 20495-01 la636-01 2.211-04 19450-04
3 9 200+03 2.043-04 1.428-04 2.365-01 L*619-01 20093-09 1*128-1191*202 +03 2.004-04 1.936-04 2.268-01 1.602-0I 2.004-04 1+416-09
1 . 204 +03 2.154-09 1.915-04 20491-01 L n 603-01 2*154-09 1.418-09
1*206+0 2.413-04 l*955-04 2*738-01 1.651-01 2:413-04 19455-091 . 20 8+03 2.703-04 1#511-04 3.072-01 1.717-01 2"703-04 1*511-09
1 . 210+03 3.218-04 1.588-04 39662-01 1.807"0I 3.218-04 19588-041+212103 3.706-1)4 1.652-04 46224-01 1.883"01 36712&-114 19442-fl9
1 . 219 +p3 3.790.04 10723"09 4.326-OL 12967-01 3.740-04 1.723-04
1 . 216 +03 3.811-09 1.754-09 9.357-01 29005-01 3.8.11"04 10759-09
1 0 218 +03 3.92 704 1.765-09 9.496-01 2.021"01 3.927-04 10765-04
L • 220 +03 3+849"09 19759-04 9.413-01 2.017-01 3.899-09 11759-04
1 0 222 +03 3.699-04 1.730-04 4.242-OI 1.987.01 31694-04 10730-04
1 . 224 +03 30666-04 1.670-G4 4#217-01 14920-01 3.666-04 1:471)-09
1*226 +03 3.979-04 10591-04 40007-01 1.833"01 30979-04 1.541-04
1 . 228 + 1)3 39039-04 14504-04 3.506"01 1.735-01 39039-04 19509-04
1 0 230 +03 20726-04 19422-04 3.150-01 1+643-01 20726-04 1.922-041 0 232 + 03 2#534-04 19382-04 20933"O1 10599-01 2i534"04 10382-04
1*234 +03 2.983-04 1*365-04 2.879-01 1*582-01 2*483-04 19365-09
1.236 +03 2.770-04 10366-04 3.216-01 10586-01 20770-04 1*366-04
1*238+1)3 39233-09 19385-04 31757+01 1+611"01 30231.04 1.365-04
1 0 240 +03 3.663-04 11403"09 4.268-01 1.639-01 30663-04 1.403-04
1*292 +03 3#954-04 1.373-04 4.614.01 L*602-01 30454"04 19373-09
1 8 244 +©3 49110-04 10336 09 90804-01 10561-01 40110-04 1+336-0q.
1 . 246 +03 30909-04 11300"D4 90571-01 1.522-OL 30904-04 1.300-04
I*298 + 03 3 n 603-04 10255-09 4.225-OL Iy471-01 30603-oh 10255-04
1 . 25 0+03 3.349-04 1.226-09 30934-OL 1•44L-01 30349-09 1.226-04
1 1 2 5 2+03 3+397-04 1.203-04 3.997-01 14416-01 3.397-04 1920~-^14



























15 NEAREST GROUND)	 n 	 2 UNITS OF RADIANCE ARE WATTS/ICN:+2 :STERAD1AN+l1ICROME7ER)
UNITS OF WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS ARE D(TRANSNISSIONI
FREQ DOWN INT UP INT DOWN *EIGHT FUNCT UP nEIGO FUNCT INT OWN TOTAL INT UP TOTAL
1+150'03 q.098-05 6.395-05 5.072-02 71915-02 2.526-09 2.071-04
) • 152+03 4.098-05 6.916-05 5.078-02 7.951-p2 2+52'4-09 26071-04
l9lS g40 3.836-05 5.773-05 96760-02 7,163-02 2.313-Oq 1i9gq-Qq
t#1S6+n3 3.570-05 59125-05 9.935-02 6.367-02 2.105-04 1.8t5-04
1 9 158 +03 3-421-05 qs 7 5 q-OS 9.256-02 5.019-02 1.995-04 1.739-04
1 . 1 6 0+ 03 3.341-05 49509-05 gst62-02 E,417-02 1i927-04 10693-04
1 . 162+ 03 3.819-05 48595-05 4.269-02 5.7110-02 1.967-04 1+717-04
11164+03 3.726-05 50181-05 4.653-02 6+y71-02 ?0 166-O g 1.846-01
1+166 +03 9.027-05 61120-05 5.036-02 17:653-02 1.511-09 2 n 011-04
1.168 + 03 99223-05 6978q-05 5.288-02 8.496-02 2.759-n4 2.126-04
1.170+ 03 9.413-OS 7fgg3-05 59539-02 9,333-02 30009-;1q 2+236-Oq
1 . 172 + 03 q.575-05 8907;-05 5.746-02 1.019-01 39241-04 29391-Oq
le37 q+ Q3 q.591-05 8.496-05 59774-02 1.062-01 3x393-Oq 2.380-04
1.176 +03 9.558-05 71949-05 G97gD-02 1.001-0! 39189-04 2.322-04
1.178 +03 4.526-05 7.577-D5 5.707-02 99556-q2 39032-04 2.27$"04
1.180+ 03 q.534-05 7#450-05 5.727-02 9.409-02 29975-04 29260-04
1.182+03 g9S24-05 71283-05 59729--02 9.211-02 2.907-09 29253-04
1 . 388 +03 81603-05 7t2g3-05 59030.02 9.175"02 2s880-04 21269-01
1.186 +03 49670-05 79597-05 59925-02 99638-02 3+021.0'1 29318-04
1 9 188+03 49672-05 79550-OS 59936-02 90592-a2 39008-q9_ 2920 *01
1 9 1 90 +03 46618-05 79271-OS 59876-02 9.252-02 29905-04 292L'3-04
1 9 1 92+0 3 41575-05 79059-05 59831-02 89989-82 20825-04 29218-01
1 . 3 9 4 +03 gogsl-05 69773-05 59719-02 89695-02 29727-04 29143-01
1 9 194 +03 q.388-05 6950q-05 5.630-02 5.315-02 2.633-04 2.111-04
1.198+03 9044-05 69519-05 59562-02 8.390-02 2i696-09 21101-04
1 9 200+ 03 9.228.05 6.176-05 59423-02 79920-02 29516-Oq 29046-04
1 9 202 +03 4.171-OS 5i9g1-O5 59358-02 7.631-02 29921-04 29010-04
1 9 209 +03 4.206-05 61281-05 51412-02 89080-02 29575-04 21083-04
19206+03 4#825-05 79013-05 59703-02 91037-02 2i85b--Oq 29157"04
1 . 208+n3 9,708-05 71859005 69077-011 3.014-01 39179-04 x1297-04
1 9 2 - o*03 59137-05 99283-05 6r6g2-02 19200"01 3+731--Oq 2o516-Oq
1-212+03 5s5g6-05 19063-04 70[82-02 19376001 g9z61--nq 2•7E5_-Oq
1 0 214 4-03 59998-05 19113-Oq 7.781-02 19493-01 9.390-09 29836-04
1 9 216 +p3 6.264-05 19129-Oq 89166-02 1-467-01 4=490"Di 2.883.901
1 9 218 +03 60508-05 19[57-04 89471-02 19505-01 4.578.04 29921*04
*j220+03 69621-05 11135-0g 80633-02 39979-01 46531-04 z+8911-04
1+722 +03 6.63q-05 11089-04 89665-02 16917-01 g9357-04 zeal$-04
1922q+03 61908-05 1v097-Oq 86385-02 19370-01 46307-04 2977-0
1 . 226 +03 69090-05 96762-OS 79983-02 16260-01 49088-04 29568-04
19228+03 59823-05 81622-05 7969b-02 1.119-01 39621-04 29356-04
1 9 230 +03 5965q-05 7.572-OS 7.438-02 99961-02 39291-04 2:179-+04
1 9 232 +03 5.579-05 7.070-05 79352-02 9+317.02 39042-04 2+089-Oq
1+234 +03 5 x7 °.4 -05 69986-05 7.650-02 99229-02 3+063-044 26063-Oq
19234*O3 69172-05 79620-OS 8.163-02 1.008-01 39347-04 2+128-Q4
3 9 238 +03 6.586-05 89665"05 89727-02 19197--01 16889-04 26251-09
1629O*Q3 6.9A0-05 90635-05 99267-02 19279-01 99361-Q4 21366-04
1-2 q 2 +n3 79329-05 160t4-Og 9x712-0: 19399.01 46687-04 2938?-04
1 9 244 +03 7.977-05 19038-04 99969.02 1.384-01 49858-04 29374-04
1.296+03 7#720-05 91971-OS 1.031-01 1+331-01 41676-09 26297-0q
19298 +03 7.836-0 96397-05 19088-01 19257-01 49386-04 26144-04
1 . 250+03 79836-05 9906q+-05 19050-01 1.215101 49132-Og 2.133-^7g
1 9 252 +o3 7.666-05 9.015-0S 19019-01 1.211-01 4.163-04 29105-Oq
1.258 +03 79609-05 9.031-05 19024.01 1.215-01 46367-04 2.079-04
1@.256 *03 7456-05 9rg90-05 99917 ••02 16224"a1 gs79a^aY 2JIU17au
1.259+03 70014-05 19027-04 90g7q-02 1.387-01 50440°04 2.175"01
IO26n,*03 60568-05 1.062-04 8.889-02 10438-01 60127-04 20348"04
1.702+03 69213-05 1.08q-04 89426-02 3.470-a1 6.612"Oq Z0;3q"oq
10269 +03 5#495-05 1#097-04 7#466-02 1+990-01 70035-04 x7- 60 1°0$
1.266+03 g983S-05 1#09q-04 60583-02 1.490-01 70331-09 1.986°aq
- -1 0265*a3 46512-05 19035-pq 60156-02 1a412-1f1 7 0ca n9. 1l 553wall
1 0 270+03 g6582-05 90820-05 60265-02 36343"Ol 70004"04 19784-oq
1 0 272+133 g0936-05 99649-05 6.762-02 1.322°01 6•6tl-3q 10820-D1
1 . 274 +03 5#914-05 99571-05 80119-02 1931q-01 60053-0q 10912004
1 . 276+03 66924-05 9.337.05 90524-02 16284-p1 50570-04 19962"114
1 0 278*03 79558005 90753-0S 1.042-01 10344-p1 59361-off 2. 96w0	 09
I!ZBlLD-. 70662-06 IRD25-04 1.061-Di lsY1Z'Dt.--- .	 -55 .511'_' -4- --- -- ZtJ 87«04
l#282*03 79566-05 I.Og4-0q 10050-01 1.445-01 50804°01 2#175-aq
L928q *03 79031-05 16081-04 90753-02 19500-01 60204-09 49161-04
1 6 2 8 6*03 6.410.05 10116-Oq 89912-02 10552-01 60893-04 29207-09
10288*03 56988+05 1.090-0q 80343-02 10519"al 69696-Dq 29122"-aq
1 0 290+03 641g0-05 1#076-04 89573-02 10503.01 60509-04 30114'004
Ll2 vp4lII3 66500-05 1903q-04 90096-02 1 n A.Alis:1 0; . &tl7]'-D'L. ZsD75^n4 --
1 • 29 4*03 7.163-05 9.263-05 3r005-01 1.299-01 5*923-04 1.142"44
1 9 296*03 7090305 8.109s05 101119'01 10140-01 5#637-0 10664.44
1.298*03 8.631-05 76160-05 10216'01 16008-01 50491-01 19482-04






LAYE4(l IS NEAREST GROUND) u 3	 UNITS OF RADIANCE ARE WA T TSI1CN0 w 2 •ST£RADIAN*HI(ROHETERI
UNITS OF WEIGKfING FUNCTIONS ARE D(TRANSHISSIONI
FRED DOWN	 INT UP	 INT DOWN WEIGHT FUNCT UP WEIGHT FUNCT JUT OWN TOTAL INT UP TOTAL
1 . 150+03 80144-06 2.297-'05 1.131 02 3.190`02 2*607-04 20301"04
19152 +03 80146.06 2.305-05 1.133-02 30205-02 2.605-04 2.301-04
1+154 +03 7&S06-06 1x966-05 1.095-02 2.738-02 2.388-04 28141-04
1 0 1 5 6 +03 6-858-06 10634-05 9.565-03 2&279-02 20173-04 1.978-04
1 0 158 + 03 6.519-06 1.458-05 9.106-03 2.036-02 29060"04 1.885-04	 -
1-1 60+ 0 3 60366-06 1+340-05 8.906-03 1.875"02 10940-09 4.827-04
1*162 +03 60631-06 10389~05 9.290-03 10946-02 29033-04 1.856-04
1016 q +02 7 n 469-06 10677-'05 10088-02 2.353-02 20241-04 2'014'"D4
1 . 166 +03 80244-06 2*253-05 1*I59-02 3*166"02 20593 -64 2023	 0'!
1*168*03 8046-06 2.656-'05 1.231-02 30739-02 2*846-09 2939Iw04
1 # 1 79 +03 90235-06 30059-05 1+302+02 9.312-02 30096-04 Z954H-04
1 6 172*23 90635-06 39957-05 1.360-02 4+881-02 3.337-04 2.685-04
1.174*03 9-647-06 39746-05 1.364-02 5.298-02 39490-04 29754"04	 -
1 0 176 +03 9*605-06 3.343-05 10361»02 4.736-02 3*285-04 2+157.04
1 n 178 +03 9*538-06 30094-135 1.353-02 40319-02 30127"04 x*58Zn04
1 . 180+ 03 9.547-06 20916-05 10357-02 4.144°02 3*D70"04 29559wp4
1 0 182 + 03 9.530-06 2.765-OS ]*357002 3.937-02 3.003-04 20529-04
1*184 +03 9.750-06 20669-05 19390-02 30805"02 20978-04 29536--04
1*186 ;03 9.9+32-06 2+920-05 19420-02 4*171-02 39121-04 2*610-04
1 6 1e8*00 19007-OS 20909«05 19441-02 4*163-02 30109+-04 20599"04,--
1 0 190*O3 1.010-05 2.759-05 10447-02 3.955.02 30006"04 2*535-04
1 0 1 9 2 +0 3 10014-05 2.648"05 i*956-02 3.801-02 20926-04 2,0483.04
1 . 1 014 +n3 9+997-06 29510-05 19438-02 3*610-02 2.827-D4 20414-04
1 9 1 96*03 90856-06 2.375.05 1*420-02 39421-02 20731"04 2*399-09
1 6 1 98*03 9*710-06 29914-05 l0'!02-72 3+485"02 29743-09 20313-04
1 0 20n+03 9.360-06 20146-05 1.353-02 3*116-02 2060?-O4 24265- 04
1*20243 9.191-06 2*035-05 1r331-02 20948-02 26513-04 29213"04
1+204*03 9*241-06 20321-05 19341-02 39369-02 2.667-04 20275"04
t*206*0 90791-06 20794-05 l#g29102 49062--82 29954-04 20434+04
1 0 208*03 19056-05 30318-05 10538-02 49B33-02 3*279-09 20629-04
l*210 + 03 19177-05 4.262-05 1#718-02 60220-02 3&849-04 29942--04
16912 +03 1+310-05 5*173-05 19915-02 70563-02 1*392"04 3923;101
1 0 21°*03 1.988.05 5-347-05 20179.02 7.831--02 4+539"04 3.370-09
1 0 216+03 1+620-05 5*393-05 29377-02 719[4-02 49602-04 39$22"04
1 • 210*03 1.73105 50590-05 2*595-02 8.219-02 40751-04 31480-04
1 & 220+03 10819-05 5*g29-05 20680-02 79997-02 41693-04 39436.04
1*222 +03 1*879-05 50125-05 2.773-02 7.564-02 40545-04 3*327"04
1 9 221 +0 3 l*830-05 5*032-05 2.706-02 7.442-02 4049["04 392.ZQ"04
1 9 226+03 10766-05 40703-05 2*617-02 60969"02 4*264-09 31038--04
10228 + 03 10760-05 39984-05 20613-02 5.916-02 30791-OH 20755-04
1 . 230 +03 1-786.05 3&495-05 20657-02 5*200-02 3*870-Og 20528-04
1.232+03 10806-05 31217-05 21692-02 g&795-02 3*273-09 2.910-04
1 9 234*03 1.950-05 39218-05 2.912-02 4.807-02 3*257-Dg 2+385-09
1 9 236*03 28116-05 30767-05 3.167-02 59638-02 3*599-04 2*504--44
1 . 238 +03 26260-05 40581-05 30390-02 69870-02 4*115004 2.709-04
1 9 240*03 2.388-05 5.327-05 3*589-02 80006-02 40600-04 29899-09
1*242+03 20556-05 50850-05 30889-02 84809-'02 4.942-04 2*972'"04
1#244 +03 26616-05 60140-05 3*987--02 90265-02 5.119-04 29980.001
1 6 246*03 29757-05 50852-05 4+170-02 80850-'02 40952"04 26883-04
1 . 248*03 12.868-05 5*g43-05 4.346-02 89248-02 49673-Dg 20739-04
1'250+03 2.901-05 50147-05 4+405-02 1*817-02 4+422"0'! 20648-04
1*252+03 2.793-05 50094-05 4*250-02 7.753-02 4*4g2-04 2*614-04
l*25 4 + 03 2.743-OS 50165-05 4918 4 02 7.877-02 49641-04 20591-04
-.iT
1.256+03 2.553-05 5.567-OS 3.902"02 8.506`"02 590 5^D9 2.•6&3-J Y__
10258+03 2#272-05 6.24$05 3048002 9.57002 5.668"04 207x9"Q4
10260 +03 10991.05 68802-05 36056wp2 19044-01 60326-04 29828-04
1 . 2 6 2 +03 1.797 -05 7.285"05 20765-02 1.121-01 66792-04 29843-04
1 . 264+03 19484-05 7.772-05 2.288-02 1.198-01 7.183-04 21838-04
1 . 266 403 1#227-05 8.134"05 1.897-02 1.257"01 71454"04 2.794«04
_ 1 1 241[+113 11147"05 86020"05 1.838-02 1.242-01 7942-1-49 Vb6 170L
11270 +03 1.314-05 71743"05 21040"02 1.202-01 7'136-04 21558«04
1.272+03 15511-05 71380-05 21350-02 11148"01 01765-04 21558-04
1.274 +03 1.938-05 6030-05 31021-02 11065-01 6.247"04 2.595-04
1 . 276+03 2#375-05 6.275.05 31712-02 9.806"02 51807-04 21589-Q4
1 1 278+03 2x579-05 61176-05 41040"02 91677-p2 50619"04 21713"04
11280+,03 2.542-05 61359-05 3.991-02 9.983-02_ 5.7169"{1.4	 _ 1 9 2-oy-1 • 282 + 03 29443-05 6.S6 $05 39845"02 1.033-01 64048-oq 2.832-04
1 0 28'4 +03 2.143-05 6.962"05 31381"02 1.094-01 61421-04 Z98B1-Q4
1#286 + 03 19847w05 7.274-05 2.920"02 1.150-D1 6.677 -o4 2.934-Q4
1 9 288+03 16692"05 79265-05 20681"02 1.1511•01 64815-04 29854"04
11290 +03 1.790-05 7x146-05 29643-02 19135"01 69688-04 2+829-04
1 1 29 2 + 03 28031-05 61813-05 39233-02 T!085!'cl 493111'	 l - _	 2._7	 & o'i,.,.
11294 + 03 29462-05 6.239 -05 39929-02 9.957-0,i 6.070-04 295160'04
1 . 2 46 +03 29889"05 59671-05 41622-02 9.072-02 Si926-04 2.236-04
1 . 2 98 +03 39272-05 59t36+05 59247"02 8.236"02 59818-04 19995»04







11 IS NEAREST GROUND) x q UNI.S OF RADIANCE ARE RATTS/1Cm**2 •STERAOI AN ON IcROMETERI
uul TS OF WEIGHTING FUNCT IONS ARE D(TRANSMISSION)
FRED DOWN INT UP INT DOWN WEIGHT FUNCT UP VEIGHT FUNCT INT OWN TOTAL INT UP TOTAL
1.150+03 2.701-06 1+175-05 4.228-03 1.8'10-02 2x634-04 29419-Oq
1.152 +03 2.706-06 1.170-05 4*24q-03 I*83q-02 2.632-011 29418-04
1*L54 +03 2.973•.06 9.735-06 3.885-03 I*S29-02 2.413-04 Z+238-04
10I56*03 2.239-06 79891-06 3.522 -0 3 1*2qt-02 2+196-011 2.057-04
1 . 158*o3 2.122-06 7.096-06 3.345-03 19118-02 2+081-01 10956-04
1+160 +03 2+077-06 6.633-06 3.278-03 1007"02 20011-0 1.093-04
1+162 +03 2.190°06 7.132-06 3*g6q-03 1.128"02 +29055-04 1.927-04
1.164 + 03 Z+516-06 80909-06 3.966-03 Iogll-02 20266"09 2.103-04
16166 403 2.809-06 1.280-05 q.458-03 2+032-02 2+621'0'1 2@3Z144D1
1 . 168+03 2 n 998-06 1.5g9-05 4.765-03 2*03-02 20876-04 Z05g6-04
1 . 170+03 3.183-06 1.818-05 54069-03 2.895-02 3.128-Oq 2*726-04
1.172*0 3.332-06 2.086-05 5.315-03 3.328-02 39370-04 29895-04
1.174*03 3.337-06 2.299-05 5.333-03 39675-02 39523-04 20989-0q
1 . 176 + 03 3.326.06 10996-05 5.326.03 3.196-02 3.318-04 2.856-04
l • l7B +03 3.302-06 1.771-05 5.297-03 20842-02 30160-09 2.769-04
1 9 180*03 3.300-06 1*675-05 5.303-03 2.693-02 39103-Oq 2.727-04	 -
10182+03 3.290-06 t*567-05 5.297-0.1 20523-02 3.036"04 2.486"04
1 . 1 8 4 +03 3.381-06 1.487-05 5*05-03 2.398"02 3.012-04 20685-04
1 . 1 86*03 3*173-06 1.675-05 5961303 2.707-02 39155-04 2.778-04
1*1 8 8*g3 30585-06 1.678-OS 5+806-03 2.717"02 31145_"0'4 z!.747-o
1 . 1 90 +03 3.679-06 1*Sd7-05 50970-03 2.575-02 39093-01 2*69q-04
1 0 1 9 2 +03 3.778-06 1x523-05 6x141-03 2.476-02 20964-09 .29635.04
1+194 +03 3.784-06 19195-05 69161-03 2•3Sq-02 20864-04 20558-04
19196 +03 30796-06 19369-05 6019&1iaZ 2.233-02 20769-04 2948&-Qq
1 9 198 +03 3.737-06 1.413-05 60111-03 2*3t0-02 10780-04 294801-04
1 • 200*03 3.573-06 L0250-GS S985q-03 20049-02 2i645"oq
1 0 202 +o3 3.492-06 19125-05 S*733-03 1.846-02 295+18-01 2*326-04
1 0 20 q *03 3x501-06 1.346-05 50760-03 2921q-02 2i702-oq 29410-04
1 0 206*03 3.721-06 19672-05 6913q-03 20756-02 29991-04 29603-04
1 0 208+03 49060-06 29026-05 60706-03 30397-02 3+320"01 2*831-01
1 9 210+03 4.631-06 2.709-05 7.666-03 4*484-02 3+895-04 3*213004
L @ 2t2*03 5.344-06 39371-05 8986q-03 5.592-02 49445-A4 39569-0!#
1021 q+ 03 6.382-06 39437-05 19061-02 59713-02 40603-04 30714-04
1 9 216 +03 7.211-06 39474-05 1020t-02 5.787-02 q*674-09 30770-Oq
1 9 218*03 7*954-06 39669-05 1 n 32802 60123-02 g*831-04 30847-04
1 • 220*03 80615406 395BO-05 104gl-02 5.989-02 q*779-Oq 3079q-09
1 0 222 +03 9.131-06 30gO8-05 1.53t-O2 5.712-02 49637-04 39668-01
1 . 228 +o3 80995-06 3*g34-05 1w511-02 5*761'02 49580-04 30563004
1*226 +03 8*863-06 30241-05 10492-02 5.457-02 40353004 3.362-09
1 9 228 +03 99122-06 2.720-05 10639002 40589-02 3i889-04 39027-09
1 0230*03 90538-06 2.383-05 1.613-02 49030-02 30565-04 29767004
t ► 232 +03 99763006 2*15605 1.654-02 39654102 30370-04 29426-04
1 . 234*03 19073-06 20121-05 1i822-02 30603"02 39365404 2•597"04
19236*03 10167-05 29529-05 1.987-02 40306-02 30716-04 29757-01
1 . 238*03 1*239-fly 30181-05 2*L1q-02 50358-02 `10239"01 30023-04
1 0 2 gO*D3 1.297-05 3@695-05 29218-02 6*3t9-02 40730-01 39268-04
1 0 2 4 2 4 03 1.39605 40136-05 20342-02 7.088-02 5*Ll82-09 30386-01
1*24q *03 1.419-05 q*395-05 2.438-02 7*549-02 20261-04 30427-04
1 0 2 914*03 19496-05 4*175-05 20577-02 7.18$-02 59102"09 39300-04
1 . 248 +03 1+561-05 30854-05 20694-p2 6.651-02 40829"01 39124-04
1 0 250*03 10579.05 30592-OS 2*732-02 60214-02 10580-0q 3.007-04
1 0 252*03 1.498405 3.572-05 29597-02 6.193-02 49592-04 20972-04
1 9 254 +03 1.958"05 30693-05 20534-02 69418-02 49787-04 9@960.04
1 4 256+03 1.331-05 q•07q-05 2*319-02 7.096-02 5017917114 3*0 1-tai
1.258+03 1.143-05 4s687-DS 16995-02 8*183"02 5*782-04 3*2hB"Ol
1•26Q +03 90651-06 5.298'05 1*6B9-02 90273-02 69423-04 39358-04
1*262+03 86500-06 5098-05 1*491-02 1.017-01 69877"04 3.g2z-Og
1.26 41+03 6.743-116 6&350.05 1.186-02 1'117-01 79251-Og 30473-04
1.266 +03 5*375-06 69789-05 9.g76-03 1*197-01 70508-0'1 3og78-04
1!20+10 59326-06 69861-05 99812-03 19212"01 79475-0 3g3%,!a5
1270 +03 69179«06 60696-4S 1*095"02 1*186-01 79198-0q 39228-04
l*272 +03 79305-06 60334"05 10297.02 16125-01 60818-Oq 3*191"04
10274 +03 90602-06 506419-05 1x709"02 1.006-01 603413-041 39160"0q
1927603 10193-05 5*031-05 2.129"02 80980-02 50924"04 3*0 2-04
1*278+03 19285-05 49736-05 2.799-02 B0g7q-02 50747'+04 3*1879•0q
1!2812+03 1*243-05 40787-05 2*230-02 89587-132 5*893nn.11 _3930 -JLI _
1 0 2 8 2 +03 1*176-05 40966-05 2*11602 B*931-02 6*166"Oq 30329-04
1 6 284 +03 1*00q"05 59336-03 1r810-02 90620-02 60521'-•0'1 39414,9011
1 . 286;03 B0g72-06 50592-05 1.531-02 10011"41 60762-414 30491"04
1*286 +113 74790-06 59675-05 12412-02 19028 01 6t893-04 3t%21-Og
10296 +03 80505-06 S9511-05 19586-02 10001-01 6*773-09 3+360"04
102.92+113 1t010-05 50211-05 19640-02 91990»a2 fil%H1IsY 3.t2n--"_ --
1*2 9q +O3 19278-05 80855-05 2*333"02 80866"02 69147"04 39001 "041
1 . 296 +03 1*52I"05 q*550-05 20784-02 8.331.02 69072"44 2*49b^Og
1'298 +03 10728-05 4.197-05 39172-02 70704-02 59911"04 2081 -`+"0q
l*300+03 1.79805 40097-05 3030902 705gO-03 690711-041 29162"olt
W
td
























































DOWN INT UP INT DOWN WEIGHT FUNCT UP HEIGH T FUNCT INT OWN TOTAL. INT UP TOTAL
74332-07 gsg97-06 1.301-03 7080-03 2#6gl-04 2+464-0q
7067-07 gsgg0-06 1#310-03 7*894-03 2-690"04 2+463-04
6.685-07 346gl-06 10191-03 6#485-03 2#420"Oq 2.215-64
6. 001-07 2#932-06 1*071-03 5.232-03 2.202-09 2-08&-Oq
50681-07 20728-06 1.016-03 40877-03 2•O87"09 1.983^oq
5.57 q-07 24658-06 90986-04 44762-03 2.017-04 10920"04
5@955-07 26484-06 1.069-03 5#357"03 20061°0q 1#957-046064-07 3.797-06 1,252-03 6.828-03 20273-D4 20191-047@857-07 50610-06 14916-03 1-6tl-02 20629"04 10+120'+g4^
8,9 2 8
-0 7 6.833-06 1.522-03 1023q-02 20889-0q 2#615404
8#994-07 8@057-06 10627-03 10458-02 39137"04 2#906'#0q
90 gg7-07 96282-06 1.712-03 10683-02 30380-04 20988-09
90175-07 14030-05 1.721-03 1.872"02 30.532-04 30087"04
90456-07 80835-06 10721-03 1.608-p2 30328-04 2+945+04
90391-0" 74880-06 10713-03 10437-02 3-.1704--04 208300-(19
9,387-01' 7018-06 10716-03 10g1t"02 34113-09 20804"04
90370-07 70508-06 1s716-03 10375-02 3-095"Og 20761`oq
94753"07 7sgO8-06 14790"03 10360-02 39021"oq 20759-04
1001 9-06 80628-06 10875.03 10587-02 30166-04 2*84q-04
Islas-06 80716-06 24037-03 10404-02 4!156-¢4 X238 4"99 --
30200-06 80243"06 2+217-03 10523"02 34055-04
_
20776-1)9
1,296-06 70922-06 2-403-03 10466"02 x-977"0q 20715-04
1-359-06 7.543-06 20520-03 1*399"02 20278-04 2063q-O4
1#928-06 7+172-06 20655.03 19333-02 2078q-04 20557-04
1s 1 1 q
-06 74161-06 29634-03 10390'"02 2079q-04 2-559-04
14338-06 6&986-06 2ig94-03 10211-02 Al659-04 -2*_qS 5-O%10299-06 54682-06 20g3i-03 1.063-02 205&1-oq 20382"0q
10290"06 6-757-06 20919-03 14267-02 2+715-04 24+177"04
10368-06 84308"06 20571"03 10562"02 30004-04 2+386004
1s520-06 14001"05 2.86q-03 108B6-02 30335"04 20931-04
1.811"06 1s37q-05 30420-03 20594-02 30913-04 30351"04
2.238"06 18747-05 4.236-03 3007-V q#gi8-04 a 39744"Q9-
20893-06 1-802.05 50988-03 3-q18-02 4.631-04 30894-Oq
30 gg2-06 I%866"05 60545"03 39598-02 g470B"01 34954-0"
39960-06 2.040-05 7,5ge-03 3.888-02 q+870-O4 4-t15k-0'L
49452-06 209q-05 89505-03 30905-02 44823-04 30999-0-4
44856-06 20004005 90299-03 30837-p2 4-685-04 30868-04
q +851-06 20Oh2-05 94311-03 36958-02 10629-114 34770-Qq
q 1906-06 1.977-05 9-490-03 30804-02 49902-09 30560-04
5+220"06 10699.05 10007-02 30277-02 3.941-04 3+197-04
5 n 604-06 1,535"05 10083-02 2.968-02 30621-04 2+920-04
5. 790"06 10399.05 10122-02 2.711-02 3.428-0g 20766-04
60 g93-06 10386-05 10262-02 20692"02 30929-04 2*736-04
6.995-06 10639-05 10362-02 3.191-02 3086-A4 20921-0
74370-06 20001-05 10439-02 30907-02 10313-04 3022q-04
7s643-06 20328-05 l•496-02 1-557.02 4.806-04 3450k-09
8025 q-06 2.636-05 16619-02 50171-02 50164-04 30644-04
80320-06 2.808-05 14636-02 So52q-02 5+394-oq 30708-04
80745-06 2.704-05 10724-02 5.332"02 50189-04 3+571-04
9 @107-06 2. 528.05 10800-02 4.998"02 49920-09 30377-01
9 .175-06 26351-05 10818-02 4+660-02 40672-01 3.242-01
80552-06 24322-05 19699-0x 40615-02 4-678-0q 30104-04
84263-06 2,933-05 10646-02 4.896-02 40870-04 34203-09
1.256+03 7024-06 2.673-y5 1 n 483-02 51338-02 59253"04 3+338-09
11258+03 6.168-06 3.092"05 1.239-02 6*091-02 5.84909 3.57 204
1.260+03 51076-06 3+980-05 1.019-02 69986-02 61973-04 3.706-04
1 . 262*03 91392-06 39807-05 8.840.03 71663-02 6#921-04 30803-04
1 1 264+03 3.359-06 4+133-05 61780-03 8.392.02 7.289-09 3.886-04
11266 +03 21579-06 41387-05 51218-03 8.876-02 71539"09 3+917-04
11200+03 21621-06 9#969-05 5.319-03 9+066-02 71501-D9 3±787-119
1 # 270 +03 3 . 16 8-06 40359r05 61945-03 8+868.02 71229-09 31664-04
1 1 272 +03 3.827 -06 4 +115-05 71806-03 86394"02 61676"04 31603"09
1#279 +03 5.136-06 31660.05 181150-02 79486"02 61194-04 31$26-04
1/276 +03 6.956-06 31298-05 99324-02 6.763-02 51931-04 3#922-04
1 1 2 7 8 +03 6.90306 3x066-05 11419-02 61304"02 5 +816-04 3.999 -09
1 0 28D*04 6.576.06 3.070-05 11356-02 6.330-0z 5•9ragn'1_._- 316Q@..aiL ..
1*2 8 2 +03 6.148w06 36187-05 1.271-02 60589-02 6 +227-04 38498«09
1 1 2 8 4 +03 51123 -06 31397-05 10162-02 7+042-02 61572-04 30-4-04
1 1 206 +03 9.259-06 31509-05 81854-03 7.295.02 6i805-04 3.89 904
1 0 288 + 03 3.967-06 3.583-05 6.271-03 7•97o-n2 61433-04 31779-04
11290;03 9.491-06 30981"05 9.388-03 70276-02 61818-09 31728-04
1t292+D' 59571-06 31336-05 L1148-02 619941-02 69537"0R 30611=04
1*294+0,+ 7.289 -06 3.x66-05 9.531-02 69866-02 61270-09 31328-04
1 1 2 9 6 +03 8.737"06 39255"05 91842-02 6.862"02 61165-04 39016-04
1 . 298 +03 9.937.06 39183-05 2.101-02 61729-02 6.090-04 2.733-04
1 . 300+03 1+031'+05 31248-05 28186"02 61886"02 61173-09 21986-09
1
V1
UNI T S OF WEIGHTING FUNC T IONS ARE DITRANSHISSIONI
FREQ DOYEN
	 INT UP INT
I • ISD+03 1.765-07 1.399-06
1 . 152 +03 1.782-07 3.325-06
3.t5 q +O3 1.616-07 14078-06
1 . 1 5 6*03 1.459"07 86755--07
l e lSB*03 1.386-07 8.584-07
1 . 160 + 03 1.373-07 89822-07
1 . 162 +03 1/486"07 1.029-06
1.368+03 1.753-07 1.317-06
161&6+03 1.480-07 1.918-06
1.168+03 2.121 -07 2.292-06
1 . 170 +03 26266-07 2.666-06
1.172*03 28382"07 390%3-06
E• 17 q +03 2e395-07 3.366-06
1.176*03 2.900-07 2.869-06
1.176 + 03 2#389-01 26659-06
1 . 1 8 0*03 21394-07 2.839-06
1 . 1 8 2 +03 2.402-07 2.99306
1 1 189 + 03 26562"07 3.185-06
1 . 186*03 2.767"07 3.820-06
--	 1.188+03 3.292-07 39892-06
1 0 t90 + 03 3.927-07 39661 06
1 6 1 4 2 +03 %6589-07 39896-06
1 9 1 94 +03 5.103"07 3#308-06
1 . 396 + 03 5.696-07 36128-06
1 . 198 +03 54690-07 36229-06
1.200*03 56397-07 29989-06
1 . 202*03 5.166-07 2.929-06
1 . 209*03 5.076-07 26779-06
16206 +03 6.368-07 36312-06
1 . 208 + 03 6.095-07 3.923-06
1 . 210*03 7.612-07 50g76-06
1.212*03 14004+06 70102-06
1 # 214 + 03 11385-06 7.633-06
16216+03 1.709-06 8.218-06
l • 218 + 03 26022-06 9.293 -06
1 4 220 + 03 26326-06 9#619-06
1 . 222*03 2.580-06 96755-06
1 . 224*03 2.600"06 160o8-05
1 . 226"03 2.677-06 99889--06
1#228*03 2.897-06 86965-06
1 0 2 30*C.i 3•IgO-06 86649-06
1 . 232*03 36297-06 89g40-06
1 1 234 + 03 3#618-06 8#601-06
1 9 236*03 39899-06 9.974-06
1 . 238 +113 gaa8o-06 16168-05
1 1 2 4 0 0 03 4.207-06 11322-05
1 . 2 4 2 + 03 9.555-06 11893-05
S • 2 gg *03 11/579+g6 14572-05
1 . 286+03 q.8p9•p: 1.568-05
1/2 4 8*03 59009-06 36521-05
1/250 + 03 5.092-06 legg2-05
1.252*03 4-658-06 16422-05
19258*03	 4.481-06	 l•5i0-05
DOWN WEIGHT FUNCT UP WEIGH T FUNCT INT OWN TOTAL
	
INT UP TOTAL
39982-04 3.084-03 x•643-09 2•9i7-04
4 . 029-04 20997-03 z•6gt-O4 201176-Oq-
3066q -04 20444 -03 e•g2I-O4 1.285-04
3 .302-04 1.969-03 2+203-04 26095-04
3 . 1 5 7-O g 1i955-03 1+pee-04 18992-04
3 . 13:=a a 2.013-03 29018-04 19929-0
3 . 399-0-r z•364-03 2.063-04 3.967-04
4 . 01 9"04 3+020-03 2+274-04 2 n t54-011
11.551-04 4.408-63 2#J13v_4oq- --
96888-04 5x281-03 2.387-Oq 2.637--04
5#233-04 6.158-03 3.139-09 x•833-04
56515-04 70045-03 36382-Oq 30018-04
5 . 560-09 7.811-03 3#535-04 31+321"04
5.589-O q 6.674-113 3.330-04 26973-04
5.572-04 6.202-03 3.172-04 2.865+04
5.597-09 6.627-03 3+115-04 29832004
59630"04 7.015-03 39(tg7*04 26791"04
6 9 020°0 4 79985-03 36028-84 21791-04
695t8-0q 9.000-03 3.168-04 29902-011
7 . 775-0 q 9.193-03 39159-04 29893 -1111_._
96299--04 8.669-03 39059-Oq 29813"p11
1 .089-03 89299-03 2.981-0q 2#75 1"Gh
1 9 215-03 7087q-03 2+883-Og 20667-04
19359-03 76964°03 2r789-Og 26589 ,*1111
1.361-03 76726-03 2.800-04 29591°09
16283-03 406913"!03 2.6611-04 2# 18-340 4
 __..
3 . 243-03 50843-03 26566-Og 26707 --pq
1 1 229-03 6.702-03 2i720"04 2 #505-04
1.296 --03 8.008-03 3.010-Oq 29714-04
1 0 9 78 -03 9.510-03 3+341-04 x9971"011
1.851-03 3.331-02 36421
-0 3•g05-04
29848-03 30731-02 96g78-04 3981.5-04
36385-03 16866-02 966g5-'Oa 39471-64	 .-
4 • 1 84-03 2.014-02 4.725-09 4603804
9.969-03 2.289"02 4.890-Oq q%Jgq-04
5 6 732-03 2.371-02 q•8g7-Dq q+095-04
69376-03 26411-02 49711-04 39966-C4
6 6 499-03 26g98-02 41655-04 39870"04
6.652-03 20448-02 4.429-04 3.658"O4
7 9 21 9 -03 26234'-02 39970-04 3 286-04
7 9 897-03 2.160-02 36653--0q 31007-04
8 . 137-03 2.060-02 39461-F14 21848-04
9609z-03 2.162-02 36965-011 26822-04
9 98 27-03 2.514-02 3.825--04 3.421-04
1 6031-02 26953-02 g935q-Oq 36340-04
1 . 066-02 3.350-02 468811-011 3+633+04
1 . 1 58 -02 3.796-02 5.210-04 30798-04
t 0 1b7-02 g6006-02 50390-04 3.665-04
1 0 230'-02 4.009-02 59237-0 30727-04
1 . 2 8 5-02 3.901-02 4.970-04 36529-04
1 9 297-02 3.710"02 40722-04 3.386-64
3 0 202-02 38668-02 4672q-04 3.346-04
1 . 160 102 3.908-02 4.915-04 30354-04
LAYEoII 15 NEARES T GRO UN DI r 6	 UNITS OF R ADIANCE ARE NA T T57ICH **2 *5TERADIAN+MIrROMETERI
1.256+03 3.993-06 1+616-05 1+03702 4.195-0z S+293-04 3+500-94
19258+03 3.278 06 1+778-05 89534-03 4.628"02 5.876'04 3.750-09
1.269 +03 2.645-06 2.018-05 6.906-03 50269-02 6+500-09 3.908«04
1.262 +03 2.268-06 2+190-05 5.990-03 59736'92 69944-04 1.022-04
1.269+03 1+702-06 2.308-05 4f970.03 6+065-02 79301"09 4.117-04
1+266+03 1.282-06 26391-05 3.379-03 6+301-02 7.596-04 4+156-04
1'268*03 1.333-06 2.927'05 3i523-03 6+416'92 7+519"04 4.0311"44
1'27044 3 19656-06 2.348"05 4.390-03 6+22S'02 7.246"04 3+$99-04
1 + 272 +03 2.029-06 2.202-05 5+396-03 5+856'02 6+89604 3+8.23'09
1.274 +03 2052"06 2.002-05 7042-03 5+340'0z 6.422"04 3.726"09
1 . 276403 3.472-06 1.878-05 90291-03 50027-02 6.026"04 3.610-04
1.278 +03 3.687-06 1+769-05 9+899-03 4.750-02 5.853-04 3+67 104
1 . 280+03 3.476-06 1+768-05 9.341-03 4.762-02 50943m9.._ 3!7$5-n4-___
1 . 282 +03 3x220-06 1+852-05 8+699-03 58003-02 6+259-04 3.833-09
1.284 +03 :.640-06 1.933-05 7•15S-03 5.238-02 60599-09 3.997-09
1 . 286+ 03 x.176-06 1.950-05 5+917-03 5.301'02 6+826-09 '3.039-04
1.288+03 2.047-06 1+995-05 5.583-03 5•49z-02 6+954-04 3.979-04
1.290 +03 2.364-06 1.976-OS 6+468-03 5.407-02 6+842'04 3.926-09
1 O Z92+03 3.601-06 10951-05 8.238-03 5.3541-02 6+"k6Z-04 3.806--9 .
1+294 +03 3074-06 2.042-05 1.094-02 9.624-02 69310-09 3+532-04
1 . 2 9 6 +03 4.753-06 2.193-05 1.313-02 6.059-02 6+213'04 3+235-04
1.298+03 5.380-06 2+306-OS 1.491-02 6+392-02 6+144-04 2+964-04




LAYEa(I IS PlEAREST GROUND) - 7	 UNITS OF RADIANCE ARE *ATTS/LCH ►►Z 95TERAOIAN ► lllcROIiETERI
0
UNITS OF WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS ARE DITRANSHIS5ION1
FRED DOWN INT UP	 INT DOWN WEIGHT FUNCT UP WEIGHT FUNCT 1NT DWN TOTAL INT UP TOTAL
1.150 +03 2.985-08 2.245-07 7067-05 7.015-nq 2.643-pq 2+979-Oq
1.152+ 03 2.526-08 20201-07 7017-05 69899-04 20642-24 2.q7 80q
1 . 154 + 03 2.300-08 L0783-07 70230-05 50603"04 29922-04 29281-04
1.156+03 2.083-08 10469-07 60566-05 4.630"04 29203-04 2.096-04
1 • I58 + 03 2.011-08 10529-O7 6.354-05 9.834-04 2.088-09 19993..04
1+160 +03 26019"08 19657-07 6.902-05 59255-09 20018-04 1030"04
! 0 162 +03 2021q-08 19993-07 74041-05 6.337-04 20063"01 L0469-04
1 0 164 +03 2.627-08 2.55707 8937805 89156-04 26275-0 20186-04
1 . 166 +03 2.961-08 3.574-07 90g69-p5 10143-03 20632,iE1li 2047i3"p'j
1 . 1 6 8 6 03 39163-08 4.093-07 19016-04 1.313"03 2+587-04 2+682-04
1.170 +03 3.378-08 4.614-07 1.087-Oq 1.985-03 3.140-04 Z083&-O4
1.172+03 3.555-08 59194-07 1.197-09 1.660-03 30383-04 3.023-04
1 . 174 +03 3.595-08 5.601-07 1.164-04 1.813-03 3.535-0 3.126-04
1 . 176 + 03 39629+08 99738-07 1.178-04 1.538-03 3.331.109 Z.978,.Qy
1.178+03 3.641-08 4.618-07 1.186"04 1i504-03 3.112-04 296^Oq
1 . 1 8 0+03 3.725-08 59384-07 1.217-04 L.759"03 31115-Oq 2.838-04
1 . 1 8 2 +03 3987q-08 6.122"07 1.269-04 2.006-03 3.048-09 29797-04
1 0 184 +03 g054q-08 699gq-07 19993-04 20282-03 30024-Og 29798-04
1.186 +03 50403-08 8.508-07 1.981-04 2.805-03 30169"O4 26911"04
1.188 + 03 89080-08 89909-07 20672-04 209U-113 3rlijl^Q'1 2± 9Q2-0	 ---
1 0 1 9 0~03 10145-07 -	 8.622-07 3.799-04 20860+03 30060"04 21821-04
1 . 1 9 2 +03 1.500-07 89989-07 g9993-04 2 ►82S-03 20483-04 20.788-09
1 . 1 4 4`03 1.813-07 8.285-07 6.052.04 20765-03 20885-04 2•875"oq
1 0 1 96 +03 2.180-07 8.143-07 7.300-04 2.727-03 20792-09 2059 709
1 0 198 +03 26208-07 8.319-07 7.417-04 2.794-03 2.802-04 2.59v--Gq
1 . 200 .03 2.068-07 79286-07 6.969-04 2.442-03 29666-Q4 4,-,M-Qt - -
1 . 202 +n3 1.997-07 6.565-07 6.751-04 2.220-03 2.568-04 Z0g13-j4
1 . 204'03 1+994-07 7.512-07 6oS93-044 2.548-03 20722-g4 z05j3nO4
1+206 + 03 2,064-07 90048-07 7.028-04 3.079"03 3'012"04 2.728-39
1 . 208 "03 2.416'07 10098-06 8.2190011 307g7-03 39399x06 29982+.05
1 0 210+03 3.181-07 10558-06 10089-03 50337-03 39921-Oq 39421-04
1 •212+03 4.455"07 20096-06 I x531-03 70202-03 9 1!18?f!D4 308lbt1!I
1 . 254 + 0- 3 60ggB-07 2.481-06 2.223-p3 80555-03 40652"oq 30995"04
1 0 216 +G3 B.136-07 20848-06 2i814-03 9*Bg9-03 q9733"'Oq 40067-D4
1 0 218 + 03 99782-07 30359-06 30394-p3 10165-02 40900-04 90158-0q
1 . 220+03 1.590-06 3.682-06 39970-03 1.282102 99858-0q 4.132-04
1 0 222+03 10276-06 3055-06 40458-03 10382-02 40729-04 49006-04
1 0 224 +03 1.293+06 40105-06 99533-03 1.439-OZ 49668-09 30911-Qq
19228 +03 1.349-06 99168-06 g97g3-03 6+966-02 99g92-04 30700-04
10228 +03 i.g7q+06 44206-06 5.199-03 l.g8q-02 39984-04 3.328-04
1 . 230 +03 19601-06 4+962"06 50670-03 10580-02 3.6&9-04 3.051-Dq
1 . 232 +03 19652-06 99551-06 5.870-03 1"617"02 30477-04 29894-09
1 0 23 q+03 1.836-06 50101"06 6054603 1.818-02 3948q-04 20873-Oq
1 9 236+03 1.961-06 50929-06 70015-03 2.126-02 3089q-04 30080-04
1 . 235+03 20090-06 6.753-06 79322-03 20g2q-02 90374-p4 30408-04
10280+03 20047-06 7.500-06 7+551-03 2.701"02 46869-04 30708-04
1 9 242 +03 2.276-06 80974-06 89226-03 3•U62-02 50233-04 39883-04
1•2 g 4 + 03 2•28q-06 89834-06 8•28q"03 30204-02 5x413-Oq 30959-04
1+246 +03 20907-06 91100-06 8.760-03 30312"02 50261-04 30818-oq
1 0 248 +03 2.511-06 41104-06 90172-03 3.325-02 99995-Oq 30620-04
10250 +03 2.531-06 80753-06 9.275'03 3.208-02 49748-04 3.474-Oq
1 9 252 +03 2.329-06 89592-06 80566-03 30112-02 40718-O4 39431-04



























LA Y EnII	 IS NEAREST GROUND)	 n 	 B UNITS OF RADIANCE ARE WATTS.,fICHm+z •5TERA0IAN*HIrKOmETER)
N
UNITS OF WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS ARE DCTRANSHISSIONI
FRER DOWN INT UP INT DOWN WEIGHT FUNCT UP WEIGHT FUNCT INT OWN TOTAL INT UP TOTAL
1 . 1 5 0 +03 1.122-09 1.368-08 50486-06 5071q-n5 2*643-04 2.479-p4
1.152 +03 10151-09 10147-OB 5•b50-06 5.630-OS 1•64z-04 2.478-04
1 . 151 +03 10057-09 9.256-09 50210-06 40561-05 24427-01 2.287-04
1 0 156 + D3 90704-10 7.811-09 4.799-06 30862-05 20203-04 2.097-01
10158 + 03 9 n 5gq-10 8.761-09 4.737-06 q•348-05 2.089-0q 1.993-04
1 . 1 6 0 +03 90750-10 19005+OB 4.857-06 S•OOB105 Z40LB-04 1.930-01
1 . 1 6 2 +03 19081-09 19242-08 59822-06 6.211-05 20063-04 1.969-01
1 . 164 +03 1.289-09 19595-08 60967-06 B0006-05 2.275-04 2f156-04
1#L&6+03 16443-09 2.113-08 7sZ70-06 1.064-0q 20632-04 2.443-04
1 . 158 *03 16535-09 29279-08 7.760-fl6 10152-04 z08B7-04 2.612-01
1 0 170 +03 10640-09 20gg8-08 8.322-06 1.242-04 39140-04 1x838-04
1917Z+03 1x735-09 29628-08 89838-06 1.339-04 30383-04 3.024-04
10174 + 03 10777-0 2.781-08 91084-06 1.422-0q 30535-04 39127-04
19176 +03 1#825-09 20328-OB 9.369-06 10195-04 30331-04 2.978-04
-	 1 *17A+03 10929-09 2m927-OR 9.937-06 1.250-0q 3r172-Oq 21670-D1
1*lSo +03 2.408-09 31206-08 102g5-O5 1.658=0q 30115-04 20838+04
1 . 182*03 3.293-09 400z1+08 19710-05 2.088-04 30098-04 2+799-04
I•I84 +03 6.835-09 59076-08 30041-OS 2.646-04 30024"04 2.718-04
1 . 186 +03 8.926-09 60542-08 80670-06 3.423-04 39169-04 29911-01
1+188 +03 1.974-08 8.223-08 1*037-0q 8.319-0q 30160-Oq 20903+04
10190'x'03 3.360-08 9*737-08 10772-04 54134-04 30061-04 20822-64
1 0 1 9 2+03 4*834-08 1.142-07 29559-09 6*046~04 20983-04 29754-'04
1$198+03 61213-08 10292-07 39302-" 6.867-04 2x886-0q 20676-04
14196+ 03 7#B61-08 10475-07 49194-Oq 7*872-04 29792-Qq Z1598-04
10198+03 80050 -OB 10g90T07 49312-04 7.978-04 Ii803-04 21601-04
l0zaQ*Q3 71544-08 1.340-07 40057-04 79204-Oq 29667-V4 2.0119_9-a'!_...
1*202'9 03 79334-08 19363-07 3.959-04 70357-04 2,50-09 2*415-04
1 . 204*03 7.169-08 1.695-07 3.886-04 9.185-Oq 2.723-04 2*511-04
1 1 206*03 70814-08 29247-07 10236-04 19223-03 3*013-04 20731-01
1 . 208 +03 9.401-OB 2*971+07 51137-04 1.623-03 31345-v% 2.985-04
1 9 210*03 1*293-07 89317-07 79039-04 20368-03 39926-04 39425-04
19ZI2+ 03 10846-07 60171-07 10017-03 3.399-03 4*48M-04 20842-01_
1 . 214 +03 20715-07 8.243-07 1i502-03 90559-03 4.65y-04 4900N-314
1 . 216*03 39439-07 19010-06 19909-03 5.610-03 40737-04 40077-04
1*218*03 4.144-07 19239-06 2i310-03 69911-03 10904-04 4.190-04
1 1 220+03 41842-07 3.440-06 24711-03 8.064-03 44863-04 4•1g6-01
I*222*03 5.127-07 1*633-06 3*051-03 91178-03 4.729-04 4.022-041 *224 +03 50512-07 1.715-06 30112-03 9.683-03 40673-04 30929-04
1*226 +03 5$794-07 LOBOS-06 39281-03 1$023-02 4.448-04 3971B-O4
1*ZZB +03 6.346-07 10969-06 3.612-03 1.120-02 3*991-04 39348-04
1 n 230 +03 6.870-07 29224-06 3*927-03 1+271{"02 3*675*04 30074-04
14232+03 7*054-07 2*366-06 4$048-03 1.358-0Z 3448ge04 29917-04
1*23q *03 7@788-07 29755-06 49469-03 1*S88-02 30492-04 29960-04
19236*Q3 8*224-07 3*230+06 4060-03 10870-p2 34852-Q4 30112-Q4
L n 238 +03 80504-07 3*666-06 40943-03 20131-02 41382-04 3*'145-04
1 0 240 +03 80730-07 4s074"06 51015-03 29378-02 49678-04 30749-01
1*212*03 90511-07 49634-06 59575-03 2*716-02 5924z-Dq 3.929-04
1 . 244*03 90572-07 40847"06 50635-03 20853-02 50423-01 44002-04
1 . 2 g 6 + 03 19915-06 56100'"06 60001-03 36015-02 50271-Oq 34869-01
1024B+03 10069-06 5#196-06 69320-03 3.085-p2 6*006-04 3*672-04
1+250+03 1*078-06 5*040-06 6 n 427-03 3.005-02 49759-04 39524-04
10252*03 9.942-07 4.928-06 59953-03 2*951-02 18758-04 30481-01






























LAYEm(l 15 NEAREST GROUND) - 9 	 UNITS OF RADIANCE ARE WATTS/ICHo o Z OSTERAUTAfl@HjrgOHETER1
UNIT4 OF WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS ARE D(TRANSHISSION)
FRED DOWN INT UP INT DOWN WEIGHT FUNCT UP WEIGHT FUNCT INT OWN TOTAL INT UP TOTAL
1.150+03 0.000 00000 0.000 O40On 2.643-o4 20879-04
I.I52+03 08000 0.000 Oscan 00000 14642-04 21478-Oq
1.154 +0 01000 0.000 01.000 0 ►000 2•gZ2-04 2.287-04
1r1S6 +03 04000 09000 00000 0+000 19203-04 2.097-04
1 . 1 58 +0 3 00000 08000 09000 0.000 2.0811-04 10493-04
1.160 +03 08000 01000 00000 0 ►000 2.018"0q 1+930-04
1 n I62+03 09000 OvOco 0.000 09000 2 ►063"04 10969"04
1916 +1+p3 0.000 o9opo 0.000 09000 29275-04 21IS4001 .
1 0 1661 +03 2 n 283-15 49425-15 2.295-11 4.'148-1I 20632-04 20'143+04
1 . 168 +03 50515-Iq 8.386-14 5.571-10 80471-IO 21687"09 29642-04
1 0 170 +03 2.054.13 29982-13 20085-09 3.027-p9 301'10"04 2.838-04
1 ► 172*03 50393-13 70627-13 5.502"09 7.781-09 30383-04 3.p2g+04
I 9 17 g+03 1.237-12 10688-12 14269-08 1*730-08 30535-04 3.327-04
1 . 176 +03 2&839-12 3.895-12 2.925-08 4.013"08 39335-04 2.978-04
1#176 +03 20717-11 1.615-10 20813-07 I0:72-Ob 39172-04 20876"04
ItI8pt03 1.590-10 79993-10 1.655-06 80313"06 3.114-04 29B38-0q
1 . 142 +03 q6055-10 1#624"09 g9242-06 I•Sy4-p5 39048-04 2679B"04
1&1511+03 10047-09 30036"09 15100"08 3.142-05 3.02q"04 20796-04
1#186 +03 1.798-09 84582-09 10900"05 408'11-p5 31I69-04 29911-04
1 0 188 +03 g96g3-09 90133-09 q&930-05 90699-05 3016Q^04 ,Z&903"04	 -
1 • 1 90 +03 8#330-09 l9ggB"08 8&891-05 10545-04 30061"04 203122-0q
10192+03 15225-08 2000q+08 10314"Oq 2.150-09 21983-04 21759.#04
1+19 q +03 10597-08 29520-08 10722-Oq 2&717-04 20886-04 29677-04
1 9 194 +03 2.046-08 39133-08 2.218.-04 30395-pq 21793-04 25899"04
10198+03 2.101-08 341g0-08 20289-04 39121-09 2i803-04 25601"04
L 0 200+03 11966-08 25B&I-08 20153+04 30133-04 29667-04 2.492"Q!3_	 _---
1 • 202*03 I•9gl-O8 3.157-08 2.136-0q 3.975-09 20569-04 20415-04
1 1 204 +03 I99g5-p8 40251-08 2.151-04 4 n 703-04 2&723-0% 2 ►5.15-04
10206 +03 20216-08 61126-08 2#865-Og 60B13-04 31013-0g 29731-04
1 1 208 +p3 20770-08 B450B-08 30047-ON 90510-04 3+345-04 21965-Q4
1 0 210 +0 3 30868-08 11Z69-07 g93g6-04 10826-03 30426-04 31g26'904
,9252+93 51579-08 198979'07 60302-Oq 24183-03 g5g8i-Q% ^1a9+14^Q+i-	 --- -
I O 21 q+03 89162-08 29673-07 95267-09 30035"03 49655-Q4 q1006-04	 -•
10216+03 15026-07 30367+07 1.171-03 398gg-03 41738-04 119080-04
1 0 23 5 *03 1.230-07 99194-07 l•g11-03 40813-D3 40904-04 40144-04
1 0 220*03 l&'133-07 90980-07 10653"03 51745-03 g086q"04 g015i-0i
19222*03 1160q-07 50773-07 10860-03 61695-03 40731-04 g0028-04
I922 g+03 1*633-07 6.139-07 1990q-03 7.157-03 40675-04 39935-99
1#226 +03 1+730-07 6+570-07 29027-03 70700"03 g9g50-Oq 3.725-04
19228 +03 1+895-D7 79416-07 29233-03 80738-03 3.493-04 30356-04
1 . 230+03 20035-07 80&91-07 2#g1O"03 1.024-02 3&677-04 3#0B2-04
1 & 232+03 2&073-07 90399-q7 2.869-03 I•lI9"02 30g86-04 24927-04
1•23q+p3 20263-07 l#llq"06 2#709"03 1.33 402 39494-04 20912-04
1#236 +o3 2#350-07 19320-06 20829-03 10589"02 32855-04 30126"04
1 0 238 +p3 2.410-07 19515-06 20916-03 19833-02 49385-04 30460-04
14240+03 20472-07 1#716-06 30008-03 2.088`•02 4&880-09 30766-04
10212 +03 24707-07 1+984-06 30112-03 2&430-D2 51245-04 39949-04
1 0 294 +03 29787-07 20[17"06 39380-03 2.609-02 51125-04 4.023-04	
-- - -^
10296+03 Z#953-07 20287-06 39652-03 20829-02 51274-04 39892-04
I429B +o3 3#131-07 2#36S^0& 35894-03 20964-02 52004"01 31696-0+1
10250 +03 39206-07 293g1-06 80009-03 29927-p2 40762-04 31587-04
1 1 252*03 29985-07 20325-06 3#754-D3 2.923-02 49761"01 3.504"04




























vLAY£nI1 IS NEAREST G RO U"DI m 10
ON
i
UNIT S OF RADIANCE ARE BATTSJICH9 . 2 + S TERADIAH.H1rKOMET ER)	 T
UNIT q OF WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS ARE DITRAN5H155TONI
F REa DOWN TNT UP TNT DOWN *EIGHT FUNCT UP *EIGHT FUNCT TNT OWN TOTAL, INT UP TOTAL
10150 +03 4.755-07 6.818-07 9x115-03 5.901-03 20648-04 2.986"09
101 5 2 +03 9.377-07 6.363-07 3.806-03 5.533-03 Z+696'04 20985-Q4
1015 q+ 03 +1.226-07 5.978-07 39691-03 5.222-03 20426-09 20293-04
1 9 I56 +03 9.111-07 50628-07 3.608-03 q.939-03 29208-04 2.102-09
l•1*5B +03 3.913-07 59259"07 3.950-03 9.632-03 20092-09 1.999-04
1 . 1 6 0 +03 3x700-07 49896-07 3+277-03 4.337-03 2.022-04 10935-04
1 0 162 +03 30459-07 44595"07 30079-03 9+084-03 2.066"04 1.974-09
10169 +03 30079-07 99280-07 2.753-03 39827-03 29278-09 20161-04
1 . 1 6 6 +03 2.659-07 3+933-07 20389"03 3.533-03 20634-04 zmgg7--(H
1+168 +03 2.317-07 30569-07 2.091-03 3.221-03 2.889-04 2.45-04
1 . 170; 03 2.015-07 30245-07 1.827-03 2.943-03 30192-04 10891-at
10)72'0 03 10727-07 2.917-07 10573-03 20658.03 30384-09 30027-04
10179+03 1.419-07 20500-07 10299-03 20288-03 30537-09 30129.104
[0176 +03 1+167-07 2.039-07 1.073-03 1.871-03 30332-04 2698004
i9i7e+63 90013-08 1.562-07 80331-04 1.443-03 3.173-04 2#871-04
1 0 180+03 60242-08 10076-07 50797-09 90994-04 36116-04 2#839-04
10182 +03 30777-08 6.370-08 30525-04 50995-09 30048-04 20798-04
1 . 189*03 2.393-08 39599+08 20197-04 30368-09 30015-Og 20799-04
1+186 +03 1.252-OB 10984-08 19180-04 10870-04 39169-04 29912-34
1 . 1 88*03 94159-09 1#680-OS 69673-05 1#591-119 301411"29 $•4J]3^19
19190 +03 ) n 199-08 20082-08 19099-04 19982-09 30061-09 21823"011
1 0 [42*03 1.624-08 2.786-08 10558-04 20664-09 2i989"04 297113"04
1 9 1 4 9+03 20078-08 31420"108 10997-04 3+286-04 2088&-04 2&677-04
1 0 196*03 29633-08 90191-08 20592-04 4 n 0471,-9 20793-04 29599-04
1 9 1 98 +03 29655-08 40106"08 20577-Oq 30985-09 20804-09 20602-04
19200+03 20430-08 30650-08 20370-04 30560-04 20667-04 2!'1 92«34. ----
1 0 202+03 2.365-08 3.923-08 2#318-04 30845-Oq 29''56`7-09 2.415®0'1
1 . 209 +03 20399-08 40980-08 20313-09 90905-04 2a723-'04 29518-04
1 0 206 +03 2.599-08 7#085-08 Z9572-Oq 70014-04 30013'"09 2.732-04
1.208+03 302II.08 9.913-08 30199-04 9.862-Oq 30345-0q 2.9si+04
[ 0 210+03 44981-08 L n 529-07 +&0981-09 10529-03 30926-04 3.420^04
19212+43 40161-08 2.373-07 69141-04 2x184-03 9•±185-qg 396117-04
1 0 21 4+03 8.627+08 39476-117 84713-04 39511-03 9.656-04 40010.134
1 0 216+03 10061-07 4#998-07 19077-03 40566-03 4.739"04 9+085-09
1 0 218 + 03 10252-07 *59628-07 10277-03 50742-03 419{)7-09 49200-04
1 0 220+03 l.g2q-07 6#727-07 [0466-03 60898-03 40866-04 99158-04
1 # 222*0 19574-07 79929-07 1062.-•03 80173-03 49732'"04 99036-04
I0?24 +03 19589-07 89566-07 10646-03 80879-03 90676-09 3.943-04
1 . 226 +03 1.659-07 9.30[-07 19727-03 90685-03 90951-04 39739-09
1 . 228+03 10757-07 19071-06 [.839-03 19121-02 30994-04 3036&-09
1 9 230+03 1.787-07 19258-06 14880-03 1.323-02 30479-04 39045°114
10232 +03 19731-07 1.364-06 10831-03 10443-02 30988-04 2.940-04
1 . 234*03 19775"07 10626-06 1.88703 1.726-02 30496"09 2.928-04
1 . 236 ++3 19718"07 1i938-06 10835-03 291171-02 31654-qy 39195-04
1 9 236* p3 1.648-07 29290-06 1#770-03 2.406-02 40386-04 31982-04
10240*03 1.616"07 20557-06 1.7115-03 2.761-02 49882-04 39792-04
1 0 242+03 1.715-07 21442-06 10861-03 3.193-02 40297-09 3~979-04
1 9 21 q -03 1.705-07 3.085"06 11860-03 3.366-02 5.427-09 g00S4-04
1 . 246*o3 10821-07 30291-06 1.997-03 3#63o-02 5.276-04 30925-04
1 9 298+03 10922-07 3.388-06 2.120-03 3.736-02 50DL1"04 3.730-04
[ 1 250*03 10977-07 3.281-06 2.191-03 30637-02 90769-Og 3.580-04
1 . 252*03 1.848-07 30307-06 2.059-03 3.685-02 4.762-04 30537-04
1 . 259 +03 [.773-07 36720-06 14986-03 9.167-02 4.951-04 3.561-04
1!258*03 10576-07 3.968-06 1.775-03 4.469-02 59325-04 3e717-0'3
1.258 +03 10294-07 9.286-06 1+466-03 4x856-02 5+903-04 34981-04
1 0 260*03 1.020-07 Stool-06 1.161-03 5.693-02 69521-0`1 4.170 04
1 . 262*03 80517-0B 59539-06 99748-04 6.333-02 41962-04 40308-04
1 . 264 +03 6.347-08 50700-06 7.303-04 6 n 558-02 74315-04 40410-04
14266+03 4.e19-06 5 n 803-06 61632-04 6.712.02 70557-09 4•95o-09
i t 2.6$•_D3. 50206-08 5.9';3-06 60125-04 60970-02 70525-04 4.324-.C4
1 0 27 0 +03 60848-08 5.781-06 84008-04 6.760-02 70260"04 4.185"04
1 0 272*03 80643-08 50361-06 LsO16-03 6.303"02 60914"04 40089-04
10274 +03 1.17907 54162-06 10394-03 60102"07 60446-04 30980-04
1 . 2 76*03 10965-07 50257-06 1.742"03 60248"02 4.056"04 30664-04
1.278+03 10531-07 50002-06 10830-03 50978-02 59885-09 30914-04
19260+03 14420-07 59031-06 1.701 -03 69046"n2 60023.-_D4 9•J]39'0_E1y -
10282+03 10286-07 50413-06 1.554-03 6.540-02 60286-09 9•o43-D4
10284 +03 1.038-07 50366-06 10262-03 40519-02 60620"0`1 49211-04
1 . 28 6*03 8.633-08 5.075-06 14055-03 6.199-02 50844-04 40297-04
1 . 268 + 03 80283-08 50233-06 10017-03 6.428"02 64970-04 40246-04
14290 +03 94614-08 S•tlo"O6 14187-03 60312"02 60861 -04 90145"04
- Si292!4)3 1+226"07 50OD5-06 1+522-03 & n2.146-02 6:542-A4 9i07kr4+t.
1 0 294 +03 1.564-07 50718-06 19953-03 7.142"02 60343-04 3.837-04
1 . 23 6*D3 10788-07 60958-06 24246-03 80738-02 69252-04 39593s04
1 . 298 +03 1.953-07 80289-o6 20466-03 10047"01 64186-04 30375-04
1 . 300*03 1.961.07 99547-06 28491"03 1.212"01 64273-0 3.187-04
b
1bi
LAYEoSS to DV S •050 DELVS 200000 VI M 1300 . 0000 VI" 1 g 50•o000 A:	 10.0000 BOUND S	12.0000 TE POS	2966000U
co
SATELLITE ALTITUDES 2.0000+01	 SATELLITE LATITUDE.	 29,0000 SATELLITE LONGITUDE n 	90.0000
TARGET ALTITUDE-
	
0901 TARGET LATITUDES	 29 n 0000 TARGET LONGITUDE n 	 9050000
SURFACE TEHPS 298.000	 EMISSS1.00000000
THE FOLLOWING DATA ARE 35 ATMOSPHERIC VARIABLES FROM MODATH
99508 6459+02 2.9682742+02 1.1079745-03 3.4662387+02 9.8053455+02
2 0 4 899 001 + 02 2#8756886+01 1i8309502"05 2.B9OL250+02 1.2056146+01	 -
l iVB22314 +01 6.OA21335+0Z l•le6ogl8+OL 1.4351536+01 8.7523761+00
1*1765745+OL I•DGO2726+00 1.0002519+00 1.8002373+01 2.9ZgO810+01
OsO000000 000000000 090000000 060000000 -8.0397966-01	 -
2.8756866+01 2.3204370+19 000000000 090000000 0000UGOOD
0+0080000 0.0000000 090000000 0.0000000 010000000
fo1 g77531+00 PREC CM OF WATER IN LAYER 1
THE FOLLOWING DATA ARE 35 ATMOSPHERIC VARIABLES FROM MnDATH
. 805659386+02 2990S2625+02 lo0232307-03 39g23g557*02 9.8025697+02	 --
2016'604462' 2.885 14311 +01 108008233-D5 2677742B8+02 6.2350341+00
S # 4 79 2157+ 01 4.2150145+01 691722170+00 1.4519362+01 SsSg00704*00
1 0 01 87 7 6 0 +01 100002726+00 100002295+00 B. N687738+00 1.9821536+01
0 0 0000000 0.0000000 000000000 000000000 -205215943-03
2 0 885 4311 +O1 201357219+19 0 0 0000000 000000000 000000000
0 8 0000000 000000000 000000000 010000080 0*0000000
6.1228293+01 PREC CM OF WATE R IN LAYER 2
THE FOLLOWING DATA ARE 35 ATMOSPHERIC VARIABLES FROM MODAT M _	 _	 .-
7,6232514+02 208 g7 892 q +02 9 03107 337.0 4 3#3856865*02 907995376+02
2*852 g 82S+02 20811 9 789+01 1.7731186-05 2.6969786+o2 2.6557821+00	
--1 0 1403800+01 2.3288571+01 2.6395895+00 1.1236030+D1 8+3550606*D0
1*080265 g *Ol L00D02726+00 !00002063+00 3.230054 7 *00 103678131+01
0 0 0000000 000000000 000000000 060000000 -802598234-03
2089117B9+O1 199389680+19 0 0 0000000 060000000 060000000
6 9 00110000 090000000 000000000 090000000 000000000
2.3690345-01 PR EC CH OF WATER IN LAYER 3
THE F'OLLO*l N d DATA ARE 35 ATMOSPHERIC VARIABLES FROM HODATH
6.6BD5241+02 2.7904783+02 8.333S29S-04 3#3500770+02 9.7961794+02
207926611+02 208941686+01 107851237-05 2.548O499+02 103510972+00
8+7832501 +00 105382088+01 103450932+00 806799 9, 3+00 801832311+00
L90058 g 57+01 100002726+00 100001827+00 l.gg35724#00 942741BO3+00
090000000 000000000 000000000 040000000 -6.5997717-03	 _	 -
208481686+01 1.7341514x19 0 . 0000000 060000000 O+o0000Dp
0*0000000 090000000 060000000 010000000 060000000



































5.2916323-02 pREC CH OF WATER IN LAYER	 5
THE FOLLOWING DATA ARE 35 ATMOSPHERIC VARIABLES FROM HODATH
_ _9 27951096+02 2162878$7*02 6*3539291"'09 3025D9909wO2 9.788DA05+02
2 0 629 2041 + 0 2 2+8 961 829 +01 106647830-05 209287887+QZ 2*3890877-01
3 0 6612651 +00 605253064 +00 2*383097g-01 396395379+00 7*7100972+00
9*9033190+00 190002726+00 1*0001351+00 1.8369566-01 2.7997272+00
0 0 QOOODOD O.aon0o0o 0000000110 010000000 -7*5155792-03
208961824 + 01 103212895+19 0 8 0000000 000000000 000000000
_ -0102011000 000000902 090000900 080000000 0*0D000011
2.3569659-02 PREC CH OF *ATER IN LAYER 6
ro THE FOLLOWI NG DATA ARE - 35 ATMOSPHERIC VA R IABLES FROM HODATM -












9*5619678+00 1*0002 7 26+ 00 + 001 8 0001112 9.3766664 -02 999783630-01
e^ 000000000 D*GOOOOOO 0*0000000 a*OOOOOnO -7+9308712-03










7.2534834-03 PREC CH OF WATER IN LAYER 7
THE FOLLOWING DATA A R E 35 ATMOSPHERIC VA R IABLES FROM HODATH
2.409 6949+02 293513190+02 q#3296330-04 300673+420+02 907768969+02
293413382+02 2*8966161+01 105160689-05 1.6517697*02 5*8068511-04
g *9801901 .01 102960737-01 5.7979321-04 904710702-01 6.8737754+00
9 2 0605068 +00 t*0402726+00 1*0000866+00 207121990-09 2*0910842-01
O*OOD00DO 10*00001000 0*0000000 0+0000000 -8.2197334-03
2 9 8 9 66161 +01 9*0020619*18 000000000 000000000 0*0000000
0 0 0000000 090000000 000000000 020000000 000000000
901956143-04 P REC CH OF WATER IN LAYER	 8
THE FOLLOWING DATA ARE 35 ATMOSPHERIC V ARIABLES FROM HODATH
1.9669876+02
	
201354920+02	 3*Z090129-04	 209299028*02	 9.769029'9+02
j	 2.1354920+02	 2 ►89664o0+O1	 1.9o9SL87-05	 0.0000000	 060000000
\J1	 613136979-02	 0.0000000	 0.0000000	 6.3053527-02	 6.2744975+00
O	 8.0550575+00	 1.0002726+00	 1 . 0000610+00	 O . D000000	 1.9739990-02
0 1 0000000	 0.0000000	 0.0000000	 0•00000po	 -7.5232757-03
218966400+p1	 6.6720426+18	 060000000	 0.0000000	 0.0000000
0 . 0000000	 0+0000000	 0.0000000	 060000000	 000000000
01 ?OOOOOJ0.
	
PREP CM OF WATER -IN  LAYER.	 4
TKE FOLLOWING DATA ARE 35.. ATHOSPHER;1: VARWA ES FRO M H4^kr I'.
! n 0,239689+R2	 2•v 1'6650R4;02	 I ► &465169-04 . ' 2.95064£50 +ri g	967572798+02
24 665000+62 298969400+ol	 1*42 WB7005	 00000000	 O.QOOpO00
. 2 !$^Q y ;,OiiQDOlJ ^^.1.4
. * ' .n.	 oRifRi ►Fy6ii^. ,$•3: ,1 Sip ^^^	 732674+7	 ^4031U^74 4 00 	 1•OOo2 26 +00 • 11000oNV&+ 00	 0+1aQOp04s	 l St d
0.0000000	 000000000	 090000000	 0.00000n0	 a.0o000o0
2 . 8 9 66 400 +n1	 3.4236014+18	 040000000	 0.0000000	 090000000
0 . 0000000	 000700000	 0.0000000	 0.0000000	 0+0000000
0 0 0000000
	 PREC CM OF MATER IN LAYER	 l0
LEVEL 1
	
P a	 .93843+00	 TEMP n 296983
WATERS a	 .3833423
LEVEL 2
	 p n 	 .89539+00	 TEMP a 29043
WATERS a	 •2045+23
LEVEL 3









P a	 *5&628+00	 TEMP a 273929
WATERS a	 x1767*22
LEVEL 6	 p a	 .47329+00	 TEMP a 262668
MATERS a	 •7871+21
LEVEL 7	 P a	 638020+00	 TEMP a 299.9.6
WATERS a	 22423+21




P a	 .19413*00	 TEMP a 213655
!RATERS a	 00000





















1304800 .08151 •91849 60760-05 7666871
1306100 .05827 •94173 q9823-05 7.65697
1308.00 .03722 196278 36074-05 7.68526
1310000 .02188 .97812 1.803-05 7.63359
1312000 .01415 .98585 19164-OS 7.62195
131 q ,00 .00966 .990344 7.929-06 7.61035
1316'00 !00868 199132 79109-06 7859878
1318 0 00 001369 098631 10119-05 7.58726
1320.00 .02126 .9787q 1035-05 7.57576
1322 . 00 .03353 .96697 2.730-05 7056830
132q,00 .04899 .95101 30980-05 7.55287
026 6 00 ,05976 .9gp25 q.845-05 7 n S9148
1328.00 .05993 694007 4.899-05 7*5301Z
1330 0 00 .05634 •99366 4s5g8-05 7.51880Jp 1332.00 .04731 095269 3.81I-05 7.50751
133 q ,o0 .03231 •96769 2.597-05 7.49625
1336.00 .01960 *?Sog0 10572-05 744B503
1338000 .01324 098674 I0060-05 7.47384
134a0EID 100400 094100 7.185-06 7.46269
1342.00 1105S 099245 6.014-06 705156
}344+00 .009416 .99054 7.522-06 7*ggoq8
rb 1346.00 .OlOga 498952 8.313-06 7.42442i7 134800 000936 09906q 7.808-06 7141880
1350200 .0081 .99219 6.116-06 700741
1352040 .00611 499389 9.810-96 7639645
135g 000 •00373 .99627 2.935-06 7.38552
1358000 Aonl96 999809 10536.06 707463
1358.00 .00123 •99877 9.660-07 7036377
1360+00 *00069 •94931 5059-07 7.35294
1362000 000021 .99979 !*645-07 7.34214
_1149	 0©. _n4J300 8 .99992 6.375-08 7433138
1 366.00 .000()3 099997 20459-08 7.32061
136 8.00 .00000 1000000 3.Og7-09 7.3al9q
1370000 600000 1.00000 2.178-09 7.29927
1372000 .Onool 099999 1•lg0-oa 7928863
1374,00 00()005 094495 3.869-08 7.27802
-i ouo •00008 099992 5.883-08 74267Hq
1378000 .00011 999984 80252-08 7625689
13 8 0000 .00014 099986 1.067-07 7.24638
1382000 .00015 099985 1.113-07 7.23589
1384.00 .00012 099968 8.785-06 7022593
1386.00 000008 .99992 6.347 08 7021501
1388*00 .00005 099995 30919-08 7.20961
1390.00 .OnOO2 099998 1.503-08 7.lgg2q
13 92.00 000000 1 . 00000 5.602-10 7.18391
1399.00 .OAO00 1 . 00000 90208-12 7.17360
13 9 6 0 00 .On000 1 0 00000 3.338-14 7.16332
1398.00 .On000 1000000 6.993-12 7015308
000000 .Onoo0 1000000 1.897-10 7.14286
1402000 600000 1 0 00000 q.goq-10 7913267
14Oq *00 400000 1600000 79091-10 7.12251
1 g O6.00 00nOo0 1600000 10009-09 7.11238
(408 . 00 .00000 1000000 1.293-09 7.10227
1410.00 .00000 1000000 10229 09 7.09220
1812.00 .00000 1000000 10029-09 7008215
14l q .00 .00000 1000000 70923-10 7.07214
1416.0() .On000 1.00000 4.928-10 7.06215
1418000 .OnOOO 1000000 28013-10 7005219
Ni420 n Qo .013000 1.00000 84248-11 7.09225
1422.00 .00000 1.0000o 3.174 11 7.03235
,1429.00 .O0o00 !.00000 7.270-11 7902297
142600 000000 1.00000 7.231-15 7601262
!428.00 600000 1.00000 7.058-15 7.00280
1430.00
.On000 1400000 5.458-15 6.99301
1432.00 000000 1.00000 14097-13 6.98324
3834.00 .0n000 1.00000 4.907-11 6.97350
I g360 00 .00000 1000000 1003-I0 6.96379
14 38 . 00 40nOoo 1.00000 2.114-10 6.95410
IH g 0 4 00 000000 1.000vo 2.921.10 6049499
1982.00 .00000 1.00000 3.721-10 6.93481
I4 4 4400 .0go oo 1.00000 3.555-10 6.92521
1446900 .OnCoO 1.00000 2.797-10 6.915631 gg 8.O0 .00000 1000000 10936-10 6.90608
14 50 . 00 .Og00o 1200000 10129-10 6089655
RFTWEE N 1300.110 AND 1 4 50.00 THE ABSORPTANCE IS 4149;03
LAYERII 15 NEARES T GROUND) - 1
UNI T S OF WEIGHTING FUNC T IONS ARE DITRANSHISSIONI
FREQ DOWN INT UP	 INT
1.300*03 96669-04 6*gfl4-05
1.31)2+03 5.030-Oq 50679-05
1 6 30q+03 56561"04 5.876-OS
1 x 306 + o 3 69103-04 56570-05
1 . 308+03 6.665-Og 54618-05
1.310 +03 76126-04 5.983-05
1.312*03 7.978-04 4.490-05
-_ --	 19jIq*D3 70685-09 3x396-05
1*316*0 7.796-04 2*87q-05
10318 +03 7s660-04 30081-05
1.320+03 7.496-s1) 3#907-05
10322 + 03 71230-Oq 59800-05
1 0 32q+ n3 6.909-04 81058-05
-_	 .-11324±1)3 6a6i1-04 91693-05
11328+a3 60601-0q 1.017-Oq
1s330 +03 6#687-Oq 90953-05
1x332 +03 68800-09 8x723-05
1*33N"03 70076-04 6-172-05
1.336+03 70325-04 4.:'86-05
o 3 ±a3 7.992-09 3*777-05
1i 3g 0+03 79gE2-.09 3*231-05
1 6 342 +03 70459-04 30268-05
1034 +1*03 7.3q9-Oq 3050-05
1 0 346 +03 7*255-09 40382-05





1 1 3 5 6 + 0 7.974-04 1#843-05
►^ 10356+03 7.519-04 1e397-05
11360+03 70546-Oq 9.329-06














I*37 q *03 7.976-1)4 2*039-06
1,576*03 7*45q-04 20991-06
1 @ 378 +03 70432-04 ':/11g-Ob
16380 ;03 79910-04 5*265-06
1*382 +03 70390-04 50595-06
1 9 3 8 4 +0 3 70375-Oq q*729-06
1 0 386+03 7.361-04 3*q91-06





1*398 + 1)3 76262-04 10707-08
1*900+03 76243-04 10596.07




UNITS GF RADIANCE ARE WATTS/1[µe02 •STERADIANah:CftOHETERI
DO WN WEIGHT FUNCT UP WEIGH T FUNCT INT OWN TOTAL INT UP TOTAL
5 . 749-0 1 76883-n2 g0669-04 6.404"05
6.205-01 7.006-02 50030-09 58679-05
6 987 3-01 6.769-02 5.561-04 5.476-05
70559-OL 6.900-02 6.103-04 50370-05
8.273-01 6.973-02 60665-04 5*618005
8 6 863-01 6.820-02 79126-04 50483-OS
9.320-01 50534-02 7.478-Og g•g90-05
9.599-01 4.21)1-02 70635-04 3.396Tna- --
9*695-01 36547-02 7+746-04 29879"05
9.607-01 3*864+'02 70660-04 39081-05
9 6 423"01 4.910-02 7*g96-04 39907-05
9 0 107-01 7005"02 70230-04 50800-fly
80721-01 1*017-01 60909-01) 80058-05
89427-DI 1.224-01 42Lb1-D4 2.p 1.9-1
80369"01 10290-01 60601-04 10017-Oq
8 . 496-Ol 1*265-01 60697-04 90953-05
8 @ 6 60-01 L*lll-OL 60600-04 80723-05
9*031-01 80515"02 76076-Oq 6@672-05
90369-01 66122-02 70325-Oq 4@786-05	
-90590-01 g @B42-02 2.t!ksu DY _31774-115 _ ...
9 8 612 001 40152-02 70482-09 3*231-05
9 @ 605-01 40208-02 70459-09 39268-R"i
9* g 8q
-Ol 50098"02 70389-Oq 39950-05
9 a 365-OL 5@666-02 71255-04 91382-OS
90383-01 50952-02 70237-Oq 40205"05
90 gg0-Ol 50032-712 7926l!' g1 3 0872-OS	 _
90518-01 80437-02 7*308-04 39806-05
9.654-01 3.324-02 70395-Og 21546-05
9 0 780-'OL 20gll-02 7*q79-Oq 1@893-05
9*862-01 10832-02 70519-09 10397-05
90921-01 lo226-02 71596-Og 99328-06
91964-01 60938-03 71545-04 s2;5- 6
90987-01 40390-03 70560-04 31328-06
90994-01 20927-03 79548-04 20211^06
90999-01 1.807-03 70533-04 1*362-06
1 6 000+00 10499-03 70516-Oq 19089-06
91999-01 10703-03 7*997-OK 11277-06
90995-01 29726-03 70176-04 2.039-06
90990-01 q.008-03 7.454-Oq 20991-06
90985-01 5#527-03 79432-'04 4/11q-0§
90979-01 70091-03 70410-04 50265-06
9 99 77-Cl 70553-03 79390-04 501595-06
90982-01 60393-03 79375-04 99729-06
90987-01 9.736-03 7.361-04 3*491-06
9*993-01 3+Qg9-03 7*347-04 2*2g1-06
9W99 8-01 10386-03 7*332-Oi 10017-06
1*000 +00 2#922-04 78314-04 20138-07
1 1 000*00 20594-05 '-299-04 10893-+08
1 4 000+00 80514-06 ."•280-04 69197-09
1 0 000+00 2.352-05 7026.'-04 10707-GH
1 6 000 +00 2.209-04 7@293-Oq 1*596-07
1*000+00 41955-1)4 70229-Oq 30579-07





























LAYEyII	 IS NEAREST GROUND) a	 2 UNITS OF RADIANCE ARE WA T TS/ICH9 02 eSTERADIAN+HICROMETERI
UNI T S OF WEIGHT ING FU;ICTlONS	 ARE D(TRANSHISSION)
FRED DOWN INS UP	 INT DOWN WEIGHT F UNCT UP WEIGHT FUNCT INT D *N TOTAL INT UP TOTAL
1.300+D3 8.841 05 69278-05 1.2ga-Ol 8.862-a2 5.554"114 1.268-04
193x2+a3 8.690-05 6x353-05 1+230"01 8.989-02 5.899-134 1.20d-04
1 0 304 +03 79957-05 69977-05 10128.01 9@89q-a2 6.356-04 14245-04
19306 + 03 6.766-05 71899-05 9.616-02 1+123-01 6+779-Oq 16347-04
19308 + 03 5.297-05 809830.05 7r5g5-02 10280"01 7+195-04 10460"04
1030 +03 309g8-05 90405-05 50637-02 1r3g3-QI 70520-0q 10489-04
103I2 +03 2.54q-05 805gq"05 30640-02 1.223-01 70732-04 10298-04
3.3_14_; (13 1.562-55 70713-05 29240-02 10106-01 798g2-04 L•111-121-
1.316*x3 1.157-05 7931705 10663-02 1.052-01 7i862-04 1'QI4'0Qg
1.318+03 19295-05 7.025-05 10866-02 10012-01 7.789-04 1.011'•04
1 9 320 +03 1.764-05 7.624-05 20548-02 10101"01 79673-04 11153-04
1 9 322 + 0 3 2.646-05 9.4430'05 3i831-02 1+367-01 70495-O4 10524-04
1032 q+ 03 30679-05 1.120-04 50339-02 19625"01 7+277-04 10925-04
1 . 326{03 4!443-05 19286-09 69535"02 I/813-A1 7!11 =-aT -z L;4 55-Wl -_- -
-	 19328+x3 40745-05 1.320-04 60918-02 1.925'"01 70075-0q 29338-04
1.330 +03 q.567-05 10307-04 6.676"02 19910-a! 70104-04 2!302'!04
1 933 2 +03 3098-05 I9I77-04 50858-02 1x724-01 7.200-04 20049VO4
I633 q+03 39017-05 9x997-05 46430102 I•468"01 7+378-04 19667-at
1.336+03 20080-05 86151-05 30062-p2 1920a"OI 70533-04 10244"0q
- 
1.338 +03 16609-05 60890-05 20375-02 1.1217-131 7+bQ3-124 1!1L7'!Q^
1.340+03 10891-05 69362"05 20206-02 90413'02 79631-0 4+594-05
1 0 342 +0 196211-05 6.744"05 2*409-02 I n 000-01 79621"Gq 10I10Imot
1034 q +03 2.116-05 79831"05 3.145-02 10164-01 785601Oq 1.178"0q
1 . 386 +03 2.546-05 85653-05 3.795-02 1.290-01 7+510-04 I#3s"al	 -
1r3 g 8 +03 29611-05 80957"OS 30901-02 1+338-01 7+498-04 19316-04
t035n+n 3 2#420-OS _	 99110r05 3+625-132 L2lo -04 7!5t16TjoL!f.	 -__ 10298"n4
- -	 19352+03 29122-05 86846-05 30187-02 10328-01 71520-04 10225-04
1 . 3 5 4 + 03 10577-05 71812-OS 2037q-02 1+176-01 79552"04 11nah-IIq
19356;03 1.048-x5 6683q-05 16582-02 19031-01 71579-04 99&771'06
1.358+03 6.732-06 611C°-^^ 10019-02 99242`02 76597"04 79505105
1.360 +03 3090-06 59018-05 69x53-03 71613-02 71586-0q 50951-05
--L4362W 1.773-06 40052.05 264?7-A3 61;63'02 715A2 -Vi	 _ go%29-05__
19364*03 8.679"07 30628-05 19323-03 59533"02 79569-04 30961-05
10366*03 4.560-07 30417-05 60971-04 5.225.02 70553-04 30639-05
10368+03 2.318-07 26467-05 3.553-04 40547-02 71536-04 30IO3-05
1070+03 1.750-117 21756-05 20690-01 40236-02 70518-04 20865-05
1 9 372+03 29248-x7 29691-05 36464-Oq 49146-02 79499-04 298189-p5
I037q +03 89307-07 20791-05 60655-04 4i412-02 70180-04 2.995-05_
1 . 376 +03 6.780-07 39229-05 10050.03 5.002"'02 79461-Oq 3.528-05
30378+03 9.597+07 39402-x5 11491-03 60060-02 79+142-04 46313-05
1080+03 1.250-06 49462-05 11946-03 6.949-02 70422-04 4+989-05
1 0 382 +03 19348"06 49655-05 20104-03 70269-02 78104-04 50215-05
1038q+03 1.132-06 40259-05 1.772-03 60667-02 7+366-04 4x731-O5
1.386 +t^3 86348-07 31283-05 16310-03 50154-02 76369-04 30632-Q5
ji388*x3 5+371"07 2+252-05 8.455-Oq 30545-02 70352-04 29474-05
10390+03 21421-07 10336-05 30822-04 2+113102 7:335-04 10440-x5
11392+a3 46344'00 66446-06 6.875-05 10020-02 7.317-x4 4.6400006
19394*03 10521-09 30068-06 2.413-06 q+869"03 70299-04 30087-06
1.396 +03 20OgS-ID 20715-06 30255-07 40321-03 7 n 280-04 29721-06
1.398+03 1.277-09 39374"06 2.039-06 50383-03 71262-04 3.341-06
1 0 400+03 1.885-08 6.921-06 30017-05 10107"02 70283-04 70080-06
1 0 902 +0 3 4.277-08 10216-05 6.862-05 19951-02 7+224-04 10251-05
1 . 404 +03 7.012-08 11771-OS 10128-04 20850-02 79206-04 1.830-05
tin
ON
1*406+03 1.038-07 2.478-05 19675-04 3.999-02 7*187-04 20565-05
1.408+03 1.354-07 3.098-05 20191-09 5.014"02 79168-09 3.210-05
J 9 4t0+03 1*393-07 30151-05 29179-04 5.113102 7.150"'09 3.262-05
1 . 412 ;03 1*205-07 2*898-OS 1.761-04 9.716-02 7*131-09 2*998-05
19414 +03 9.952-08 2.469-05 1*624-04 4*030-02 7*112"09 2.552-05
1 . 416 +03 60576-08 t*696-05 1.076.04 2.776"02 78094-04 10751-05
1•418 4V 30309-08 9079-06 5*430-05 19621-02 ?s075-04 1.016-05
1 9 420+03 10663-08 59790-06 29738-05 9.531-03 7.056-09 59930-06
1 n 922*03 6.565-09 36246-06 11089-05 5.359-03 7*037-09 30303-06
10424+03 10295-LO 1.859-06 2.062-07 3.077-03 79014"04 19812-06
1.426+q3 1.024-10 20257-06 19708-07 30747-03 79000-04 20261-06
1 .9128 +03 9x830-11 2+118-06 1.637-07 3.527-03 64981"04 20122-06
l*930*03 70575-11 1.648-06 1*265-07 29752-03 6*962-04 1.650-06
1.432+43 1.998-LO t*495-06 2.510=07 2.505.03 6*943-0h l•'1^ "D6
1 . 439 +03 80716-09 3.235-06 1.464-05 5.939-03 66924-04 3.300-04
1.436+03 2.955-a8 6.930-06 4*136-05 1.168-02 69905-04 7.11E-06
1.438+03 4#049-08 1.119-05 6.892-05 1*883-02 6.886-04 14144-p5
19940+03 5.635-08 1*599-05 9*550-05 20625-02 60867-04 19591-05
1 9 942+03 7.193-08 t*922-05 1.223-04 34268-02 60848-04 1.475-05
1.449+03 7.070-08 1*920-05 1*205-04 3.274-02 60829-04 1.973-Q5
1*496+03 55504-08 1.531-05 9.913-05 2.618-02 60810-04 19672-05
l*448+03 3.909-08 10096-05 60705-05 1*879-02 69792-04 6.125-05
1 . 450+03 2.323-08 6#639-06 3.997-05 10191-02 6 n 773-04 69809-06
kLAVE9(I
	 I5 NEAREST GROU ND)	 3 UNITS OF RADIANCE ARE	 ViATTS/(Cti*s2 •STERAD1ANSHIrROMETER)
' UNITS OF WEIGHTING FUNC T IONS ARE DITRANSMISSIONI
FREQ DOWN INT UP	 INT DOWN WEIGHT FUNCT UP WEIGHT FUNCT INT OWN TOTAL INT UP TOTAL
19300 +03 39411-05 4*80B-05 5.48'4-D2 7+729-02 5.895-04 1.749-D4
1 0 302. 4'Z-i 3.277-05 4.984-05 5.281-02 8.032-02 6.227-04 187oX-09
1 + 304+03 2.831-05 58528-OS 4.572-02 8.931-02 6.639-04 1.798-04
1 . 306*03 29223-05 6.479-05 3.599-02 1.049-0I 7'001-04 10995-04
1 . 308 +03 10567-05 79836-05 20543-02 1.272-01 7.352"04 2*Z44-04
1 . 310 +03 19009-05 8.808-05 1i642-02 16933-01 7.621-09 Z0370-04
19312 +03 5.486-06 99249-05 B0949-03 1.509-01 7.787-04 I*223-04
1.318 +p3 2.794-06 99564-05 4.570-03 1.564-01 7i870-04 _.2113¢7-13'1	 -
1 • 316 +03 18693-06 906I0-05 3•103-03 1.576-01 7.881-04 19980-04
I 0 3I8*03 2.316-06 9+093-05 39807-03 1.945-OS 7.812`04 1.920-04
1 . 320+03 3.420-06 8.839-05 59637-03 1.457-p1 79707-p4 79037-04
1 9 322*03 5.306-06 80991wos 89766-03 19485-OL 79548-04 26423-04
1 9 324 +03 79639-06 89923"05 19265-02 1.478-01 79353-04 298je-04
19326+03 99513-06 88B92-05 59580-02 18477-01 79206-04 39113`1-04
16326+03 1.001-05 90159-05 19666-02 1.525-01 7.175-04 392'1`4-04
1.330*03 9.560"06 9 031FO5 I8596-02 19508-01 7.199-04 39205-04
1 . 332*03 89315-06 89322-05 1.342-02 1.393-01 7.283"09 2+861-04
1.334*03 49067-06 79654-05 1•x18-02 10284-01 79438-04 29432-04
1 . 336 +03 30959-06 6*858-05 69661-03 16154-01 7x573-04 16980-04
1 9 334+03 2.893-06 58949-05 46880-03 1.007"01 79633-04 Sif9^^II9--
1 0 340*03 2.538-06 59658"05 49292-03 99570-02 79656-04 19525-04
I 8 34 iZ*O3 2.658-06 6*100-05 49507-03 16035-01 78648-04 10611"04
19344 +03 3.514-06 68819-05 59975-03 1•1S9-Ol 78596-04 19260-04
19346*03 40260-06 7.483-05 79262"03 1.276-01 795sz-a4 2*1352.04
1.348 +03 49298-06 8.139-05 7*347-03 1.391-01 78541-04 20130-04
.103513*03 3&878-06 89733-05 69647-03 1+497-01 715'#5raq _ --_zai72--II9- --
1*352 +03 3.308-06 80913-OS 5&686-03 1.532-01 78553"'04 29117-04
1 0 354 +03 2.350-06 88563-05 48050-03 1*476-01 70576-04 19292"04
10356*p3 19438-06 88126-05 2&486-03 1+404-01 79593-04 10660-01
1*35B*03 8&533-07 7#936-05 1*479-03 1.375-01 79595'+04 19544-04
10360+03 '10723-07 79398-05 89206-04 1.286-0I 7.591-04 18335-04
1*36;*03 1*376-07 70018-05 2*921-04 10223'nl 70584-114 1±160^125--
18364 +03 6.416-08 7#247-05 16621-04 18275-01 79570-04 19126-04
10366*03 20594-08 70606-05 49546-p5 10333-01 70553"04 1•Iz4-04
1 8 368*03 76493-09 70384-05 1*352-05 1*298-01 70536-04 10099+04
1*370 + 03 50632-04 70411-05 90925-06 10306-01 ZOSIS-09 1*028-04
1 0 372 +03 16188-08 70357"05 20100-05 1.300-01 70445-04 I001B-04
19374 +03 30014-08 78140-D5 58341-05 19265-DI 70481-04 1!013-94
19376+03 4*991"08 70610-05 88870-05 1*352-01 70462-(14 1.114-04
1*378*03 79080-08 80355-05 1.262-04 10489-01 79443-04 1*267-04
1+380 +03 99196-08 8*644-05 16644-04 10545-01 7.423-04 1.363"04
19382 +03 90747-08 89726-05 19747-04 18564'01 7.405-04 10394»04
1*384+03 78911-OB 89451-05 10422-04 19519-01 70387-01 16318-04
1 0 386*03 5*748-08 70140-05 18040.04 10267"01 70370-04 1*077-04
1 0 388+03 3 n 632-08 5*669.05 60567-0r- 1.025-01 70352-04 2.145-05
l*390 +03 1*509-08 4*515-05 20737-05 B.187-02 79335-04 5*955-05
1*39 2 + 03 1.630-09 30371-05 29965-06 60130-02 70317-04 49037-05	 ---
1 8 3 9 4 +03 29847-11 20559-05 59193-08 40668°02 70299-04 28868-05
1 8 396*03 500bO-13 28359-05 9*257-10 49315-02 7*280-04 28631-05
19398 +0 20189-11 29539-05 4#017-08 40659-02 70262-04 29878-05
1*400 +0 4*879-10 39354-05 89978-07 60172-02 7*243"04 40062-05
19402 +D3 16120-04 49702-05, 20066-06 6*679-02 70224-04 54954-05




10406+03 2.631-09 79363-05 4.085"06 1.36 7 0 1 7.187-04 9.927-05
1*408+03 3.398..09 es509-05 6.329-06 1.584-01 7*168-09 1.171-04
1 0 410 +03 3.2,85-09 86463-05 60136-06 1.581-01 7*15p-04 1.173-04
1*412+03 2.838-09 79665-05 5.317-06 1.436-01 70131-04 1.063-04
l*414 +03 2.257-09 6.589-05 9.242-06 1.238-01 7.112-04 90141-05
1.416 +03 1*949-09 4.725-05 24723-06 80908-02 7.099-04 60476-05
10418+03 6.557-LO 30175-05 10290-06 6.003 02 7.075-04 94191-05
1 # 420 -I f13 3.030-10 2#369-05 5.748.07 4*494 -02 70056-04 2.962-05
1*922 +03 1*177-10 19972-05 20240-07 3#751-02 70037-04 20302005
1*424+p3 5*286-13 10885-05 1+009-09 3*597-02 7.019-09 2*071-05
1.426 +03 1956&-13 20250-05 29995-10 4.306-p2 7*000-04 2.976"05
1.428 +03 1*516-13 2*174-05 20912-!u 4.175-02 609$1-09 1.386-05
1 . 930+p3 1.171.13 1.809-05 2*255"lO 3.484-02 6.962-04 1.979-05
1*432+03 7.762-13 1 n 672-05 1i500-09 3*230-0Z 6.993-09 1*522i-d's
1.934 +p3 1.792-10 1.972-05 3.377-07 3.822-02 6+929-09 2.302-05
1.436 +03 90755-10 29736-05 90245-07 5.320-02 66905-04 3*497-05
1.938 +03 7.770-10 30909-OS 10516-06 70625-02 6*886-04 5*053-OS
1*4 4 0+03 1.077-09 59197-05 2.107-06 10017-01 6#847-04 69788-OS
1 # 4 4 2 +03 1.373-09 60111-05 20695-06 10200-01 69898-p4 80p86-QS
1.944 +03 1.328-09 6*I26-05 2*615-06 1*206.01 60829-09 80094-05
1*946 + 03 1.029-09 59179-05 2.032-06 10022-01 60810-04 6.796-05
1*448 +n3 70272-10 30904-05 1#491-06 70738-02 69792-04 50029-05










7 . 668-04 3.190-04
7 .80 8
-0q 3.172-04


















Z.*5589___ .. ^_ _ _ 2. 9^awoq
76564-04 2.917-04
7*564-O4 29674-124



















7 0 352"04 i974p"p4
7 9 335wo q 1*469"Q4
74317-0q 1.160-09
78299-04 90571«Q5
7 . 280-04 88889-05
7 6 262-04 96268-05
7 6 293-04 14119-04
79 22 q-OS 14853-04
7 . 206-04 11787-09
LAYE a l l IS NEAREST GROUND) 0 g
	
UNITS OF RADIANCE ARE WATTS/IGN**2 *STERADIAN*H1CRONETERI
UNI TS OF WEIGHTING FUNC T IONS ARE DITRAN5HI5S10N1
F RErQ DOWN INT UP INT 00*N WEIGHT FUNCT UP *EIGHT FUNCT
1 . 300 +03 1.798-05 40131-OE 3.30902 76602-02
19302+ 03 16699-05 48275-OS 3.126.02 7.508"02
1 . 304 -03 1*617-05 40722-05 2.621-02 8*737-02
1.306 +03 1.074-05 5.625-05 1.993-02 160gq-01
1.308 003 70214-06 60986-05 1.343-02 16292-01
(.310 + 03 4*305-06 8.201-05 8029-113 1.530-01
1 . 312 +03 28125-06 90483-05 Z*977+03 1.773-01
1+414 +03 9aB49-07 1.046-04 IaSg7-03 1i961"01
1.316 + 03 66410"07 1+078-Oq 1.205-03 2.027"01
1+318 4 03 8.305-07 1+Og7-O4 1.566-03 1697q-01
)*320+03 1*287-.06 99831-05 24934-03 19859-01
1+322 403 2.020-06 80902-05 30829-03 1.688-01
1 . 324 +03 2•942-06 7.854-05 51593"03 1+493-01
1-026 40 3249.?706 7+090-o5 76052-03 L1352-01
1.328 4 03 3*890"06 6*85q-05 7ag3F-03 16310-01
1 8 330 ,0 03 3+697-06 69663005 79068-03 L4277-01
1+332+03 3.212-06 6.352905 6.176-03 &•221-01
10334+03 28318+.96 61262-05 48470-03 1*207-o1
1+336 + 03 18479-06 64089-05 2.857-03 1.177-01
_^^	 1!388?03 1.g g 8+06 58535"05 20031-03 1 •073-111
12340+03 899816-07 5.339-05 1#740"03 1.038-01
1 6 342+03 9.136-07 59726+05 18781-03 1.116-OL
1a34 q +03 1+217+06 60093-05 2.360+03 16192-01
1 0 346+93 1.g8q-06 6.525-05 26910-03 102BU-01
10348 60 3 I.g95-06 70175005 2.941-03 16411-01
ilaWA3 1!3H0-06 70768-05 28643-03 19532-ni
1*352 403 1*135-06 8.001-05 28245-03 1.583-01
1 0 334 403 70963-07 86021+05 10580-03 1.591"01
1*356*03 4+791"07 7*9qq-05 9.g3S-Q4 1.581-01
I*356+03 2.723-07 8#020-05 50435-04 10601"01
1 0 34@*41? l#g72-07 88012-OR 29986-O4 1060?-01
-.	 --	 14362403 q*750-08 80230'05 9.536-0 1.652"01
1 0 369 +03 1.647-Q8 99019.05 3.317-05 19816-01
1.366 +03 6.273-09 90688-o5 19267-0S &•449-01
1 0 3+18 4 03 3.485-09 99946-35 3.017+06 26015-01
18370+03 1.083-09 i:.°,a0-Oq 29201"06 20043-01
1*372+03 2.742-04 1.039«04 5*629+06 20118-01
18374 +03 7+437"09 99998w05 3*520-05 200ggw01
I # 376403 1.241-08 1.024-04 20544-05 2.107-01
!•378+03 1058-08 10061-0q 31616-05 2.182"01
1*380+03 2.280"08 10045-og ?0705-05 2.157-01
18382 +03 2.407-08 le0gq-o q q*981w05 20161-01
19364+03 10938-08 12066-04 4*013-05 20217-01
1.386+03 1.409"09 1.008-0N 26934"05 26DT9-01
1 0 368 403 89622-09 94257-05 18843-05 1*934-01
18390+03 30501-09 81736-05 7*524-06 1.831-01
1 6 3 9 2+03 3*21q-10 71761-05 6*757-07 1.631-01
1#39 q+03 4.715-32 69703-05 91943-09 16glq-01
1 0 3 9 6 +03 46443-1q 6+258-0S 9*399-11 10324-01
1 0 398+03 3.622-12 68390005 74687-09 10356-01
19900+03 8.671-11 7•l31"05 1+896-07 1*518-01
L* g 02 +03 18996-10 80576-05 q*263-07 16831-01



























LAYER11	 IS NEAREST GROUND]	 n 	 5 UNITS OF RADIANCE ARE WATTS7(CH.s2 .STERADIAtefMirHOMETERI
UNITS OF WEIGHTING FUNC T IONS ARE DtIRANSHISSION)
FRED DOWN	 INT UP INT DONN WEIGHT FUNCT UP #EIGHT FUNCT INT OWN TOTAL INT UP TOTAL
1 . 300+0 3 3x031-OS 3.287-05 24185-02 60970-n2 6.178-Oq 2ag91-Oq
1 +0:302 9.552-06 3.349-0 2.031-02 7.120-02 b9992-04 2#969 -fly
130q+D3 7.779-06 3.971-05 1.659-02 7#901102 64859-p4 296,%-04
1.306 +0 5#741-06 3.767 -05 1.228-02 89056-02 7.166-Dq 24934-oq
1 . 308 + 03 3.696-06 •19255-05 7.926-03 9.125-02 7.961-04 3.344-09
1*310 +03 2.038-06 96811-05 9.389-03 19035'01 70685-oq 3.671-0q
11312 +03 9.047-07 59583-05 16952-03 1.209-01 718L7-04 39730 -oq1!314 + 03 3*712-07 69213-OS 84030-Oq 1*3gq-01 7#883-09 3*731"04
1*316*03 2*261-07 69996-05 44906-04 1.410-p1 7•B89-04 3.708-04
1 . 318*03 3.207-07 6.490-05 6.979-09 1#912-01 7.824-04 3.616->9
1 . 320*03 5.326-07 6.IBL-05 1.163-03 10349-01 7*725-09 30638-04
1 . 322 +0 3 8.421-07 S*g83-05 1i899-03 1.200-01 7.576-04 36842-04
1*324*03 1.236-06 4.738-DS 2.714-03 1.040-01 79395-Oq 49077-04
1*326*03 1.570-06 4.175-05 3.958-03 99L95-02 7.156-119 42 Z -09.
1028 M1 03 2.651-06 3i911-05 3.697-03 89640-02 70231`09 4.330-04
1*33D +03 11557-06 3#770-05 3.450-03 8+359-o2 7.252-04 9.249-04
1 . 332 +03 19352-06 30699-05 34005-03 8.221-02 7.329-09 34886-04
1 . 335 +03 9.673-07 3*808-05 2.156-03 8.990-02 74471-09 39439'04
1036+03 6*008-07 30892-05 1.343-03 89702-02 7.593-04 2*778-04
1!334+03 q*L22-07 3.736-05 9*Zg9-Oq 8#379-02 29686-O4 2:591-n!f-
	
--
1*340*O3 36483-07 39716-OS 7*837-09 84360-02 7*669-04 2.431'09
1*3 g 2 °0 39S02-07 39992-05 79902-09 9*008-02 7*661-Oq 24583+Qq
19399*03 q.742-07 4x192-O5 1.073-o3 99375-02 7+613-04 2*883-04
1*3 4 6 +03 59885-07 99355-05 1.336-03 9.889-02 7*573-oq 391yQ-Dy
1#318 +03 5.996-07 9.732-05 L*366-03 1*o7a-DL 79542-04 3.321-04
1*350+03 5.376-07 5*034-05 I.ZZB-03 1.151-01 74564-04 34452-04
1*352 +03 90559-07 59129-05 19045-03 Lst76-01 76569-09 3*430-04
14354 +03 3*202-07 5.290-06 7.362-04 1.205-01 79587-09 31218"04
l*356*03 1.876.07 5*301-05 q•326 -oq 14223-01 74600-og 30005004
1#358 +03 14090-07 5.356-05 2.407-04 1.239-01 7.599-04 2+882-04
1.360+03 51995-08 56977-05 14276-04 1.271 -01 74593-0q 21684-04
19362+03 0609-08 59729-05 39743-05 1.334-01 7*585-04 1!556-Q4 -
19364+03 81889-09 60183-05 L.1g2-05 1.999-p1 7*570-Oq 246gb-0
1 1 366 +03 16760-09 69476-05 g*129-06 19518-01 79553-04 29737 "oq
1#368 +03 30699-t0 6.729-05 89696-07 14582-01 7•S36-04 2*716-04
1#370+03 2*683-10 60914-05 69329-07 1*631-01 7*518 04 29749-0q
1*372 + 03 7042-10 68921-05 14666-06 1*638-01 79500-04 29799-Q9
1 . 374*93 19425-t' 6*627-OS 99571-06 1*573-01 709al-04 30476-04
1*376 + 03 3*22?'-	 9 69670-05 70677-06 16589-01 74962-04 2.808-04
1*378 +03 49572-09 6*639-05 1*093-05 1.587-01 7.993-" 21992-0q
1.380 +03 5.931-09 6.925-05 p*422-05 1.591-01 7.924-0 31051004
1 . 382 +03 6*269-09 69935405 1 n 508-05 1.598-01 71405.04 34082-04
1*384 +03 59098-09 6.770-05 1021a-05 L*634-01 79388-Oq 3*0i3-04
10386*03 3.671-09 6#775-05 8.889-06 1.6gl-01 70370-04 20763-04
1*388+03 2*3oO-09 6.695-05 5*588-06 19627-01 71352-04 294to-04
1*390 +03 9.390-to 6*769-OS 29289-06 10650-01 79335-04 29146-04
1*392 +03 86399-11 6.443-OS 29053-07 1.576 -01 7.317-01 19824-04
1#394*03 11013-12 50905-05 2*g9a-09 1.449-01 7.299-09 1.598-04
1*396 +03 7.907-15 S*t66-05 10829-11 1.395-01 7.280-04 16956-04
1.398 +n3 7.779+13 5.723-05 1.922-09 1.419 -01 79262-p9 1*499-04
tcl
	
1*goo*o3 1.907-11 5.971-05 90728-08 10480-01 70243-04 1*716-01
1	 1.402+03 q*392-11 60556-05 1.093-07 L*631-D1 7.224-09 2.109-04
1.904 +03 74096-11 6.973.05 10771-07 1.790-Q1 7.206-04 2.999-04
t+406+03 1.018'10 7.289-05 20550-07 1.826-0t 7.187-44 20810-04
t. g 08 + 03 1.309-10 7.423-OS 3x291-07 1.866-01 79169-Oq 3.078-04
1.410 +03 1.255-10 7.109-05 3*16q-07 1.793-01 7150104 3.013-04
1* g 12 +03 t•068-10 6.422-05 2003-07 1.625-01 7.131.04 20722-04
1.414 403 89367-11 60028-05 2#125-07 16531-01 7.112.04 E*g21-011
19416 +03 5.284-11 58422-05 19346-07 1.382-01 7#091"04 t n 919-04
1.918+03 2.292-11 5.015-05 50861-08 1.282-01 7*075°0q 10517-04
1 0g 2p+ 03 1.013-11 5*211-05 2.598-08 1.337-01 70056•-01 10378-0q
1.422 +03 3014-12 5093-05 1.008-08 1.492-01 7iO374t04 10390-01
10424+03 1.166-0 6.237-05 3.013-11 10612-01 7.019•.04 1.448-0q
I# A,'26+03 1.822-15 70008-05 4*725-12 1.817-01 7'000-04 10656-04
10428+03 1.774-15 70221-05 q ► 616-12 10879-01 0.981-04 19473-Oq
1* g3 0+03 1.370-15 60914-05 3+578-12 10806-01 6.962+04 10538-04
1.432+03 1.710-14 69794-05 40661-11 10781-01 60443-04 lG4S5^pN ..
L. g 3 q +03 60039-12 6.643-05 t0587-08 1.747-01 61924-04 10524-04
1.436+03 1.623-11 6.260-05 4.283-08 10652-01 6.985-Oq 10422-04
1.938+q3 2.691-11 6.506-05 60995-08 1.723'01 60886-04 1i917-Oq	 -
14940 +03 3+651"11 6.885-05 90707-08 19830-01 4+867-04 20241-04
1.942*03 4.651-11 6.465-05 1.241-07 108$#-01 6.848-04 x*17? 11Y
10449 +03 q n 468-11 7.075-05 18196-07 1089 4 01 60829-04 20495-09
10446+03 3.454-11 7.095-05 90283-05 10907"O1 64810-04 20296-04
1.948*03 2.436-11 60554-05 60571-09 1*768-41 64792-0q 10932-04
1.450+03 1.926-t1 50973-05 3.859-08 !*617-01 6*773-04 10565-04
N
LAY£p(1 15 NEAREST GROUND) - 6
	
UNITS OF RADIANCE ARE WATTS/(CN* 9 2 •STERAD1ANSMIrR013ETER)
UNI T S OF WEIGHTING FUNC T IONS ARE D(TRANSH1SSI0N)
FRE© DOWN INT UP	 INT DOWN WEIGHT FUNCT Up t, E 1GHT FUNCT INT OWN TOTAL INT UP TOTAL.
1+309 +03 5.550-06 2.950-05 10543-02 6.812-02 60233"09 2.736-04
1 & 302'0 03 5.070-06 2.996-05 10914-02 6.463-02 6.592-04 2071999114
10304+03 40051"06 2.939-05 16134-02 6x827-02 60899-04 20861-04
10306*O3 2.991-06 2.322-05 80259-03 6x520-02 7.196-04 3&166-04
19308*03 1.899-06 2.210-05 51197-03 60227-02 7.979-04 3.585-04
1.310*03 90651-07 20154-05 20728-03 60089-02 7964q-04 30886-114
1 . 312+03 3&995-07 20233-05 1.133-03 6.333"'02 70821-04 30953+04
10314 +03 1052q-Q7 20340-05 g9338-09 6.660-02 7.685-04 30944"04	 --.-
10316 +03 8.897-08 20426-0i 2a5g0-Oq 60926-02 70890-04 3995;9904
)•318+03 1.387-07 2.485-Oro 30975-09 7.118-02 70825-04 30864-04
1 + 320 +03 2.450-07 2.866-05 70043-04 7.090-02 70728-04 30885-04
1 0 322*03 3.897-07 2.288-05 1912q-03 6.599"02 7.580-04 90091-04
1 0 324*03 5.747-07 20088-05 10663-03 60032-02 ?sgai-Oq 4+265-04
F-^ 11326+03 7.355-07 10937-05 29136-03 5&625-02 -0470266 4agz59!04
t•328+03 7 n 734-07 10867-05 20255-03 5.440-02 70239-09 40517-04
1 0 330*03 70255-07 10810-05 20121-03 5 n 291-02 70259-04 40910-04
I- 1+332*93 6.296-07 1.792-05 10887-03 50258-02 79335-04 40066004►^
16339 *03 gm173-07 I.B57-05 10317-01 5;968-02 70876-04 30625-04
1&336*03 2x722-07 10911-05 89043-OR 5.696-02 70596-04 30164-04
1013$*03 1.805-07 1.909-05 59350-04 5.659-02 7+698-D4 2t7a2r04
€ • 390*03 1.492-07 10978-05 4ag39-04 5988q-02 79670-04 2*624-04
19392*03 10861-07 2.166-05 99363.09 60967-02 79662TO9 29800-04
10349 +03 2.003-07 2+267-05 60002-og 6.792-02 -Oq7.615 10*30110
1 . 396*03 20523-07 2939q-05 79586-04 70197-02 7sS75-04 3.329"04
t43 g 8 +O3 2.596-07 20570-05 79832.04 7075q-O2 7.565-04 39578-0q
*03.1 0 450 2.332-07 20662-05 71062-09 86060-02 705(1_6.-Q9	 _ 3"t Z.I. 	 _
1 0 352*03 10983-07 2.660-05 6.026-0 80082-02 79571-Oq 3*696-04
1 0 35 q *03 10397-07 29667-05 q&260-04 89132-02 70588-114 3901115-00+
la356 +03 8.109-OB 20697-05 20482-04 80100-02 70601-Oq 30249-04
10358+03 g9385-08 20587"05 1i3g7-04 79985-02 79549-04 30110"04
1 = 360+03 29277-08 26582-05 79019-05 70960-02 79593-04 2+942-04
1 0 362'03 6.121-09 2.599-05 10894-05 8902q-02 7+585-09 2!B15R04
la3bq+ 03 16615-09 2.670-05 59014-06 8.298-02 79570-04 x0913-04
1 6 366*03 5.471-10 20672-05 10705-06 8026-02 7.553.04 3 +004-04
1 9 368*01 1005b-10 20684-05 3P304"07 89395"02 74536-04 26985.04
19370 +03 7.655"11 20660-05 29803-07 8051"02 78518-04 39015-04
1 9 3 72*03 10860-10 20602-05 5+859.07 80146"02 7650D-04 39009-04
1931q *03 59060-10 20870-05 10600-06 79809-02 79961-Oq 20923-04
1.375+03 8.502-10 29977-05 29698-06 70840"02 70462"09 30056-114
1 9 378*03 1.209-09 2.450-05 3+852-06 7060q-02 7.493-Oq 39237-04
1.380 + 03 14571-09 20392-05 50023-06 76648-OZ 76429"04 39290"04
1 9 3 8 2 + 03 1.670-09 26gg5-95 S9360-06 7.896-02 7igoS"04 3.326"ON
1 0 389 +03 1053-09 2060 005 40357-06 80376-02 16388-04 30323-04
19386+03 96BS5-10 29658-05 30186-06 8.530-02 7x370-04 31027-04
1 0 388 +03 66205-10 20671-05 29014-06 8.667-02 703512"04 2.677-04
1 9 390 +03 20584-10 20759-05 8.417-07 80970-02 7.335-04 26921-Oq
1 6 3 9 2+03 29615-11 29673-05 80589-08 80790-02 70317-0q 20041-04
1 . 394+01 20397.13 2.510-05 7.866-10 80238-02 70299-04 19799-04
1 9 396 +03 10602-15 29g52-05 50278-12 8.078-02 70280-04 10701-04
1 0 3 98*03 10815-13 209759'05 69002-10 86163-02 70262-04 1.747-04
1 0 400*03 g09g9"12 2.520-05 10g77-08 8.366-02 70243-04 19968-Oq
la g02+ 03 1.023-11 20649-05 30409-08 8.827-02 7922q-Oq 20373-04





1.406+03 2.370"11 2.742-05 7.959-08 94209-02 7.187-(14 3.084"Qq
1.408 +03 3.048-11 2.723-05 1.027-07 9.179-02 7.168-04 3.35;-0q
1.410+03 2+919-11 2.593-05 9.878-08 8m773-02p 7.	 5t Q-04 3.273-04
• 412; 31	 p 2.486- 11 2.367-05 9.946-p8 8.040-p2 7•131-04 2.959-04
1 . 414 +03 1.949"t1 2.305-05 6.645-08 7.8i0-p2 79112-04 2.651-04
10416+03 1.231-11 29197-05 4.213-08 74522-02 7#094-04 2.139"04
1 • 418 +03 5.348-12 20152"05 1.838-08 7.397-02 7.075-04 1+732-04
1#420+03 2.372-12 2#324-05 84184-09 Ec^^,^p-may 7.056"0q 11611)+44
1.422 . 03 9.16gvl3 2.649'05 3.174 -,09 9.177-112 7•(137-04 11655"01
1.424+03 2.625-15 2.864-05 9.127 "12 96958-02 710144Oq 10734-Oi
1.426+03 3.864-16 39194-05 1#349-12 1.115-p1 7i000-04 10975-04













.472+03 40098-15 3.191-05 1•ggB-11 1.127"Ot 6.943"64	 ' 1.80 "04
1.434 + 03 1+438-12 30103-05 5.100-09 1.101-01 6.924-04 1.834+0q
1 . 436 + 03 3.865-12 2.855-05 1.376-OB 10016-01 6.905"04 11908"01
1.438 ;03 6.286-12 2.646-05 2.247-08 1.017-01 6.886-04 2+202-04
1.440+03 8.688-12 2.Y78-05 3.118-08 1.033-01 60847-04 21549-04
1 . 992 +03 19106-11 2.626-05 3.987-08 1.019-01 618g8-qq 26759+Oq
t •g4g4 o3 1.062-11 2.870"05 3.843-08 1.039-01 61829-04 2.782464
1• gg 6 + 03 8.207-12 29963-05 2.982-08 1.077-01 61810-04 2+592+p4
1.488 +p3 5.786-12 2#831'05 2#110-OB 1.033-01 6.772"04 21215"0q
1 •g 50 + o3 3.384-12 2.670-05 1.239-08 9.778-02 6.773-O9 19832no4
LAYEall IS NEAREST GROUND)
	
7	 UNITS OF RADIANCE ARE lrA T TS/1CMv*2 +STERADIANwhirROMETER1
UNITS OF WEIGHTING FUNC T IONS ARE OITRANSHI5SION1
F REQ DOWN INT UP	 INT DO*N WEIGHT FUNCT UP riEIGHT FUNCT INT DWN TOTAL INT UP TOTAL
1.300+03 2.755-O& [ n 781-05 1+107-02 7.157"02 6.261-09 2s914-U4
1 6 302 +03 2.486-06 L9838-05 10003-02 7*411"02 69567-04 20897-04
10304 +03 L9958-06 16755-05 7#929-03 76LD6-02 6091!-04 3eO37-04
10306 + 03 16407-06 L0532-05 50719-03 60228-02 752101.04 30319-04
Le308 +03 80678+07 L0241-05 3+591-03 69062-02 79488-04 30709-04
1 . 310 +03 80378-07 98826-06 10793-03 4.025-02 7.699-04 30984"04
1 . 312 + 03 10735-07 7083L-06 7s132.804 39220-02 70823-04 40031-04
10314*03 60398-08 60606-06 28641-QM 29727-02 7s685-Q4 40039-09
113!6 +03 38709-08 60286-06 IsS37-04 2.605"02 70840`+01 96013-04
1 0 3I8 +03 60339-08 60625-06 2.637-04 20756-02 70.8?6-04 39430-04
1 0 321) +03 18172-07 70206-06 40897-04 50010-02 70729-04 30957-04
1s3Z2 +03 19873-07 70601-06 79854-04 3*187-02 70582-04 g0167"c i
10324 +03 29769-07 70888-06 10166-03 30321"02 79403-04 40364+Oq
1 0 326±113 30553-07 8x225-06 10502-03 30976-02 70269-04 1150-in
1*328 +03 30738-07 8*4S9-06 1.586-03 305`70"02 70242-04 4.601-04
I 0 330 + 03 36487-07 89321"06 19486-03 39595-02 70262-04 46543-04
3.332 +03 3&017-1)7 80222-06 19291"03 30517"02 79330-04 40198-04
10339+03 20131-07 80910-06 99151-D4 30612-02 70478-04 397&-04
1a336 + O3 10277-07 80583-06 56506-04 30701"02 70597-04 3025504
1 . 338*03 89172-08 80951-06 30538-09 30875-02 79649-119 21871-a%















1634b+03 19076-07 1s235-05 40735-09 59433-02. 7x577-09 31903-a4
1+348+0 l 19113-07 10299-05 9x920-04 56739-02 71566-04 30708"04
19350*03 10001-07 1929=-05 90942-09 50796-02 75&7-04 3.t 114 9--a	 ..
a^ 10352+03 86525-08 16265-05 3+798+04 56636"02 78572-04 30622-04
19359 +03 60011-08 19211-05 20689-04 5*417-02 79589-04 3160k-09
10356*03 30969-08 19138-05 10556-04 50110-02 79603-Q4 30383-04
Ci 16358+03 1.841-08 10036-05 60303-05 90671-02 70600-09 39214-04
16360 +03 9.936-09 90600-06 90279-05 40349-02 76593"119 39038-09
19362 +03 26352-09 89542-06 10070-05 30886"02 7PS65-09 2tlj3D^119_
Is369+03 5.324-10 799Q8-06 20432-06 30612"02 70570-p4 20992WON
_ 19366+03 1-656-10 71122"06 7.607-07 3*267"02 70553-04 30075"09
1-368 +03 29771-11 60340-06 le277-07 20920-02 70534-09 30048-04
18370+03 29000-11 50589-06 90252-08 20585-02 70518-04 3.071-09
1*372+03 39984-L1 56065-06 168511.07 20353"02 70500-OR 30054"04
1.374+03 L9070-10 90671-06 4.991-07 28179-02 70981-04 20970-Q4
10376+03 16820.10 49784-36 8&528-07 2*241-02 70162-09 30104-Ds1
1*3 78 +03 20613-10 50009-06 1.229-06 2*357"02 70993-04 30287.04
19380+03 36411-10 58292-06 1i612-06 29477-02 70929+009 30343-04
1 9 382*03 30693-10 56689-06 19752-06 20700"02 70405-04 36383»04
1 0	64+03 30091-10 59946-06 1-999-06 2•834"02 7038$-L4 39383-04
10366 +03 20224"10 Se749-06 1906706 2x752-02 703%0-04 30084-Q9
1.389+03 16924-10 50573-06 6x895-07 2*678-02 705b2-04 20732-04
1- 390 +03 60257-11 59975-06 36020-07 24643-02 79335-04 20976-(4
19392+03 80250-12 50069-06 4.000-08 2*958-02 70317-04 20142-04
1 0 394 +03 49026-14 49690-06 19961-10 20289-02 7 n 299-04 16846-04
1 6 396 +03 2*364-16 40609-06 (9156-12 20254-02 70280-04 19797-04
1.39 8 +03 26696-14 40699-06 10324-10 20281"'02 76262-04 39773-04
1* 400 + 03 60550-13 40684-06 3*232-09 2*311.02 70243-04 20015-04
1 8 402+03 19503-12 49822"06 79496-09 20389-02 7022q-0'i 26422-04
)*404+03 28427-12 9.846-06 16208-08 2-4)2-02 76206-09 2*764-04
1.404+03 3-485-12 4.823-06 1.742-08 2.411.02 79187-Og 30133-p4
1 9 408 +03 40482-12 4.750-06 20250-08 20385-02 79168-Oq 3+398-04
1.410 +03 4.291-12 40525-06 2*166-08 2-282-02 70150-09 30318-04
5 . 412 +03 3.666-12 4.187-06 1.857-08 2.121-02 7013I-Og 30001"O4
t o Sl q+ 03 2.880-12 4-196-06 16465-08 20135"02 70112-04 20693-04
L• g 16+p 3 10822-12 4#113-06 90314-09 20102102 7.094-04 29180-0g
1 0 418 +03 70981-13 40134-06 40097-09 20122102 70075-04 L0773-Qq
1 9 420 603 30580-13 40522-06 10846"09 2#332"02 79056-04 19656"04
19422+03 10383-13 50177-06 70164-10 20681-02 79037-04 10707-04
L0424+03 30892-16 50S81-06 20025-12 2004-02 70014-04 14790"04
1 0 426 +03 59686"17 60190-06 29972-13 30235"02 70000-04 20037-04
1 0 428 +03 5.533-17 4 n y0B-O6 20905
-13 30364.02 60981+04 20068"p4
10430 +03 g9270-17 60285-06 20252,-13 30315 -02 60962-04 I992q-04i4 g32+03 69578-16 64247-06 30485-12 34309-02 6a9g3-t)4 1249li-ij
t043 q +03 2.232-0 64101-06 t0188-09 3a2g7-02 6s92q-04 10895"04
i. g 36+03 69020-13 5.622-06 30219-09 39006-02 69905-Oq 1994q-0q
1 0g 38 +03 99797 -13 50579-06 50242-09 2a996-02 60684-04 20256"04
1 0gg 0+03 1035q-12 5+57 806 70305-09 30009-02 60867-04 20605-04
10 g 42+03 10723-12 59403-06 90391-09 29928 -02 69688-Oq 20800-04
I .gg 4 +03 1.657-12 5#448-06 90020-09 20966-02 69824-04 2.637-04
L0 gg 6+n3 10280-12 50639-06 70001-09 3.084-02 60810-04 20648"04
10448+03 9-023-13 50419-06 40958-09 20978-02 69792.04 29269-01









	 is NEAREST GROUND) a	 8 UNITS OF RADIANCE ARE WATTS/ICN**2 eSTERADJANoH1rK0"ETERl
UNI T S	 3F	 WEIGHTING FUNC T IONS ARE OITRANSHIS5ION1
FREQ DOWN INT UP	 INT DOWN WEIGHT FUNCT UP WEIGH T FUNCT INT OWN TOTAL. INT UP TOTAL
1.300*03 1@169-06 1-197-05 7.792-0 7.975-02 6v27Z-04 3*D33-Oq
1*3D2 *03 1*045-06 1.263-05 7.000-03 8.457 -02 be:576-04 3*02q-04
1 8 301*03 8.161-07 1.223-05 5.489-D3 8+225-02 6@92 -Og 3*159-Og
1 . 306*63 5.839-07 1x055-05 3r9g6-03 7.128-02 78216-Oq 36425-04
1.308*03 3,579"07 8*10q-06 2.430-03 5-502-02 7.491-04 3.790-04
1 x 310 *03 1.778-67 5.870-06 1.213-03 4.00q-02 76791-13q 4*Og3-94
1 . 312 +03 74(103-08 3.9$2-06 q*798-Oq 2.694.02 7•82q-014 4.071-04
1*31 q+03 2.651-08 2.601-06 1*825 -CM 1.791-02 7.886-04 4-060-IIk
1*316 + 03 1.609-OB 2.117-06 1#113-Oq 1.964-02 7*891-04 q+035-0+:
1 n 31 8+ 03 2.861-08 2 n 301-06 1*988-04 1 +599102 7.826-a4 3*953"04
1 . 320 +03 5.377-08 2.780-06 3.754-04 1*941-02 7.729-04 3*985-04
1.322 +03 8.619-08 3033-06 6.047-04 21338-02 7.583-04 19200"04
1 . 321 +03 l*274-07 3*828-06 86983-Oq 2.698-02 7.905-04 46g03-04
1.326+03 1*631-07 4*292-05 1.155-03 34090-02 7.271-II4 42550 -II4
1.328 +03 1.7L6-07 16569-06 1*221-03 3+251-02 702gq-04 4*647-94
l @ 330*03 1.597-07 4.532-06 18182-03 3*2g1-02 7+264-04 4@558704
1.332 +03 l*375-07 4@472-06 9.881-01 3*213-02 7*310-04 4.193-04
1*33 q *03 9.672-08 4.552-06 6*982-Oq 3*286-D2 71479-04 3*755-04
1*33.6 + 03 5.759-08 4*6g7-06 q*177-04 3+371'02 7*598-04 38301-04
1*338*03 3.576-00 4.966-06 2*607-04 3*620102 79649-04 .Z*Y21 A9
1*3 g 0*(13 2*708rOB 5.511-06 1*983-09 q@036-02 78671-Oq 2*781"04
1*342 + o3 2@g31-08 6*172-06 11789-04 4854:.-02 7*663-04 29Y71-114
I*3 94+O3 3-328-08 64531-06 2g61-Oq 4.830-02 7*616-Oq 3*212-04
1+316+03 4.230-08 6.860-06 3@143-04 52048-02 7*577-Oq 3*571-04
1 8 39 8+ 03 4.368-08 7*051-06 3.262-04 5+268-02 7*566-9q 3.778-Q4
1*350 +03 3016-08 6*820-06 26939-Oq 59118-a2 7@567-(1. 31-7I4-l-Y
1 . 352*03 3*327-08 66521-06 26509-04 48417'02 7.572-04 3*887-04
1@354 +03 2.338-08 6.036-06 1*772-04 4.574-02 7@589-9g 3.666-Oq
l*3 56 +03 1.338-08 5.139-06 1*p19-(14 4*138-02 78601-04 31437-04
! • 35 8+63 7.056-09 1%661-06 5*399-05 3*567-02 7@600-04 3.291 -aq
L @ 360*01 36598-09 4*Og9-06 2.767-05 3-114-02 7*593-04 3.979-04
1#3b2 403 8*627-10 38!97-06 61667-06 2-971-82 7.585-aq 29432-04
1 . 364 + 03 18797-10 2*62q-pj 1*396-06 2.038-02 7@570"Oq 3*018-04
1*366*03 543u4-ll 2*045-06 1*14q-07 1*597-02 7.553-01 3*096-04
18368 + 03 7.363-L2 le970-O6 5*776-08 1.153-02 78536-04 31063-04
1 1 370 +63 58268-32 98773-07 9+153-08 7.705-03 79518-04 3.081-04
1.372 +03 8.878-12 bOB14-07 7*035-08 58823-03 7@500-04 38066-04
14371 +03 2+433-11 5*773-07 18937-07 41577-03 7*181-04 28975"04
1@376 + 03 4@249-11 6.816-07 36401-07 68455-03 7@162-04 3*111-09
1.378 + 03 6.I82-11 98243-07 4*973-07 7.435-93 76gg3-Oq 3*296-01
1@380 +63 6.123-11 18182-06 6.557-07 9-552103 7*42q-04 3*355-04
14382+03 9*015-11 1+442-06 7- ,
-07 L*171-02 7*105-04 3*398-D4
1 . 38 q+03 7.580-11 1*399-06 .^47 1*143-02 7.388-04 3*397-04
1*3 B 6 +03 5.600-11 l•1g4-06 a'P"•07 9,393-03 7 n 370-04 3*095-01
1+388*03 3@6gO-LJ B n 900-07 38003-07 7*3N2-03 7.352-04 2*7q1-01
1*390 +03 1@696-11 6*923-07 1*408-07 58326-03 7*335-04 2803-01
1 8 392 + 03 2.770-12 3.823-07 2.309-08 3.187-03 76317-04 2*1gb -oq
1 8 39 q *03 5.385-15 2*6q6-07 11512-11 2.217-03 7*299-04 16848-04
l*3 9 5 +03 1*272-17 26552-07 l*O71-13 Z•199-03 1*280-04 1,749-94
1 1 a98*03 1+336-15 2@536-07 1*130-11 28Ig7-93 7.252-04 1*79a-04
1*400 +03 3*207-lq 2.5LB-07 26728-10 2.112-03 7.2lJ-04 2+118-04
i @g 02*03 7.333-14 2.541-07 6.271-10 2*173-03 7922q-Oq 2,g2q'04




1*406+03 !.709-13 2x494-07 11972-09 29155-03 7.187"04 36135-pg
10908 +03 2*143-13 20957-07 1.904-09 2x134-03 7.168-0g 3.901'"04
1 0 410 + 03 2.103-13 2+353-07 1.836-09 26054-133 7.150—Og 30320-09
1. 4 12+03 11H02-13 2.219"07 18582.09 10943-03 70131-04 31003-09
10414 + 03 1.421-13 2.280"07 19259-09 2*011-03 70112-04 2#696-04
10416 + 03 90022-14 20270-07 8.001-10 20013-03 70094-04 20182-04
1 9 418 +03 9.002-14 20316-07 30568-10 20064-03 70075-09 1,776-09
1 0 420 + 03 1.829-14 20553-07 1x635-10 20287-03 70056-04 19658R0g
1s g 22 + 03 7.054.15 20930-07 69354-11 2r69t)-03 70037-09 1.710"04
1 0 424 +03 1.959.17, 3.161-07 10774-13 2.863-03 71019-09 10793-Oq
11926 0 03 20922-I8 30518-07 20661-19 30203-03 70000 -04 20090-OM
10428 + 03 2#842-18 31653-07 20602-14 30343-p3 6.961+04 2#072 -04
1 # 430 + 03 2.192-18 31617-07 2*017-14 3.328-03 66962-01 1x9280'09
10092 +03 5#792-17 3.702-07 59357-13 30425-03 60943-09 i08T34—Dq --
I # 43 01+03 1.266-19 30779-07 16178-10 30514-03 65924-04 1+899-04
1 1 436 + 03 30577-19 30672-07 30349-10 39433"03 60905-04 10968*09
1.938 + 1)3 59885-1g 31798-07 51531-10 30570-03 6.806-01 20261-09
1 9 980 + 03 8x169-14 38953-07 7.719-10 39735-03 6*667-04 21609n09
1 0 492+03 19092-13 30894-07 90896-10 39699-03 61898-09 20812"04
I* g 44 + 03 1*020-13 3.846-07 90743-10 30674-03 60829-0g 29841 -09
10446+03 7.912-1g 31858-07 70598-10 31705 -03 69810-Og 29452+04
10448 + q3 50604-14 30698-07 50410-10 3.522"03 69792-04 20273-04
1 9 4 50 +03 3.321-14 3.360-07 3*223-10 30261-03 61773-04 10886-04
LAYEp11 15 NEAREST GROUND) w 9
UNITS OF WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS ARE D(TRANSMISSION)
FRER DOWN INT UP INT
1 . 300*03 3.534-07 6.395-06
1.302*03 3•tg4-Q7 6.960-06
19304*03 2.4g3-07 60936-06
1 . 306*03 1.750-07 69080-06
1.308 +o3 1.078-07 g9656-06
1.310 +03 5.367-08 3.342-06
1.312 +03 2-162-08 2.168-06
19314 +03 88650-09 1.323-06
1 6 316*03 5.616-09 9.913-07
t*318*03 1.002-OB 1.100"06




t 0 328*03 6.006-08 2 n 399-06
1 0 330*03 50580-08 20367-06
1 . 332*03 g9770-08 2*339-06
1*339*03 3134q-OB 2-375-06
1 . 336*03 16985-00 2-g23-06
1 0 338*03 l*1933-08 29SB8"06
I # 340+03 89975-09 20831-06
1 6 342*03 79158-09 3.113-06
1034 q *03 9.612-09 3.210-06
1.346 +03 1-212-08 39286-06
1-348*03 1-243-08 39282-06
1.350+03 !9197-08 3.088-06
1.352 +03 9*343"09 2*863-06
1 . 354 +03 6.519-09 29588-06
1*356*03 3*692-09 26259-06
1.358+03 1.933-09 19866-06
t + 360+03 9•138-10 1.571-06
1 9 342 +03 263.:6-t0 1.188-06
1 . 364 +03 9.7;1-11 99361-07
1-366 +03 1.397-1t 64981-07
1 . 368 +03 1.677-12 q-7q6-07
1 . 3 7 0 +03 10 189-12 29849-07
t o	 72*03 2.332-12 i6757-07
j 9 ,7q+03 66992-12 16667-07
1 . 376 +03 19233-11 2.493-07
1*378*03 10796-t1 3*867-07
19380 603 2.358-1i 5.261-07
1 0 382 +03 2.618-11 6.645-07
1 0 384 +03 26199-11 6.277-07
1 . 386*0 1.623-31 4.837-07
1 9 3 8 6 +03 1.054-11 39398-07
1 + 3 9 0 *03 49924-12 19979-07
1*392 +03 79995-13 59908-08
1 . 3 4 4*03 16286-15 9.266-09
1 9 39 6*03 26176-19 2.346-09
1 •398*03 1 . g0319 1 .43109
1 0 400*03 6r4O3-20 50947-10
3 0 902*03 2.327-22 2.639-It
1 . 404 603 2.005-22 8-054-13
UNITS OF RADIANCE ARE WATTS /ICM9 *2 9STERADJANotilrROMETERI
DOWN WEIGHT FUNCT UP WEIGHT FUNCT INT DWN TOTAL INT UP TOTAL
5.087-03 92207-02 6.276-0q 30097-04
q. 552-03 10008-01 699581-04 3.093-04
3 0 558-03 IODID-01 60930-04 3.229«04
2+564-03 8.907-02 71217-04 39986-04
19588-03 6.861-02 7.892-04 31837-04
7#95 q -04 9#953-02 7*701-Oq 41077"04
3#223-04 39232-02 76824-09 49092"oh
1 0 2 9 7-O q 16983-02 71886 -04 9.074"04
B9 g 7t"05 1-495-07 7.891-04 40045-04
I 0 52 104 1.670-02 71826-04 3.969-04
2 9 881'04 2.101-02 7.730'04 3.998-04
49668-04 26608"02 7.583'•04 4 1217-09
6* 9 21-04 34059-02 79405-09 40422-04
8 9 861 -04 31g9t-02 79271-114 49572"(14
9.386-04 3.792-02 702g5-04 99671-09
8.773-09 39722-02 79265-04 4+582-II4
79544-04 39691-p2 7934II"04 4+216"04
50321-04 3+779-02 79479-09 31778"04
39177-O q 36879-02 70598-Oq 30325-04
1 9 921-09 g9167-02 76649-09 2-9q7-IIq
1#373-p4 40586-02 7 n 671-04 20810"04
1+167-04 5.074-02 79663-Oq 39002-84
1.576-p4 59243-02 7.616-04 3.324-Oq
2 9 000-O q 50421-02 7+577-Oq 39404009
2906304 50997-02 7.567-04 3+811"04
1#848"04 59156-02 79567-04 39947-04
19569-04 49809-02 70572-04 309I6-04
1 9 10104 9.373-02 79589-04 3.692"'09
6#278-05 39882-02 79601-04 30860n 04
3 . 307-05 39192-02 7-600-04 39304"04
1.693-05 29705-02 79593-04 3+094"04
4 9 028-06 2-057"02 70505-Oy ZlYii-,29
80279-07 1 n 631-02 79570-01 39028-04
26989-07 1022q-DZ 7.553-04 39103-p4
21958-08 84373-03 70536-04 36068-09
2 9 111-08 S-056-03 76518-04 30IIB4-04
g 6L65-OB 3.139-03 79.500-04 39068-04
1*248-07 26996-03 79481-alt 2.977-09	 T
2 9 230-07 91509-03 7-962-04 3.113"pq
3.268-07 7+039-03 70qq3-04 3000-04
46317-07 9-670-03 71424"04 39360-04
40823-07 19229-02 7g05-Oq 39404-04
4.076-07 19164"02 70388-04 3*4D3-04
3 9 028-07 90025-03 79370-D4 30100-04
19979-07 69379-03 7.352-04 29745»011
99 302-08 30 738-03 79335-04 2.485-09
1 . 520-08 19123-03 79317"04 20146-04
2-959 -11 8.162-05 70299-09 11848.9119
4 0 190-I5 q*517105 76280-04 16799-04
2*719-15 2073-05 70262-04 19796"04
19298-i5 19160-05 7.243-04 20018-04
40566-18 50168-07 702241'04 21424-09
39960-16 1.590-08 76206-04 21767-04
1sg06+03 1.517"22 5*045-13 31015-18 19003-as 7.187-p4 3.135-011 .4 08+03 10035-22 2.801-13 2.070-18 5.601-09 7.168-04 32401^04
1.410+03 5.686-23 1.328-13 1.124-18 2@673-09O 7.	 5L 0-0 q 3.329 p4
1.412+n3 80915-29 2#718-14 1.806-19 5.506-10 79131-04 31003-041 0 414+03 24214-36 6.131"14 49514-32 1.250-a9 70112-04 20696-04
1.416 +0 1.395-25 39342-13 2 n 862-21 6.857-09 7.094.04 29182-04
1 9 418 +Q; 80857-23 2.756-12 1 n 829-18 5.690-08 70075-04 1.774+ 04
1 0 42a+03 2.507-22 1.599-12 Ss210-18 1.579-07 7.056-Oq 19658.064
1r g 22 +03 4 ► 107-22 1.419-11 8.591.18 2.968-07 79037-04 1.710'•0'!
I s 424 +03 5.687-22 79378-I1 1.19 7 17 10553-06 70019-04 10793"09
10426+03 7.284-22 70B33-10 1i535-17 10660-05 790a0-04 2%0`10"04
14428 +'03 7.074-22 19595-09 1s50B-17 30901-05'O 6598 1-04 2+0724p91 9 430+03 5.953-22 2.681-09 10170-17 5.755-q5 60962-04 15928-09
J sg 32+O3 9.282-18 70022-09 29005-13 19517-94 6*9^11+09 1.BT$%^0'
1 . 434 +p3 34535-16 1.393-08 70687-12 30029-p4 6.92$1-04 15897+04
1*936+03 19606-15 2.052-08 39515-11 4.992-04 61405-09 1.948-qq1.538+03 2.883-LS 20691-08 6052-11 5.928-04 69886-04 2.262»04
1 0 540 +03 40i4g-15 36906-08 9*189-11 75552-aq 60867-09 20609'%041 . 492+'03 50370-15 3 n 683-08 1.199-10 A0220-04 6084E-04 2982514
1#594+q3 50935"18 3.885-08 1.333"10 70830'04 6+829-04 2.841-Oq1 . 496+03 9.722-15 39251"OB 10068-10 70352-p4 60810'04 20653-p4
10448+03 30444-18 3@012-08 79841-11 6.856'04 6.742-04 29273-04
1 0 550+03 2.108.+15 29530-08 59003-11 5.798-q9 60773-04 19887-01
O
LAT Eg (I IS NEAREST GROUND) a 10	 UNI:S OF RADIANCE ARE WATTS/ICns 9 2 oSTERADIANOMICROMETERJ
UNI TS OF WEIGHTING FUNC T IONS ARE DITRANSHISSIONI
FRED DOWN	 INT UP	 INT DOWN WEIGHT FUNCT UP WEIGHT FUNCT 1NT OWN TOTAL INT UP TOTAL
1-300+03 1.966-07 9.993-06 20522-03 1#263'01 6.278-0q 3.197-0q
1.302+03 1.733-07 1.079-05 20213-03 1.378-01 6.582-0q 3.201-04
14304 +03 1.339-07 1#065-05 1.713-03 10368-Ot 6.931"04 36335-04
1.306 +03 9.963-08 9#241-06 1.225"03 1.193-01 70216-04 30578-04
1.308 +p 3 5.759-08 6.957-06 7.980-04 9.036-02 7.493-09 30906"04
1#310 +03 2#813-08 90875-06 30675"09 6#368-02 7.701`04 4.125-0
1 0 312 + o 3 10130-08 39029'06 10485-09 30979-02 70821-04 4#123-0q
1-41g403 9.638-09 t.749-06 60127-05 20310"02 70886-04 g0091m9 F
10316 +03 3.165-09 10297-06 1+205-05 10657-02 79891-04 g#057-01
t # 318 +03 5.650-09 10g29-06 70550-OS 1+910"02 7+826-04 3#979-04
1-320 +03 1.095-03 10830-06 t.471-0q 2.460-02 70730-09 40017-09
I+322 +03 1.805-08 2.293-06 2#439-Oq 3.099"02 705B4-Oq 40240-Og
1.324 +03 20676-08 2.669-06 30638-09 3.629-02 70405"04 90449"Oq
1 # 326 +03 30813-06 3#052-06 g0666-04 9#172"02 70272'119 41160.1-OR
1.328 +03 30652-08 30252-06 5+021-04 40471-02 702g5^0q 40703-04
1 0 330 +03 30938-08 39213-06 9.727-04 40993-02 70265-04 40614-4DY
10332 +03 2.904-08 39176-06 40039-Oq 40418-02 79341-04 4020 -04
1.339 +03 2.053'08 3.215-06 2-872-09 40498"02 7+479'09 30811'"04
1 . 336+ 03 10214-08 30260-06 10734.04 4.588-02 70598-04 30358-04
1*.738 + 03 701?2-09 3.527-G6 10018-04 4.992-02 7#649-01 .219	 mall
103 g O +03 q.870-09 3.979-06 60932-OS 50669-02 7#671"04 20899'04
1+342+03 44059-09 9-491"06 50812-05 60930'02 7#663009 30047-04
1 0 394 +03 50321-09 4.B00-06 70669-05 60913-02 7+616"04 3#372-0q
1 0 346 + 03 6.696-09 50089-06 90701"05 7.366-02 70577"04 30655"04	 -
103 g 8 +03 60866-09 5#2IZ-06 100O0-Oq 70595-02 76567-04
70560-414
32863-04
1 . 3504 03 6.129-09 40922-06 8.985-05 -13270215
10352 +03 5.187-09 9.581-06 70697-05 6055102 70572"09 30962-04
10354+03 30629-09 40114-06 50376-05 60101-02 7.589-04 30733-114
1 0 356 +03 2-067-09 3.529-06 34084-05 50265"02 7i601-04 3.495-04
1.358 +03 1+094-09 2-821-06 1.692-05 90234-02 75600-04 30337"0 4
1 0 360 + 03 5.597-10 2#344-06 80450-06 30539"02 70593"04 30118-04
10362 + 03 1.357-10 10731-06 24061-06 -	 20629-02 795BB-04 .2!!6L-OY	 --
10364+03 3.006-11 1.329-06 g0S93-07 2.023-02 74570-04 3+041-04
1 0 366 +03 90118-12 90731-07 loq01-07 1.496-02 7.583-04 30112-04
1.368 +03 10028-12 6x653-07 16589-OB 10029-02 70536-04 39074-Og
10370+03 7.314-t3 3#898-07 1.138-08 60063-0 70518-04 30087-04
1#372 +03 1.353 -12 20351-07 20118-08 3 n 679-03 70500-04 3.070-04
1 0 319 +03 3.875-12 20390-07 60100-008 30763"03 7-481-ON 20979-{74
1 0 37 6 + 03 6.813-12 30682-07 10079-07 5.830-03 74462-04 39117-04
10378 +03 90903"12 50778-07 10578-07 99206-03 70493-04 3#306-09
103 8 0 +03 10299-11 79915-07 20082-07 10269-02 70gzq-09 30368+04
1.382+03 1.439-11 10001-06 2.320-07 t-619-02 70905"04 30919-0q
1 0 3 8 9 +03 1.206-11 90431-07 la956-07 t-530-02 70388-04 30413-04
1x386*q3 80893-12 7 ► 249-07 10951-07 1.183-02 70370-04 3#108"04
14388 + p3 50766-12 50082-07 9.468-08 60346"03 70352-04 20750'64
10390+03 20676-12 20993-07 g•g21-08 40862-03 70335-04 2#987"09
10392+03 90257-13 80369-08 70076-09 I039t-03 7.317-04 20147-04
10394 +03 70253-16 3 #08o-09 10213-11 50151-05 70299-04 10848-{114
1 0 3 9 6 + 113 1.955-19 10818-09 3.290.15 3#060-05 70280-04 1+749-04
10398 +03 10262-19 1+127-09 20136-15 10909-05 70262"04 1.796-0+1
1 . 400+03 5.767-20 94229-1D 9.824-16 8.237-06 70Zg3-Oq 2-018-04
1-402 +03 1.605-22 10515-11 20752-10 20596"07 70224-04 20424-04
1.909 + 03 1.366-22 5a5J7-13 20391-18 90497"09 70206-09 20767-04
10806+03 1 *099 -22 3*48q-13 16820"18 6.084 09 7x187-04 3*135-0'1
1+408 +03 7*160-23 1*952-13 1*250-18 3sy{i8-O9 7*168-04 3*g01-0q
I. g 10 +03 3*870-Z3 9.089-14 6*798-19 1.597-09 70L50-04 3.320-04
1x412+03 6.247-2q 1*795-14 3*l0q-19 3*174-10 7*131"04 36003-04
1*414 +03 t*SOq-36 3*847-1g 2*674-32 6*843-10 7*112"04 2+696^Oq
I0 g l6*03 8.089-26 2+006-13 1*948-21 3.590"09 7*099-0q 24182-oq
1+418*03 50138-23 1.612-12 9.253-19 2@904"08 7+075-04 1*776-94
1x420+03 1.45'1-22 g9g33-12 2*636-18 8@034-08 7x056-pq 1+658-04
1@422+03 2.383-22 86271-12 q*346-18 1 6508"07 7.037-04 1.710^04
1-424 +03 3.300-22 54596-11 6+056-18 1+027.06 71019-0q 19793-04
1 . 426 +03 4.205-22 8.063-10 7.764-18 1#489-05 7.000-04 20041~+-0l
19428+03 49107-22 1.731-09 7#631-18 3+217"05 61981 -Oq 2:072-04
1 . 430+03 3*166-22 26812-09 5.920-18 5@259 *05 60962-04 1x928'•04
1- q 32 +03 1.163-17 7.417-09 2+188-13 1*433"04 6.gg3-Oq 1087 3"04
10434 +03 3-485-16 [•557-08 6.600-12 2*948-04 60924+0q 1+849"04
10436+03 14619-15 20315-08 39085-11 q*411-0q 60905+04 14908-04
1* q 38 +03 2.908-15 36034-08 59577"11 51819•'04 40886"01 2*262-01
14440+03 4.182-1S 3*90q-08 81070-11 70535-04 60867-04 20609+Q4
14 gg 2+03 5.416-15 40305-08 16052-10 80362-0q br8g8-0q 94814"9.4
t* g 9 q +03 60007-15 42154-08 l*174-10 86119-04 66829-Oq 20841-04
l#4 g 6+03 4.772-15 q#03q-08 90386-11 7*936-0q 61810-0q 20653-04
16448+03 39482-I8 36918-08 6.893-11 7+757-04 6@742-04 2*273'•04
1 0 450+03 2.209-I5 3.lge-OB 44400-11 60870-0q 6*773-04 1.687-04
N
LAYEZS' 10 DVs	.050 DELV-	 2.0000 Y1s 1 450 . 0000 V2 0 1 6 00.0000 Aa	 1000000 B0U11U s	12+0000 TEnPO s 296-000U
SATELLITE ALTITUDE=	 2.0000+D1	 SATELLITE LATIT UDE.	 29,0000	 SATELLITE LOUGITUDE s	90,D000
TARGET ALTI TUDE-	 0.0000
	
TARGET LATITUDE n 	 29.0000	 TARGET LONGITUDE:	 90 "000


























3 . 46623 87 +02	 9 n 8053`155+02












































































2.3690345-01 PREC C H OF RATER IN LAYER	 3
THE FOLLOWI NG DATA ARE 3S ATMOSPHERIC VARIABLES FROM HODATH
6.6 805241+02	 2,7 90 4 763402	 8.3335295-04	 3.3500770402	 907961799+02
2 9 79 2 8 611 +02	 208981686+01	 1-7451237-05	 2- 5480g a 9+02	 [03510972+D0
8 # 7832501 +00	 105382089+01	 1#3950932+00	 8x6799973+00	 8#1832311+00
1 + 0058 4 57+01	 1.0002726+00	 t901001827+00	 1.9835724+00	 9#2791803+00
00000acco
	
0.0000000	 00000000D	 090000000	 -6.Sg97397-03
2 9 8 9 41686+01	 1.7341514+19	 000000000	 000000000	 000000000
0+0000000
	











































5.2916323-02 P REC CH OF WATER IN LAYER	 5




2 8 62 9 204 1 + 02	 2-8961824+01
3 . 6612651 +00	 605253064+00




































































792534834-03 PREC CM OF WATER IN LAYER 	 7
THE FOLLOWING DATA ARE 35 ATMOSPHERIC VARIABLES FROM HODATH
2. 9 0 9694 9 +02
	
2.3413190 002	 4.3296330-04	 300673420+02	 9.7768964402
2 9 3413382 + 02	 208966161+01	 105160689-95	 108517697+02	 508068511-04
4 . 4 8 03401-01	 102960737-01	 507974321-04	 404710702-01	 698737754+00







2 9 89 66161 + 01 	9.0020619418	 000000000	 0.0000OnO	 000000000
0 9 0000000	 0.0000000	 000000000	 000000000	 000000000
9.1956143 -04 PREC CH OF WATER IN LAYER	 8
THE FOLLOWING DATA ARE 35 ATMOSPHERIC VARIABLES FROM MnDATH
1-9669876+02
	
2.13S4920+02	 392090129-04	 209294028+02	 9.7690294+02
20!354920+02 208966!i00+01 1#4095187-05 0 .0000000 000000000
4' 31	 6979-	 i o-,; 0 :09904 Qs •} .• 8	 °T 	:^
	 n	 +wil
	 ' i	 ^ 55	 7 .02^ y27 9H475+g0 ,+^^he ^
{8.05 0575 +00 L000272.,+00 100000610+00 0.00000aa 0 442*^46 91
0 0 0000000 000000000 0+0000000 0.00000110 -795232757-03
2 9 8 9 66400 + O1 606720426+18 090000000 0+0000000 0+0000000
0.0000000 090000000 000000000 0900000n0 0.0000000
000000300 PREC CM OF HATE R IN LAYER 4
THE F O LLOAI NG DATA A R E	 35 ATM OS P HE f1 1C VA R IABLES FROM YOOATH
1,023 9 6 84 +02 2 ► 1ti 65 O30 +02 1.b465164-0q 29950ba50+02 4.7h72798+02
2 • 1 6 656n0 +p 2 29896gµOO+01 194216287-05 0.00000010 060000000
1 .78 52119-01 0.00000ev 0900000['0 1.7838173-01 693732S7q+00
6 1 3 7 32679 + 70 1.00^2726+00 1900003L6+00 090000000 2.9364367-02
G.nrrr7ng0 0-pn74pr7 0.0pn00G0 C9U000'T't0 09000000E
2 9 8 96640v*rl 3.4236e14+18 C'C93Cirou q-oajCLCC* O90000rQu
p•0°i0g7QC 011Q001P T p•C'Tl?t% %l 7 0- ?Ll,^3^. G•CL'P.U_]UD
0..•4^!1'•]0 PREC C K UP RATER .fl LATE S I^1
P n	 •93843+CO TLMP a 296.83
..!833+23
P >,	 .Og539 +50 T&RP : 240053
P =	 .751235 +00 TEHP a 284979
.7+13+22
P .65931+00 TEHP x 279.05
t+ 4 1Z	 ±	 ZR*'" +	 . -*1"
	 . ,
o , i K.	 . y^:..v	 .,, ^.:
P %	 056628+00 TEMP K 273029
+1767+22
P a	 ,g732q+00 TEMP r 242.88
.7871+21
P R	 .38020+00 TEHP a 249.46
.2823+21
P a	 .28716+00 TEHP a 234#13
.3071+20
a R	 .19413+00 TF-mp a 213.55
+0000
n	
-10106403 ltHv a 216065
.nfln0











M ATE RS w
LE VEL 7
R A TERS e
LEVEL 8
Ne Tf Rs a
LEVEL 9
+Oa T ERS a
LE V °- ►. 10
SAT_75 s
F*4L	 TRANS	 ARS UPCELLING HA01A"CE
& SUL ts0.
1 g 5n.11	 .00070	 1900000	 19085-10






19s4. in 0 OEIO^Q I OQCPT 36150-13 6P87758
ON
I q S6- in *OnOCQ I * 00ALID 7•23q - 21 6.8680
-. 11li s a - .000'a ledot! o.j 3*769-21 6.85871
tqto.jl .0-11 01C Ivocrion 3.308-22 6.6,4 9321 442--,) r oor 1 0 JOC-M a•20q-27 5,43995
0,4f -Cr*.. C I d Ors,- 3 1.325-26 O' .33U6O
1446. 0-:io'r . :)rit C r, 9.827-26 6.P212e
' A ZI^Tcz 2.326-26 .P1199
I.i 7n	 -3 • C,:	 '' ;•ul- C3i 1-183-18 6.60272
.47?
	 — C, 7.35z-19 .79piA
4 7'1
'3C 







1 -777-1 ,bL ..7 3054'
2-135-: A .	 ?,274«
I	 q96-.6 3















1504000 PaGOOD 1000000 OaDI3 13 606099
1906000 VOODOO 1#00000 0.000 46690111508100 •00000 1000000 000OD 6.63130
Islosoo sonoco IVOOOQU os000 6*62252
15120o0 •00000 1*00000 09090 6&61376151 q •00 4 1 0n000 1600000 00000 6060-502
1916-400 ,
	 •00- 000 1900000 DOOM 6.59431j SIBBOO •o1)00O 1000000 0.000 6158762
1520too VOODOO 1000000 1*263-33 6,57975
1522*00 99nOOD 1400000 1o112-32 6$57030152400 •0nOOO 1000000 2*09232 6.56168
—152 6" 00__
.() [) O o p 1400000 3o066-32 6AS3951529000 VOODOO I•GDOOO q*034-32 6,Sq450
1530*00 monnoo 1*00000 q0797-32 60535951532900 VOODOO 3600000 3064-32 6e52742
15 34.00 VOODOO 1000000 29781-32 6151890
1536*00 040, 000 1000000 148LO-32 6651042
- j.538#o0 600000 ISOOOQG 86919-33 6254195
15 11 0000 -60000 3*00000 20786-36 6449351
Is il z000 :00000 3000000 0*000 6'. AI 85DB1544.00 n 00000 1*00000 00000 40476661594*00 00DO00 1W00000 0#000 6946831
Is q 8000 VOODOO Iacocca o ► oco 6445995
.ISSDOGO 000000 1*00000 0*000 6045161
1 
0206 • cocoa 1000000 90000 6,48330
55 9:00 000000 1*00000 00000 604350[
l556,00 000000 1900000 00000 6*126711558100 000000 1900000 0*000 6*418991540800 VOODOO 1000000 DOOM 601026
1562000 *cocoa 1000000 O"000 69111205
too 80011 00 1400000 06000 6093861566000 ip OnOOO 1600000 00000 6038570
1548.00 000000 1000000 00000 6,37755
15Z0!.QQ 000000 1 . 0000? 1.;95-30 6369431572900 604000 1.00000 0973-18 6.36132t579000 60()0013 1+00000 1.013-13 6.35324
15 7 6000 00n000 1+00000 0.508-10 6039518
1578+00 9000131 •99999 59996-09 6933714
` 1580000
.00027 .99973 1.527-07 6032911
----.i 5B20nn _	 _.0GS59 *99441 39336-07 6.32111i58q.00 000491 099909 50135-07 563131315 8 6 0 00 +00122 999878 6.912-07 6.30517
r 1568400 90n152 0996138 80585-07 6 +29723
15 10.00 000193 999857 89093-07 6+28931(y 1592.00 000130 099870 70273-07 6028141159i.Og -- a()011 7 •99883 60505-07 6a223.0
15 4 6 0 00 904103 099897 5079$"07 6926566I5l6000 000091 +99909 50027-07 6.Z5782
1 60 4 0 00 000083 .99917 90SS6-07 6925000





















































LA YER41 1S NEAREST GROUND) se I
	






































































































































































































































































































































1.556 +Q3 5+763-04 3.505-22 I0000+00 6"083-19 5+7A1-119. _..1	 5_'2.2
1.55fl+03 5+744-04 00000 IO aa13 +00 0.000 50794-04 0+000
10560+03 5.725w04 0.000 1.000+00 0000a 5.725-09 09000
1.562 +03 5.707-04 0+000 1.000+00 0.000 50707+OR 0.000
19564+03 5"688-04 1+158-23 1.000+00 2+018-20 4•688-aR 1.148"21
[+566 +03 50669-01 2+571-23 10000«00 4.536-20 5.669-04 29571-70
1 + 5:$±113 5.650-09 3*985t23 L+000+Oa 7+054-20 5"8511=$.'1 3i9!5^3.-_
1.57 c^ + 03 5.632-OR 5+750-18 1'000+00 10021-14 50612-04 5+75p-la
1+572 +a3 5.613-04 1.270-11 14000+00 20263-08 5+613 09 1+270-ll
1+574 + 03 5.595-04 84555-10 10000+00 10530-06 565940.04 Y"555-10
1.576 +03 5.575-OR 1.218-07 1+000+00 24186-OR 5.575-04 112L8"07
14578+03 5.554-04 60819-07 90998-01 11227-03 54554°04 60819007
- 1 4_S Bn *t 3- 50525-01 29551-06 90979-01 R0fi07'•g3 5!2.5-n4-, -_	 20s5i-[1/. ---
t 8 5 8 2 403 50494-04 9+752-06 90957-01 B•612"03 50999-04 94752001
10584 +03 50463-OR 70002-06 90935-01 10273-02 50'163-114 701102-p4
105:6 +93 5.433-04 90097-06 909L3-01 1iE51-02 '50433-'04 19O97-06
1+588+03 50407-04 10025"05 42898-01 1+876-a2 5+4f07-O9 14025-05
1.590+03 5+390-04 94969-06 90901.01 1.831-02 5.190-04 90949004
1 0-5 2+03 51372-09 90923-06 90902-01 Lr824+112 50122 WL- _ . -3i422=4A-.--
1•594 +03 50354+04 90759-06 909cl-01 1.805-02 50354-04 90759-04
1 . 546+03 5.337-09 90626-06 98905-01 I+787-02 5+337-09 90624p06
19590 + 03 50317-09 90867-06 90903-01 I•838-02 54317-09 9.817-06	 --
1 • 600 +03 8.302-04 90192-06 9"909-01 1.718-02 50302-09 90192-06	 -
-^1
00
Y, 4AYG(l IS NEAREST GROUND) e 2	 UNITS OF RADIANCE ARE WATTSlICHa02 ♦STERADIAN0H1eROHETERI
O
UNITS OF WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS ARE OLTRANSHISSIONI
FRED DOWN	 INT UP	 INT 009N WEIGHT FUNCT Up WEIGHT FUNCT INS DWN TOTAL INT UP TOTAL
1#450 + 03 2.265-08 6-538-06 3+896-05 10125-02 6.773-04 69709-Uh
19452*03 74195-09 2.508-06 1+292-05 4028-03 60759-04 29564^06
1+954 +03 10699-10 30551-07 2.81'9-07 6.147-09 60735-04 39571-q7
I.4S6*n3 2.497-14 9-116-08 49335-1i 1.593-09 69716-04 9.117-08
1-458*n3 1-309-14 5.030-08 2+279-11 80759-05 69496-09 59030-08
19460 + 03 1.342-15 19306-06 2.394-12 90281-05 69677-04 10306"08
1 9462 + 03 1.321-17 99059-09 29314-14 19586-05 6+658-04 99059.09
1.964+03 2.119^1? 19218-08 3.724-14 29140-05 69639-09 1+218008
1.466+03 2#913-17 19537-08 5.135-14 29709-05 69620-04 1,0'537-fl$
1.968+03 3+702-17 1+852-0 60546-19 3-275-05 69601-04 19852-08
1 9 470 +03 2.878-13 74004-08 50105-10 1.293-04 39582-04 781109-08
1.472 +03 1-349-12 2.269-07 29392-09 40037-04 49563-04 29270-07
1#474+03 3.796-12 4-504-07 6.776-09 0.039-09 69549-04 49506-07
1*476 603 7-798-12 7.819-07 1x396-08 19900-03 64525-09 79823-07-
1r978 +0-3 1-179-11 191t9-DA 2-1]8-08 2.011-03 69506-04 19120^06
1.480 +n3 1.519-11 1.352-06 29738-0-8 2#937-03 69987-09 19353-06
J9482 +O3 1.706-11 1+372-06 3#083-08 2#400-03 6-967-09 19373-06
I-484 603 19615-11 19260-06 2.929-OB 29285-03 69448-04 10261-06
! • 486603 10217-11 99327-07 29213-08 19697.03 69929-09 90333-07
1-988 +03 80179-12 5991607 Is992-OB 19080-03 64410-94 5o9zo-07
L- y 9O +03 4x483-12 30040-07 89207-09 5.565-09 609M4 390-42-07
1.492+03 1.565-12 19232-07 2+873-09 24263-09 *9372-04 1.233-07
1-994*O3 1.629-14 8.346-09 39001-11 19535-05 69353-04 2*297-09
1 9 4 9 6*0 3 1.092-22 39190-10 29019-19 59897-07 64334^09 34190-10
1+490*03 7#827-23 2-553-1D 19451-19 49734-07 69315-04 29553^10
] n 500*q3 4.75L-23 19919-10 82838-20 3-570-07 tESZ9b^ 4 19919 +_1^__y
1.502 +03 1.678-13 19207-10 39132-20 29252-07 69274-04 19207-10
10504 603 1+192-24 50957-11 29138-21 19116-07 64257-09 5+957-11
[ 9 506*03 8.335-25 46350-11 19566-2t 80171-08 69238-04 44330- 11
I0S08*03 5.276-25 29756-11 99945-22 59144-08 692 19-09 29756*11
[9510 +03 2#237-25 1+173-11 9-231-22 29217-08 60200-04 19173-11
1 9 512 603 19353-28 34825-14 2*566-25 79254-11 60 L8 I-V 4 ^!	 519 _
1 4 514 +03 3.098-36 09000 50698-33 09000 40162-04 0-onn
1 9 516+03 2.957-36 0-000 49693-33 09000 60193-04 09000
I 9 S18*03 50999-29 34768-14 19199-25 70220-11 60124-04 34768-14
1.520+03 56603-22 1s039-10 19077-18 10997-07 69105-04 1+039»10
1-522*03 9.655-11 56308-10 80979-18 1.029-06 6.086-04 50308-10
1 4 529*03 8.730-21 99629-t0 19490-17 10864-06 69067-01 94429- 10
1 9 526 + 03 1.278-20 1.392-09 2-981-17 2.703-06 6-048-04 19342-09
1 9 528*n3 14680-20 10818-09 39273-17 34543-06 69029-04 19 818^09
1 9 530*n3 1#970-20 2.038-09 3.851-17 3#985-06 60009*04 29038^09
14532*03 1.561-21, I.620-09 3.063-17 39177-06 59990-0-9 14620-QV
1.534 +03 1.154-20 I-187-09 19271-17 2.337-06 5.971-04 16187-09
1 # 536 + 13 7#490.21 7.583-10 1.479-17 19498-06 56952-04 70583-10_
I 9 538 + n3 3-969-21 3026-10 60875-18 69591-07 5i933"04 3932*^10
1.540 + 03 8-099-2v 1.389-11 10610-20 29761-08 59915.09 19389-11
]•592 +03 9#023-27 19098-11 1r800-23 24191-0B 59896-09 10098-11
!9549 603 19318-26 19607-11 29639-23 392[8-OB 5-877-09 1960711
1 0 596 +03 19731-26 2.113-11 39978-23 90246-08 50858-09 20113-11
1 9 544 + 03 20010-26 29982-11 4.072-23 50009-08 50839-04 20482-11
1 9 550 +03 !#598-26 10966-11 3-233-23 39977-08 59810-04 10966-11
1 9 552*0 16180-26 1-453-11 2.395-23 20999-08 60801-09 1-453-lt
1.554 6 03 7.S39-27 9#939-12 15556-23 19922-00 50782-04 V9434-12
1955010 3.510-27 q.375-12 70175-x4 809443-p9 50743"II9 Ia3Vrt--12_
1.558 +03 90670-28 0.000 99581-25 0+000 5.79'}-09 00000
1 1 56a+93 1.299-27 01000 2.663-24 00000 59725-04 0.000
11562+ 03 2.115-27 00000 +1.369-29 p1a00 51707-04 D9a00
1x564+03 4.007-27 4x366-13 81306-24 90©50-1a 51688-09 90366-i3
1 . 566 +93 61179-27 90779-13 10284-23 2.033-09 S0=c39-p4 91774-13
1!55.$ +03 7'411-27 11519-12 1'597-23 30162-09 5665OTaq _ 4 154EL "	 _-
19570+p3 1.771-20 20606-11 3 711`17 50460-08 56632-09 2'606^11
1 0 572 6 03 60569.13 20929-08 1'381-a9 -055.107 -0950613 -0920430
1 0 574 + 03 7-598-11 2i777-07 115844-07 50860-04 50599-04 20784"97
1.576+03 3.182-08 29371-06 60739-05 50034^03 50575"04 .21199-q4
19578 603 1.986"07 89077-06 40221-04 10716"02 59556"x44 40759 n 06
1!SU±03 89$96-07 10511 -05 lo769-03 30932-112 565.]-11Y_ - 7fn46w0S
105B2+a3 19573"06 20495-05 3'367-p3 60304-02 50510-04 39421}105
1 1 589 +03 2.324w06 40142-05 40912"03 80897-p2 50487904 90842"115
11586 +03 30018-06 Bod47-05 60506-03 10088"01 50463-p4 50951-05
(1588}03 3.450-06 5.275-05 70964-03 1x141-01 50491-09 61300'"0
19590+03 30359-06 59055-05 70293-03 1.098-01 50423-09 60052-05
115221-0 3.377-06 40899-05 70359-03 1*a6B-131 5!YO^=QY	 __
1o594 +03 3.371-06 4.562-05 70372-03 9097702 50388-04 50538+05
1 0 596 +03 30376-06 40296"95 70411-03 9.430-a2 59370-a4 592SRep5
10598 603 3.495-06 49369-05 70701-03 99619-02 59352"04 5935D+05




vL, AYEQ II 15 NEAREST GROUNDI w 3QDN
UNITS OF RADIANCE ARE *&TTS/ICM*#2 *STERAOIAN•MIrROMETERI
UNITq OF WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS ARE 01TRANSAIS510N1
F R EQ DOWN	 INT UP INT DOWN WEIGHT FUNCT UP WEIGHT FUNOT I N T OWN TOTAL. INT UP TOTAL
1.455+03 4.136-10 2.624-05 8.229-07 59218-02 6.773-04 30295-05
1.452 +03 le226-10 1.422-05 2+845-07 29836-02 6875q-04 10678-05
5.954+03 1.789-12 6x537-06 3.580-09 1.308-02 60735-04 6.894-06
1 . 456 +03 1932q-18 3.723-06 20659-L5 7•g7q-03 60716-04 3.814-06
L+ q 5S+03 6.905-19 20485-06 1.391-15 5.005-03 6+696*O4 29535-06
1+460+03 6.288'20 1+633-06 16263-16 3.299-03 60677-04 1.696-06
is962 +03 1869&.'23 looSq-06 38830-20 3+758-03 6+658-04 1.863-86
!• q 64 +03 2.729-23 28111-06 5+550-20 4.245-133 61639-04 2412q"04
1 •g 66403 3.158-23 2.388-06 70670-2D ga874-D3
_
b96Zt7^4g "06 - - - -
1.968+03 4s761-23 20694-06 9.790-20 5.414-03 606 D! O4 2+663-0b
1.470+03 9.279-17 34242-06 1.906-13 69659-03 68582"Oq 393I2-06
1 . 472 +03 q.523-I6 51059-06 90321-13 10013-02 6.563-04 50286-06
ls g 74+03 1.859-15 7.836-06 3 n 815-12 1.620-02 665g4-Oq 86287-06
18476*03 gs373-k5 1.217-05 9.073-12 20526-02 6.52_5_-04 19296:05
Is47A*03 6.873-15 19673-05 1.931-lL 38482-02 6.506-04 1#785-O5
1 . 180+03 90378-15 19968-05 18916-11 49110-02 60ge7-p4 28103"05
19 g 82*03 1.093-lq 1#977-05 28291-11 401gq-02 68467-04 29115-DS
10 g 8 q*03 5.062-1q 10829-05 20233-11 30847-02 6.448-04 10955-05
1.886+03 8.111-15 1.380-05 10711-11 2+411-02 6#929-a4 1+473-R5
1 0 988 + 03 50611-15 8+848-06 10188-11 19873-02 60410--04 90910-06
1 0 490 +03 3.216-15 46850-06. 68832-12 18030"02 bs391-09 S^1Sq^gi -	 -
1 eq 92+03 1.098-15 29363-06 20340-12 50037-03 68372-04 28887-06
1+ g9giO3 3.216-18 68488-07 68878-15 1.388-03 6.353-Di 66571007
l sg 96*03 3+958-31 3.634-07 8.494-28 70798-q1 69334-04 39637447
1 0g 98*03 29812-31 30238-07 68056-28 6.972-04 60315-D4 39240-07
1.500*fl3 1.675-31 2+844-07 3s619-26 6606-0 60296-04 20846-07
19502+03 5.gg2-32 2+257-07 1.180-28 4.695-09 6.276-04 21254-07
L+50q *03 2.479-34 1sg10-07 59394-31 38047-04 66257-04 11410-27
1+506 +03 1.809-34 1.029-07 3.951-31 20247-04 6.238-04 19030''07
Is508 +0 lslg5-34 60523-08 2sS08-31 10429-04 60219-04 40526"08
1 . 510+03 4#848-35 2.780-08 10066-31 60113-05 69200-04 29762008
1 0 512+03 5.060-39 1.419-10 50116-35 3OL31-137 6018LfP1 1!120+10
1.524*03 0.000 00000 09000 06000 8siiz-Og Deana
1.516+03 Deana 00000 08000 09000 6.243-04 O9D00
I s SI8 4 03 3.795-39 18089-10 8.862-36 2.428-07 bel2q-04 19084»10
10520*03 2.047-29 6.637-08 40580-26 1.485-04 6•laS*Oq 69647-88
1 9 522*03 1.789-28 28433-07 48018-25 5.912-0 69086-0q 28639-07
1952q+93 38361-28 q.651-07 7.579-25 1.088-113 400677-g4 g96bj--0
10526*03 44927-28 68655-07 loltq-2q 1.505-03 69048-04 6.469-07
1 0 528 +03 6 178-28 8#642-07 Isq7O-24 1.961-03 6+029-04 80660-07
1 . 530+03 78621-28 9.320-07 10736-2q 2.123-fl3 60009-09 9a3g1-07
1.532 +03 6.037-28 7.41g-07 19380-2g 1.695-03 50990-04 7.930-87
1 . 534 +03 ge163-28 Ss395-07 10021-24 1.238-03 59971-09 59807-07
1.536+03 28900-28 38391-07 6.676-25 7.808-09 50952-04 _ 39399±127
1 # 538 +03 1s3g8-28 10g19w07 39114-25 30279»04 59933-04 L9g22-07
I . 5 g 0 +O3 89843-32 292x6-08 2+051-28 5.300-05 50915-04 20287-08
1 0 542+03 68513-37 30119-08 10516-33 74298-05 50896-04 31120-08
1 . 594*0 9.503-37 99567-08 20220-33 1.067-0q 5.877-0q 40549-08.
18546 +03 1.287-36 68005-08 20924-33 194OC-04 5e858-Oq 6.007.04
1 . 548 +Q3 1oq51-36 7.061-08 39413-33 1 n 66L-;+q 58839-01 70044-98
1 . 550+Q3 19117-36 50592-08 2.710-33 10320-04 5.820-04 59594-08
1 985 2 +03 Bgq62-37 4.133-08 2.006-33 9.796-05 5i801-04 4#134.08
1 0 554 +03 5#472-37 29685-08 18302-33 6.387-05 59782-04 zsb86-08
1.556 + 03 20503-37 19247-08 5.977-34 2.977-05 5•743"IIH 1!247^-8.-_
1.558+03 6.272-39 04000 19503-35 0.060 5.794-09 09000
1,S60+03 1.712-38 09000 49166-35 01,000 5,725-04 00000
1,562+03 2.829-38 09000 60831-35 00000 54707r04 01,000
10564 +0 59785-38 20327-09 19402"34 50638-06 50688-04 20327+Q9
10566 + 03 9.215-38 59208-09 20241-34 1.257-05 5,669-04 51,209"09
1!566 +p3 1 ► 139.3'' 00067-09 29781"34 10969-05 X0450"0! Q!039Tn9
1 570+01 6.891-Z7 10987-08 11,689"23 41,869"05 59632-04 09i9"0B
b:929+1171 . 5x_ +n3 4.421.16 5.783-fl7 1.087-12 1,922-p3 50613"'04
1 0 574 4 03 6.148-13 3.031"06 10518-09 70483-03 5,5911°04 30310"06
19576 413 10203-09 99257-06 2.951-06 20294- 02 50575"04 "1174-lart-
1 1,578+&3 9.761-09 2.017-05 20428-05 59018-02 50556*04 2.893-p5
l sa%o +n3 7-933-08 3.521-OS L*OS6-09 at223moZ -- A 0 53q"aS---------40 S Z US	 .
10S82+03 L1,528-07 5,127-05 3,830-04 1.285-01 51,512-04 80548-05
19584 +03 2.311-07 60411"05 50815-04 10663-01 504890'04 1914`1!119
11,586 +p3 3.068-07 71,528.05 70749"04 1.901-01 59466-04 1930001
1x588 +03 39680.07 70635-05 90330»04 1036-01 59945-104 19399"04
10590+03 39580-07 7,315"05 90109004 16862-01 50427-04 10337-09
1!572+01 30531-07 60962-05 90019-09 1277Aw01 --5E"2wn4__ -- .11285"as
10594 +03 3.474-07 6,398-05 80909-04 1x641-01 50392-04 1,199"04
19596+03 3.423-07 61,007.05 8.811-04 10596"01 51,374-04 iT126"04
1.598 +03 30433-07 600!•.4-05 89871-04 19564-01 50356-04 10140-04




LA YEa.1 IS NEAREST GROUND) - 4 	 UNI:S OF R ADIANCE ARE WATTS/ICMO*2 oSTERAUTAN-NtcHOMETLR)
UNITS OF WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS ARE DITRANSHIS5ION)
F REQ DOWN INT UP INT DOWN WEIGHT	 FUNCT UP "EIGHT FUNCT INT DWN TOTAL INT UP TOTAL
1. g SO+O3 6.523-11 6.338-05 1*508-07 14965-01 6*773-Oq 96634-05
10452*03 10892-11 q.711-05 9.388-08 1.093,01 60759-04 61389"05
1. g 5 q+ 03 2.417-13 3.920-05 50626-10 7.961-02 6.735-pq 4.109-05
1. g 56 + 03 3.453-20 2*556-05 8.067-17 50970-02 6+716-04 2.937-a5
1 . 858 +03 1.799-20 1.085-05 99217-17 19886-02 60696-01 2.338„05
1 9g 60 + 03 1.596-21 1.961-05 38755-18 g9613002 bs677 -aq 2al26-05
1s g 62 +03 1.259-25 2+398-05 2.971-22 5*513-02 6.658-04 2:535-05
1+9 6 9 + 03 2.031-25 2+503-05 gs811-22 5.928-02 60639-01 2:715-05
19966*D3 2.798-25 2 n 667-05 60650-22 6.390-0Z 69620-0 g:9plF+6s-- --
1.468 + 03 3*559-25 2.790-05 84890-22 60654-02 60601'04 39056+05
1* g 70+p3 4.213-18 20717-05 1.008-I4 6.503-OZ 60562-04 30048wpS
1 . 472*03 2.072-17 2.775-05 9.977-0 60665-02 6.563-04 39304+05
1 . 479 +03 99877-17 30335-05 2,381-13 8:038-02 69Sgq-04 99163"05
1. g 76 +03 29415-16 g9gI0-05 50892-13 16067-01 6 *525 -04 59706-95
1• g 7B*03 3039-16 5.625-05 9,307-13 10365-01 6.506-Oq 70110-05
1*480*03 50160-16 69396-05 19257-12 10558-01 6#187-09 89499"05
I*482 +03 60234-16 60481-05 1*524-12
_
10585-01 6*467-01 86596"aS
Is g B q *03 6,092-16 69089-05 1:495-12 16994-01 60148-04 86044-05
10N86+03 4.666-16 g986I-05 19Ig9-I2 16197-01 64g29-04 46334-a5
1.488*Q3 3-[q7-16 39369-05 8.024-13 80326-02 64410-0 4 90 3 30 5.Is440*03 1.879-16 20235-05 4.66 - - * _ 050-05
1 9 1 42 +03 69396-17 19557-05 1.592-13 3.677-02 64372,04 16806-S
l* g 9g+03 1.277-19 1.119-05 34191-16 20799-02 60353-04 10184-aS
14446*03 44079-34 90286-06 19023-30 20328-02 60334-04 90650-04
I1498 +03 2.896-3q 80793-06 70287-31 20213-02 69315-04 99137«06
)*500*03 10721-34 8.309-06 q*348-31 2.047-102 69296-04 40_548c04__
1*502 +03 59554-35 74I6Iw06 19408-31 1+815^02 6*276rOq 71386«06
1 0 50q *03 8.751-38 q*776-06 20226-3q 19216-OZ 4*Z57-p4 19917-06
1 6506 +03 64387-38 3*g86-06 19631-34 89903"03 *1238-Oq 3#599-06
1 0 508 +03 4*039-38 2*210-06 1:035-3q 59664-03 60219-04 29375-**
1 0 510*03 1.704-38 90429-07 q:398-35 29gU-0 69200-04 90708-07
1.512*03 00000 6*238-09 04000 1.611-05 00181-94 60380ag9
19519*03 00000 00000 01000 66000
1.516+03
00,000 60162-04
0*000 00000 O:a00 06000 69143-04 096-D
1 6 518*03 00000 30982-09 00000 10040-05 60124-04 g609I-09
2*520+03 41722-32 10290-06 14237-28 36381-03 66105-Oq 14356.04
1 4 522*03 40193-31 40547-06 11090-27 16196-02 61-8b-54 40811•96
1 9 524+ 03 76787-31 79901-06 20056-27 29086-02 60067`611 843&7-O6
I s 526*03 1.140-30 1*123-05 30022-27 24976-02 6*048 -aq 10190--5
1 6 528 +93 11499-30 16953-05 3#989-27 3*865-02 6*029-Oq 59539-OS
19530*03 1*76q-30 1.B29-05 99710-27 q:082-02 69004--q 16622"05
11532 #03 19397 -30 1*215-05 30749-Z7 39257-02 50990-p9 ;0289005
1653 q+03 1.032-30 89795-06 20778-27 2 n 367-02 56971-01 9336006
10536*03 6*708-31 50466-06 14812-27 10476-02 56952-04 50806"96
1 0 538 +03 3*118-31 2*221-06 8*953-28 66021-03 5*933-oq 29363"06
16590+03 10376-34 5*617-07 39744-31 1*529-03 59915-04 59896-07
1 0 592*03 00000 80269-07 5*10!•37 2025$-03 54896-04 80576-07
1 0 548 +03 00-00 18208-06 79469-37 3.313-03 56877-0q 19254°06
1 . 596*03 G8000 10586006 91836-37 4.368-03 5#858-01 1+647406
1 . 598*03 00000 19856-06 IsIg8-36 59129-03 5.839-04 19926-0b
14950+03 01000 10968-06 90108-3: 9*07q-03 5.820-04 19524-06
16552 +03 00000 10084-06 69741-37 3*019-03 50601-04 16125-06
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UNITq OF WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS ARE 31TRAN5HISSIONI




14456 603 3*530-21 36588-05
19458 +03 1.838-21 3.209-05
1 0g60 *0 3 1-621-22 3*339-05
1 . 9 6 2*03 70669-27 9.027-05
1 0 9 6 4 +03 1*237-Z6 44390-05
1- q 66*03 1070q-26 q*339-05
l sg 68*03 2.168-26 4+392-05
1.470*03 5-359-19 40017-05
1-9 7 2*03 2.641-18 3.562-05
1•47q *03 1.342-37 3.816-05
l • 476*03 3-331-17 4.601-05
19 g 78*03 5-306-17 50580-05
1 0 480 603 7*16117 6.226-OS
1.482+03 8.693-17 6sg0O-05
1*484 +03 8*512-17 60115-05





1+9 9 6*03 1-100-35 2*G7q-06
I*998*03 7.803-36 10992-05
1+500403 q*636-36 10911-OS
1*502 603 1.492-36 19671-05
1 . 504*03 0.000 1*123-05
1 9 506*03 00000 80189-06
1 0 508*03 00000 59178-06
105t0*03 00000 2.189-06
1*512 6 03 0*000 3*095"09
10514*03 0-000 09000
1+816 603 0*000 06000
1+518+03 0.000 3+761-09
1 0 520*03 1-784-33 2+469-06
I9S22*03 10567.32 8*406-06
1*524 +03 2.995-32 I015q-05
1 9 526 +0 44.312-32 10062-05
1*528+03 56668-32 7•665-05
3-530 . 43 6-666-32 2*762-05
1 0 532 +03 59278-32 20212-05
1-534*03 3.909 -32 10599-05






1 0 548*0 0-000 10732-06
1 9 SSn*03 00000 1.367-06
1 9 5 52 603 06000 10006-P6
10;54'03 00,100 n-q69-01
UNITS OF RADIANCE ARE ItfATTS/1CM**Z •S16RAU1AN*HIrROMETER1
DOW N WEIGHT FUNCT UP WEIGHT FUNCT INT OWN TOTAL 1NT UP TOTAL
3 .720-0 8 1*648-01 6.773-04 1+572-04
1-074-08 10399"01 6-754-Oq 16154+>?4
1 i3 07 -10 1*180-01 6*735-Oq 8*g36-05
9 .661-18 90H19-02 6*716-04 69525-05
5 9 0"•4-18 $w814"02 60696"04 50547-05
go417 0-1 9 96206-02 6-677-04 50965-Ors
2*122-23 10114-01 60658-og 60662w05
30437-23 1*164-01 68639.09 6-905-05
4.751-23 10208-01 60620-01 712'12-ds
6#066-23 1.229-01 6+601-04 70448-Ors
1*50 q-15 19128-01 6`.,82-'04 7605-05	
__	
-.
7+496-15 l*009-01 4=563"09 6e866-05
30798-14 1.080-01 60599-Oq 70980-OS
90460-1 q 11307-01 b-525-04 19031-09
1-513-13 1*591-01 69506-04 19299"04
20099-13 1082-01 b*g87-04 19972-04
2.9 97-13 10838-01 6*q67-04 10500-04
2.454-13 10763'-01 61448-Oq 19916-04
10889-13 1*503-01 6+929"04 1*153-04
19322-13 1*140-01 60g1U-04 80237.95
79703-1 q 80803102 6+391"04 5 +76t^ -05
2.630-14 70976-02 6+372-0q 19359-05
40521-17 6.673"02 60353"04 3+523-05
3+289-32 60120-02 6933q*0q 3#039.05
2 9 311-32 5i903-02 693IS-04 29904-05
1-3 78-32 5*68,3-02 6-296"04 2 *771105
q * g 5 q -33 q/987-02 66276-04 20909-OS	 --
g 0337-36 30366-02 60257-0g It615-05
3 6 177-36 2.463102 69238-04 19178"05
2*016-36 1056q-02 69219-09 70453-06
8-559-37 6.637-03 69200-04 30160-06
0 .000 9*268-06 60181-04 90925-09
0 9000 08000 6.162-04 04000
0 0000 06000 6*lq3-Oq 04000
0 0000 1+158-05 60129-09 74652.09
5 9 516-36 7063q"03 691U5"04 30825'006
90864-29 29609-02 6*086"04 1.322-05
9-177-29 48531-02 6008,7-04 26291+05
1.349-28 6.453.02 6*Og8-09 39252-05
1 0 780-2 8 $•373-02 60029"04 4+20q-p5
2*102-28 8-773-02 66009-04 49404-05
1+671-26 7*004-02 50990.09 3*501"05
1-2 q O-2B 5*082-02 50971+09 29532-05
8.087-29 39141-02 50952-0q 19571"05
3.774.29 1*261-02 59933-04 ~*296+06
1 0 428-32 2.151-'03 5i915-Oq 19253-06
60803-39 1*556103 5.896-04 l*699-06
1*146-38 36729-03 50877-04 20g0J-06
1-507-38 g6903-03 5*858-04 30152-06
1•7 g 9-38 54663-03 50839-04 3 .658-00
1038838 40469-03 00820"04 2-891-06
8.942-39 3.316-03 z-nOl-J4 2.131-06





























	 IS NEAREST GROUND) n 	 6 UNITS OF RADIANCE ARE WATTS/lCti nn 2 •STERADIAN•yleRUHETERI
UNITS OF WEIG H TING FUNCTIONS ARE D(TRANSMISSION)
F REQ DOWN	 INT UP	 INT DOWN WEIGHT FUNCT UP HEIGHT FUNCT INT OWN TOTAL INT UP TOTAL
1.9 5 0 +03 3s241-12 2.752-05 10194-08 1.008-01 61773-Oq 1.847-p9
1.452+03 9.366-13 2.407-05 36444-09 8.850-02 6075q-09 1.349-p9
t0 g 5q+03 1.120-1g 10105-05 4.135-11 7.773-02 60735-04 1.054-0`+
1.956 + 03 6.508,22 !0817-05 20913-18 6.737-02 6.716-09 59342-OS
1 . 458 + 03 3.387-22 1.691-05 10261-18 6.29q-02 6.696-04 7.23-►-05
1 •g 6U +03 2.980-23 1.834-05 I+tlq-19 60856-02 69677vo4 7.299-p5
1 . 962 +0 1.211-27 20247-05 40545»24 B9g3q-02 6.658-04 86809-05
1 . 46 4+03 1.953+27 2.338-05 74361-24 8.812-02 6.639-09 9:243-QS
1.966 +03 2.689-27 29g01-05 10016-23 9.067-02 61620"09 90643-05
1.468 +03 3.414-27 20410-05 1.299-23 9.159-02 60601-04 90859-05
14170+03 1.065-19 2.362-05 40064-16 8.250-02 60582-04 9.227-05
10472+03 5.257-19 1.825-05 2•O14-15 6.991-02 60563-04 80490-05
1.474 +03 2.733+18 1.871-05 1.051-19 74200-02 605gq-Oq 90851-05
1.976+03 6.812-38 20176-OS 2.632-14 8.908-02 6.525-09 10248-pq
10478 + 03 3.086-17 2.590-05 q.219-14 1.005-01 6.506-01 1.556-04
3 . 980 +03 1.467-17 2.885-05 50715-1q 1.124-01 6+987-01 1.741+04
1.482 + 03 10783-17 3.01105 60975-14 19178-01 6+967-04 1.801"04
14484 +03 1.746-17 20920,05 6.861-Iq . q 7^t	 3	 Ol 6 qq 8-p4 1.708-091.486+03 1.33$-17 20560-05 50281-14 1•0t0-01 6.429-04 1tg09-04
1 . 488 +03 90336-18 20016-05 3-699-14 70986-02 6•g10-09 • 25. g0_
1 •g90 +03 50422-18 1 •632-OS 2.158-1g 6.495-02 6.391
	 04 ^570900 OS
t*492+03 10843^18 10455-05 7.366-15 5.813-02 6.372-09 5081q-05
1.9 94 +03 39024-21 ]•q12-O5 1.213-17 50666-02 6.353-09 9.935-OS
1 . 4 96 + 03 19323-36 1.285-06 50331-33 5.178-02 60339"04 4.328-951-498 +03 9.383-37 10256-05 3.798-33 50082-02 64315-Oq 9:160-05
I • SOD +03 5#571-37 t•226"05 2.265-33 4.985-p2 60296_-9q 3*99"0 5
1 . 502 +p 3 1.792.37 1409605 7.315-3q g9476-02 6.276-0q 3.504-p&
I • S0 q+fl3 00000 79498-06 6.082-37 3.079-02 6:257-09 24365-US
1-506 +03 04000 50474-06 q•g55-37 2.254-02 64238-04 16725-05
1 6 50 8+03 08000 3.468-06 2.818-37 1.434-{I2 6.219-09 1.092-05
1 . 510 +03 00000 1.480-06 14168-37 64198-03 4.200-Oq 4+640-06
1.512 + 03 06000 20193-09 0.000 90149-06 6+191-04 1.162008
14514 +03 0.000 00000 0.000 00000 60163-pq 0:000
1.516 +03 00000 00000 00000 00000 6:tg3-pq 00000
1.518 + 03 D-000 24462-09 00000 100g1-qS 6012'1-04 10031-08
1.520 +03 2.381-3q 10462-06 10011-30 66206-03 60105-01 91287-06
14522 +03 24091-33 q•860-06 8-914-30 2.072-02 6.086-09 1.808-0S
10524 +03 3x928-33 80370-06 14682-29 3.554-02 60067-09 3.128-051 0 526 + 03 50799-33 10185-OS 2.472 24 5.046-02 64098-04 g0937-05
1 . 528 + 03 7.553-33 1.529-05 3.263-29 6.607-02 64029-04 5-739-05
1.530 +03 80881-33 19596-05 30853-29 6.882-02 60009-04 5.990-05
1.532 403 7.029-33 1.260-05 3.063-29 59493-02 5.990-09 4.762-05
1 . 534 + 03 5.192-33 9.094-06 2.273-29 3.981-02 5 n 971.04 3.g9z-05
10536+03 30371-33 50614-06 16482-29 2.469.02 5.952-04 2.132-'lb
1 . 538 +D3 1-566-33 2.209-06 6.916-30 99755-03 50933-04 8.505-p6
1 0 5 g 0 +03 50409-37 40126-07 20986-33 19830-03 5.915-Og 1.666-06
1.542 +03 00000 5.020-07 0.000 20290-03 5+896-04 29151-04
30544 + 03 0.000 70304-07 00000 3.269-03 $4877-04 34134-06
1 . 596 +03 0.000 9.560-07 D•000 4-248-03 50658-09 4.108-06
1 . 548 + 03 0.000 .9099-06 0.000 44964-03 50839-04 90757.06
1.550 +0' 00000 8.675-07 0.000 30935-03 56820-04 3.759-06
1 . 552 +03 00000 69378-07 00.000 2.908-03 Sisal-Og 20769-06
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LA fE 4 1l 1 5 NEAREST GRO UND) n 7
	




UNITS OF WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS ARE DITRANSH15S1ON)
FRED DONN	 TNT UP TNT DOWN WEIGHT FUNCT UP BEIGHT FUNCT 1NT OWN TOTAL 1NT UP TOTAL
J0 g 50+03 5.089-13 5.505-06 20810-09 30039-02 6.773-04 16902-04
1 9 452+03 1.973-13 9.866-06 Seib?-to 2@698-02 6975q-O% l#443-04
1945 q +03 1.630-15 4.338-06 J9020-11 20917-02 6.735-04 19098-04
J 0g 56 + 03 9.169-23 36814-06 50130-19 2#135-02 6+716-Oq 80724-05
1. g 58 + 03 90767-23 3.605-06 29681-19 2.027.02 6x696-09 70598-05
1 9g 6O*03 449188-24 3.964-06 20366-20 2.280-02 6.677-04 70696-05
1 9 962 +03 10665-28 4.878-06 90454-25 29769-02 60658-04 9#297-05
1/484 0 03 20685-26 59063-06 16531-24 2#867-02 60639+04 96750-05
Ir gb6+03 39695-28 5.170-06 2.117-24 20962-02 69620.44 18016-OR
10468 + 03 96695-28 5.155-06 20703-24 20968-02 60601-04 19037x04
10470 +03 1.543-20 40572-06 8.9241-17 20645-02 60582-09 99689-05
10 g 72*03 7.615-20 30773-06 g0925-16 29193-02 69563-Fi9 90068-05
19974+03 9.012-19 3.808-06 2.393-IS 20223-02 60544-04 1.023-04
1.976 +03 1.002-18 q.408-06 50881-15 29586-02 6.525-04 19292-044
l n g 78*03 1.598-16 50253-06 9.921-15 3.097-02 66506-04 19610-09
10 g 80*O3 20159.18 50914-06 1.278-19 36503*02 69g87"Oq 19820-04
1 0 482*03 20625-10 66262-06 19562-14 39726"02 69967"04 1+863-04
I •g8q + O3 29570-18 60152-06 19537-14 3.679-02 619481+09 10769.04
1- q 86 + 03 1.169-18 5#473-06 19183-1q 3.288-02 60427-04 10963-04
10gB9+03 1.373-18 4938 106 86291-15 29645002 61410-044 1-PO?Ift .
1 6 490+03 7.976-19 30599-06 90838-15 2.180-02 60391-04 70760-05
1 . 492*03 30708-19 30233-06 1.651-15 19971902 60372-04 6#137-05
1 . 494*03 q•gg2-22 30161-06 20721-18 10988-02 60353-04 S#Z53-05
+03 19656-37 20926-06 10019-33 19801"02 69339-04 90617-05
1:
1 6 4 9 6
.498 0 03 1617q-37 26888 -06 7.262-3q 16786-02 6.315-09 40498"05
1 .500*03 60969-38 2.850-06 96330-34 19771-09 60296-04 4102st 0 5 __
1 9 502 +o3 2#240-38 29573-06 10399-3q 10606-02 60276 -04 30763-05
19904 +03 00000 19772-06 19090-37 16112"02 60257-04 215g2-05
1 9506*03 0.000 16293-06 70862-38 8#153-03 60238-Oq 19455-05
1 0 508*03 06000 8#189-07 86876-38 50189-03 69219-Oq 1•17q-05
1 0510*03 0.000 3#994-07 1042 138 26225"03 64200-Oq 40990006
1 9 512 003 00000 5.253-10 0-GOO 3061-06 60181-04 16214'9[18	 .___
1 . 51 q *03 0.000 00000 09000 09000 66162-04 00000
1-516*03 09000 01,000 00000 00000 601g3-Oq 00000
1+518*03 0.000 59988-IO 09000 36538-06 6012q-O4 11086-04
1 9 520 +03 3.053-35 36130-07 3#992-31 20042-o3 60105-Og 596001906
1 0 522 003 26679 -3q 10031-06 1.757-30 6059-03 69086-04 1.911-OS
1952 q *03 5.030-39 19771-06 30315-30 19167-02 6.067-04 3.303-05
1-526*03 7.357-34 20505-06 49873-30 30659.02 69048-04 49647-05
1 0 528 0 03 9.662-34 3.230-06 6#443 130 2.150-02 60029-04 64057-05
1 . 530 +03 16135-33 3.390-06 70594-30 29234-02 60009-04 6932 405
1 0 532*03 80980-34 26652-Ob 6#037-30 19783.02 50990-0q 5*027"05
9053 q *03 60630-3q 30911-06 46979-30 10291-02 59971-04 31633„05
1 0536*03 99302-39 10178-06 29921-30 7-998-03 59952-Oq 20250.05
! 6 $38 +03 1.997-34 46577-07 10363-30 30124.03 50933-04 86963-06
1 9 5440 +03 79020-38 69816-O8, q*835-3q 4.675-04 5.915-09 1.739-06
1 . 592*03 00000 70179-08 09000 409445"09 59896-Oq 2.223-06
10599 +03 06000 10Og3-07 06000 7.229"04 50877+04 31238-06
! • 546 +03 00000 1.366-07 0.000 905141o4 5085,8-04 4124%-06
1.548 +03 06000 19579-07 00000 161DS"03 59839-04 4#915-Ob
1 0 550 +03 00000 1.246.07 0.000 80765-04 50820"044 3988906
1.552 +03 06000 9#168-08 09000 6.481-04 508,01-04 2.860-06
10554 +03 06000 5.907-08 00000 9.147-09 50782-04 19 896-06
L2556+03 00000 2+678-08 0#0oo 1+913-a4 atZA-1"04 a^3`21-02
1.558+03 0#000 00000 0.000 a n OOo 59794-o4 oitao
19560+03 0.000 01000 09000 0.000 59725-04 otcou
1.562+03 00000 09000 0.000 0+000 59707-04 G9000
1 . 564 +03 00000 02000 09000 09000 51688-04 20327-09
1x566+03 0.000 0.000 09000 0.000 59669-04 59209-09
1 9 569+03 00000 0.000 01000 09000 59650-04 49069--4-
1 9 57n*03 2.957-32 59glq-a8 24189-28 9.007-nq 5.612-oq 86316-07
1 # 572 +03 1.061-19 q#871-07 7.891-16 39624-03 59613-04 19050.905
1 9 5 74*03 59885-16 1#186-06 g9371-12 89869-03 59594-04 3 ► 162'+05
1.576 +03 2.288-12 2.035"06 1#720-06 10530-02 5#575-04 b9594-05
19578 4 A3 2#231-11 2.970-06 19691-07 2924q-02 $9556-04 19147'09
i!58II.+.. ¢3 3.582-10 3 . 876-06 2 0 724-06 2R 99y-n2 9-4	 _5.35311 1±16I^RJ` ,.
1 . 587 +03 7.568-10 4.174-06 5#778-0b 3.187-02 59512-o9 29241-09
1 . 584+03 16152-09 4#098-06 8#891-06 38145-02 59990-Oq 2.696-04
1 . 586*03 19539-09 39877-06 10187-05 2-991-02 59468-04 29921-09
10588 +03 1.889-09 39650-06 19465-05 2.831-02 5.446-04 299399.09
1 9 5 40 + 03 1+790--09 39398-06 1x396-05 29649-02 59426-04 49805-04
19592+03 19730-09 39348-06 19356-05 29629-112 59!!1-a9 2:2a7r_o&-.
1 9 594*03 19669-09 3.835-06 1.315-OS 29706-02 $1393-04 29587-04
1 9 596 +03 19610-09 39530-06 19275-o5 26796-02 59375"04 29510904
19598 +03 19565-09 3#525-06 19296-05 26806--02 59357-0g 29519-04
1 9 600 +03 19490-O9 39657-06 19192-05 2#927-02 59343-04 29498-04
N
LATED(l 15 NEAREST GR011N01 n 8	 UNITS OF RADIANCE ARE WA 7 TS / JC1b* • 2 9STERA01AN6dirROMETERJ
(1?
UNITS OF WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS ARE D(TRANSHISSION)
FRED DOWN TNT UP TNT DOWN WEIGHT FUNCT UP %EIGHT FUNCT TNT OWN T OTAL TNT UP TOTAL
1.950 +03 3.211-14 3.652-07 30117-10 3.595"03 6.773-Oq 1.906-09
1 . 452 +03 19006-1q 3.164-07 9~815-11 3 n 087-03 6.759-04 1.446-04
1.454 +03 1.896-16 2.606-07 1.811-12 2.753-63 6.735-Oq 1.100'si
1 1 456 +03 4.730-2q 2.445-07 4.666-20 2.912-03 6.716-04 8.798-05
1.458+03 2s4S8-24 2.261-07 29938-20 2.213-03 6.696-04 7.621-05
1.960 +03 2•153-25 29839-07 2.147-21 2.432-03 60677-04 70720-05
1 .46 2 *0 3 86839-30 2.977-07 8.863-26 2.905-p3 66658-04 9.327"05
10864*03 1.429-29 3+061-07 19935-25 3.08&-03 66639-04 9.780-05
1.466 +03 10958-29 3.099-07 12905-25 3.142-03 6.620-a4 l0r,i0^-
1 9 468 +03 2.986-29 3.069-07 2.534-25 30123-03 61601-Oq 10040-01
J 9g70*O3 7.949"22 26685-07 6.148-18 2.752~03 4.582-04 96711.05
1 . 472 + 113 3.920-21 20182-07 9.090-17 202g9-03 69563-04 90089"05
J•474+03 2.197-20 2.209-07 2.277-16 29289-03 6.5gq-04 16025-09
1.476 + n3 5.537-20 2.661-07 59770-16 2.773-04 6.525-04 1•05-91
19478 +03 8.8g3-20 3.269-07 9.265-16 3.425-03 60506-04 11614-Oq
194BO +03 1.196-19 36792-07 1.260-15 3.996-03 66987-04 1082q-09
10 g B2*03 16958-19 9.129-07 I65g5-15 q•375-03 6.467-04 10867-0q
l. g 8 g603 1.927-19 9.163-07 1.521"15 40435-03 &0498-04 1.774 .904
1 . 486*03 J.099-19 39716.07 11172-15 3.980-03 60429-09 1+467-Oq
10488+03 7663J-20 3.005-07 86220-16 3.237-03 69g10-04 16_072-gq
10 g 90+03 40936-20 29860-07 40804-36 20&65"03 6.391"04 76789-05
1 . 492 +03 1.499-20 20170-07 1.633-16 20364-03 60372-Oq 6+159-05
l •g9q+03 29545-23 20060-07 2.788-19 21256-113 60353-04 5.273-05
1 0 4 9 6 6 03 8.836-39 1.876-07 99739-35 26066-03 6033q"04 40638-05
1 0 498 +03 6.260-39 1.829-07 66934-35 26027-03 6.315"04 46767-05
1 1 500+03 3.712-39 16784-07 40135-35 11987-03 66496-04 499-05_
1.502+03 06000 1.591-07 16335-35 10783-03 60274-09 36779-05
1 • 50 q+03 0.000 16090-07 00000 10228-03 60257-04 96553-05
1 . 506 603 00000 76948-08 00000 96006-04 66238-04 16862-05
31508+03 06000 50030-08 04,000 50732-01 61219-09 16179-05
10510 +03 0.000 26185-p8 00000 29458-04 6+200-04 51011-OB
! 15 12+03 00000 31243-11 0.000 3.737-07 40181-04 _ 1 ►21k-0e
1651 q+03 00000 00000 09000 0.000 60162-01 06000
10516 603 0.000 00000 0.000 01000 60193-0q 00000
1.518 603 06000 30116-1I 01000 30653-07 61124-04 16089-08
1 . 520+ 03 11559-36 16784-08 16838-32 20109-04 61105-Oq 51618-06
1 . 522*n3 1.367-35 50863-08 16621-31 6.952-04 40086-09 16917-05
1 • 52g603 2056q-35 10006-07 3•OSB-31 1.200-03 61067-0q 39315-05
1.526 +03 3.796-35 16922-07 40495-31 10705-03 6.0411-04 46702-05
1.528 +03 90918-35 10832"07 56932-31 20210-03 60029-04 60075-05
1 0 530*03 5677q-35 1+892-07 79006-31 20296-03 60009-09 603g3-05
16532 603 49564-35 19501-67 5.569-31 11832-03 51990-09 59092-05
1 . 539*03 30366-35 10081-07 40132-31 19327-03 56971-04 3/643-D5
1 0 536 +03 2.183-35 60659-08 2.695-31 8.21q-D4 54952004 20257-05
10538 603 I.O13-3S 20581-08 10257-31 30206-04 50933"04 8.988-p6
1 0 540 +03 3.539-39 30837-09 9.420-35 4a792-05 589g6-Oq 1.738-06
1 . 592 603 00000 9.041-09 00000 51076-05 50896-OR 2.227-06
1 . 844 603 0.000 5.873-09 00000 7•g2J-05 50877-04 102gq-06
1 0 5 g 6*03 0.000 7-•689-09 00000 90765-05 51858-D4 4.252-06
IvS q 8*03 09000 89873-09 09000 11134-04 50839-0q 4.929-06
1 9 550*03 0.000 6.998-09 00000 8/ 997-05 50620"04 3.891-06
J 1 5S2*O3 00000 50199-09 00000 69653-05 56801-04 20846-06
10554 603 00000 3.312-09 00000 40308-05 5.782"04 14899-06
+	 e	 F	 A
18556+03 O#ODD 1650109 09000 1096q-05 5#763-0!i soya&-07
18558+03 00000 00000 00000 D-000 507gq-00i 00600
10560 + 03 09000 00000 08000 00000 5#725-04 D0000
19562 + 03 100000 00000 0.000 00000 52707-04 00000
10568 + 03 00000 0.004 08000 0.000 50688-qq 2032709
10566+03 0+009 0#000 00000 0.000 50669-04 50209"09
lt5dfi+n3 0+000 00800 00000 00000 5!65D-04 80{1$2_.({4
1 0 570 +03 1.63q-33 3.390-09 29228.29 9#622-05 50632-04 80350-07
1 05 72 + 03 60006-21 20998-08 80238-17 40112-0q 50613"01 10053-05
1 0 579 +03 3+282-17 74182-08 q+529-13 90910-04 5i54=1-04 30169"05
1 . 576+03 10321"13 1.214-07 10839-09 10692-03 50575-04 41606.005
10578 +03 10863-12 10785-07 20602-08 20992-03 50556-0q 10190oOh
1 . 58II!03 90959-11 20396-07 10398-06 3+347-03 5!5-111m9 _ js74ffan%
1+582 + 03 20 €16-10 20633-07 28990-06 30721-03 5+512-Oq 20299-04
1 0 58 9 +03 30229-10 28648-07 9.583-06 3#749-03 90890-04 20499-D4
1#566 +03 q•316-10 2.583-07 6#172-06 3-69q-83 $0968-04 20921"Qq
.0588+03 50367-10 20981-07 70721°06 3-570-03 50486-Oq 20924-st
10590 + 03 9038-10 20290-07 7#197-06 3.31q-03 5#%28-Oq 20807-0%
105?2+03 98666+10 20289-07 60799-06 38334*03 5:'311--Y ZgIW	 "t -
1-59q+03 90396-10 2#go6"07 6*g90-0b 30524-03 50393-04 20590-01
1 0 5 96 +03 q+130-10 2.528-07 6.086-06 39725-03 5'375"04 29513r0q
10548 + 03 30876-10 20610-07 50787-06 30869-03 50357-04 20521 "Dq






l	 LAYE911 IS NEAREST GROUNDI s 9
	
UNITS OF RADIANCE ARE WATTS/(CH+ 02 •STERADIAN*MIcROtIETER)
UNITS OF WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS ARE OITRANSHISSIGNI
F RED DOWN INT UP INT DOWN WEIGH T
 F U NCT UP w£IGH T FUNCT INT OWN TOTAL INT UP TOTAL
1.9517*03 2.2g7-15 2.308-08 5.149-11 5.288-04 60773"04 1x906-0q
iO452 +03 9.783-16 1.787-08 2.256-11 40123-09 6.75'*-04 16406-04
16454 + 03 4.002-17 1.443-08 9.292-13 39351-04 6.735-04 1.100-ON
1 0 45 6 03 2.627-26 i9065-08 6.140-22 26489-09 66716-04 80749-05
1.458 +03 10355-26 7.013-09 3.188"22 1.650-04 60696-Oq 7#622-05
1+460*03 1.037-27 40676-09 2.455-23 1.107-09 6#677*O4 7.720-05
1 . 462*n3 7.126-33 40033-09 10699-28 90619-05 6.658-Oq 9.3x7-05
1 . 464*03 1.145-32 3.049-09 26794-28 7.318'05 6.639"04 9.781-05
16966*03 1.572-32 2.410-09 3.799-28 5.823"05 6#620-09 1,019.04
10468*n3 36999-32 1.766-09 4.898-28 4.295-05 60601.04 1.090"04
1.970 + D3 6.449-25 19087-09 1.579-20 2.662-05 6.582-Oq 9.711.05
1.9 7 2 +03 3.16q-24 9.187-10 7.648-20 1.032-05 6.563"04 9.090-05
1.474 +03 4.615-22 1.282-09 10145-17 3.182-05 6#544-04 19025-04
1.476+03 1.303-21 5.727-09 3.254-17 1.431-04 69525-04 1.295-0q,.
1.478+03 2.133-21 1.01408 5.364-17 20550-04 6.506-Oq I'61%-O4
i•40o*n3 2.951-21 1.950-08 7.472-17 30670-04 6.987-04 1•824-04
1 . 4 8 2*fl3 35755-21 1.878-0e 9.570-17 4.786104 6.467-04 1.868.04
1.984*03 3.668-21 2#195-08 90411'17 $6632-04 6.498-04 1.774-04
1.486*03 2x828-21 10956-08 7#304-17 50054-04 6.429-04 1#467-04
1.988*n3 1.997-21 1#717-08 50194-17 q.g65-04 6.910"04 10072-04
10490*03 1#178-21 10482-08 3.085-17 30880-04 60391-04 70786-05
1.492 +03 3.719-22 1.251-08 90804-18 30298-04 60372-04 6914D-05
1099q@ 03 70409-25 90131-09 1i966-20 2#424-Oq 603°_:.•04 $927'*-06
1.896*03 00000 7.096-09 30418-36 1.883-0q 60334-04 q9636-05
10498*03 0#000 59008-09 2#936-36 1.387-04 60315-0'* 40967-05
10500*03 0.000 20998-09 16N53-36 80120-05 60296+0q 403110-95
10502*03 00000 10009-09 4.712-37 2#751.05 60276.04 30779.05
10509*03 0.000 68264-1i 00000 1#720-06 6#257"04 2.553-0
1#506 +03 0.000 g0598-11 06000 1,271-06 60238-09 101162-05
1.508+03 0000D 2 n 958-11 00000 B•Z3q-07 6.219-04 10179-05
1,510*03 09000 1#339-11 00000 3.194.07 6.200-09 50011-06
10512*03 00000 46199-10 00000 1.185-09 6.181"04 1.218-08
10514*03 00000 00000 00000 010000 6+162-04 00000
1 . 516 + 03 00000 00000 06000 0#000 6.193-04 00000
10518*03 06000 50599-15 08000 16613-i0 69129-04 10089-08
19520*03 00000 4.3;'9-12 1i881-35 1.276-07 6+105-04 50610-06
1 . 522*03 5.786-39 10787-11 1.690-34 5.219.07 6#08604 10917-05
1 9 52q *03 1.085-38 3,194••1: 3.193-34 90394-07 66067-04 3#315-05
1.526*03 1.585-38 46581-11 q n 695-34 1.357-06 66048-0'* 9.702-05
1 0 528*03 2.078-38 56948-11 6.198-34 10774-06 60029"Cq 6.075-05
1 . 530*03 20840-38 6#451-11 7+328-34 1,937'"06 60009 1Oq 6,393-05
1#532*03 1.927-38 5.179-11 51826-34 19566-06 5#990-04 50092-05
10534*n3 1.420"38 39773-11 g6324-34 10199-06 50971'"04 3.693-05
1 . 536*n3 90200-39 2.385-11 2.821-3q 7.314-07 58952"09 20257-05
1.538*03 4.270-39 16096-11 10319-34 30230-07 $0933-04 86988-06
I/590*03 00000 26777-17 9.815-38 $0636-08 5,915-09 10738-06
I*5 q 2*03 00000 36734-12 01000 10169"07 56896"04 2.227-06
105g 4*03 0.000 56421-12 0.000 1i709-07 56877-09 30244-06
1 6 546*03 0.000 7.084-12 06000 262g9-07 50858-04 40252-06
1.548*03 00000 80169-12 00000 2.612"07 50639-04 4*924-06
1 . 550*03 0*000 69435-12 01000 2.072'07 50820-04 36891-06
i 6 552 + 03 0.000 40725-12 02000 16532-07 59601-09 2.866-06




























LAYEa1l I S NEAREST GRO UND) n 10	 UNITS OF RADIANCE ARE 6AYTS/(CH**2 - STERAUI-tII*MIcROHETER)
uNITS OF WEIG 4TING FUNCTIONS ARE DITRANSNISSION)
FREQ DOWN	 INT UP	 INT DOWN WEIGHT FUNCT UP WEIGHT FUNCT INT D WN TOTAL INT UP TOTAL
10950*03 2.721-15 26138 -w3 5.422-11 4.260"04 60773-04 1.907-0q
1.452*03 1.228-I5 1.654•- 2.462-11 3.314-04 6.754"04 I*gg7"Qg
1045'* 03 507g9-17 1.31:	 - 1+160-12 2.695-Og 60735-04 1.101-0q
1 0 456 + 03 1.545-26 90681-. 3.137-22 1 n 966-0'! 60716"09 80750"05
10458 +03 7.969-27 6.g16-09 10629-22 1.311-04 6.696-oq 70622-05
1-960 +03 60097-28 80299-09 1025q-23 8•7g2-05 60677-04 7.721-05
1 0g 62*03 4.117-33 3.gt6 -09 8952q-29 7+217-05 6.658-09 90327-05
1•46 q + o3 60617-33 20499-09 1.374-28 50208,95 6.639-Oq 90781"05
1-466+03 90085 -33 1+956-09 10905-28 g0102-05 60620"04 1•Q3V-0-1
7.468+03 1.152-32 1.912-09 20932-28 20980-OS 60601-04 10041-04
1 . 970 + 03 30701-25 88496-10 70864-21 1+805-05 6+582-04 9.711-05
1.872 + 03 10827-21 20995-10 39908 -20 69g05"06 60563-04 9.090-05
10174 + 03 20966-22 1x045-09 60383-18 2.250-05 60544-04 10025-0q
1• g 76*03 8.273-22 5.168-09 1.792-17 1.120-04 6.525+1)4 18295-09__
1.478 +03 1.352-21 9.253-09 2#947-17 20018"09 60506 -04 10614-04
s#g 80*03 1.868-21 10329-08 q*101-17 20916"09 60987-09 1-82q-04
10482 + 03 20376-21 1.725-08 5.250-17 30812-Dq 60467-04 10868-09
l og8g4 03 20311-21 2 1088-08 50139 -17 90642-Og 60gg8-09 10774-Oq
10486*03 10781-21 10948-08 3-986-17 40360-oq 60429-Oq 10467"09
10488+03 1.256 -21 10808-08 20831-17 g01I73-0q 6ig10 -Oq 10072-09
10440+03 70391-22 10670-08 10676-17 30787-0q 6-341-pq ?-788-0g
10492 +03 2#297 -Z2 10535-08 50244-18 3 +503-04 60372-04 69 16z-OS
10194+03 9-259-2S 10193-08 90788-21 2•7g0-04 60353-04 80275-05
10946 +03 0.000 90185-09 10722-36 20125-04 60339"04 q-637-05
10498*03 09000 60g91 -09 10225-36 1.511-04 6.315-04 g0g68 -05
1 0 500 +03 00000 3.832-09 70300 -37 80983-05 60296-04 40300-05
1 0 502*03 05000 10205-09 20363-37 200gq-05 6+276-09 3-779"05
1 0 504+03 00000 3-560-11 00000 80457-07 60257-04 40553 -051#506+03 00000 206lq-ll 00000 6.251 -07 60238 04 1-842-05
10508+03 06000 1.682-11 09000 g00g8-07 6-219-04 10179-05
I 0 S10 + 03 0.000 7.617`12 04000 108g6-07 60200-04 50011"06
1 . 512*03 00000 2.387-14 00000 508Z3-iD 60181"0`# 1!218-08
1-Sl q *O3 00000 00000 00000 00000 60162-0 00000
1 . 516 +0 00000 0.000 001700 00000 60lg3-04 0.000
1 0 518 + 0 1 O•DOG 30225-I5 7.007 80025-11 5.124-04 1.0B4-08
1 # 520 + 03 0•0010 20528-12 9.343-36 6.334-08 6.105-04 5.618-36
1 0 $22 * 03 3.328-39 l*P27-11 6.394-35 2.591 -0 6.086-04 1-917-05 
; • 524`4.+ 3 602g4-39 1'417-11 1.586-34 4.669-07 60067-04 3.315-05
1 . 526 + c3 9.122-39 2-63S-1.1 2.332 -34 6.73*-n7 Z.Og8-64 4.702-175
! . 528 1 ;j. 1.196-38 3x422-:1 3.079-3i 6.80p-C7 C- 029 -0-v 6.075-jb
1.5_'0*WS 1.905-38 3.712-11 3.639 -34 9.616-07 6.009-:,A* 6.383-u5
1.532*03 1.109-38 2-981-1i 2i893-3q 7.776-07 4.990-Oq 40{14[-115
1053 q *03 6.176 -39 20272-11 2.197-34 5.709-07 50971-04 30643"05
1.536 + 03 5.294-39 10373-11 10401-34 3.631-07 50952-04 20257-Q5
1+538*o3 20g60"39 60028-12 605g8-35 10605"07 5-933"O4 8-988"06
1 . 540*03 00000 1.627-12 2028538 40362"08 51915"04 11738-06
1 . 542*03 0.000 2#202-12 00000 50993-06 50896+04 20227"06
2•5 gq *03 00000 3.198-12 00000 8.688"08 50877-04 .1024g-0
1 0 5 g 6*03 00000 9.179-12 00000 10193-07 50858-09 90252-06
1 0 548*03 0.000 40821-12 0.000 10328-07 50839-04 4*929-06
1 . 550+03 0.000 30798-12 00000 10053-07 59820-04 30891-06
1 0 552 +03 0.000 20789-12 00000 70788-08 50801-04 2.866-06
1055 q *03 04000 10794-12 00000 5.093-08 5.782-04 1+849-06
1.556+03 0.000 8.119-13 00000 2.298-08 50763-04_ _-	 8.906-07
1#558+03 0.000 0+000 00000 00000 50744'04 Os000
1#S6a +o3 a.aao 09000 0•oaa 06000 50725-09 o#aaa
1#562+03 09000 0.000 00000 0+000 5x707"04 0+000
1.S69+a3 00000 00000 0.000 a#a4a 50489-04 29J27-09
1.566 +03 00000 00000 00000 00000 50669-04 502a9+139
L 161 +03 00000 00000 00000 0000th 50652-114. _-. --	 i00.9m.y--
1 . 570 +03 2492S-37 50f357-I3 70203-33 I9502-o 8 50622"04 29350+07
1#572 + 03 1.225-24 99575-12 30664-20 1#368-07 50613"04 19053"'05
1.578 +03 1+777-20 10162-11 50352-16 3#501-07 5+599"04 30169"05
1.576+03 1.965-16 20349-11 59960-12 7#123-07 51575-04 61606"09
10578 +03 2.591-13 8.265-10 70913-09 5.556-04 t#I4$so9
f 0 58p+03 3#662-11 4#773-09 10126-06 10968:'II9 5!s34^114_ _-- --.1^z64'oN
10582 +03 70769-11 8.849-09 20906-06 20740-04 5.512"04 20294-04
1.584 +03 19182-10 10287-08 39686-06 9.013"04 5+990-1Y4 20699.04
1#586+03 10583"IO 10683-08 80946-06 50288-09 51468«09 20924+09
10588 +0 1+971"10 10936-08 69232-06 6.121-O 50996-04 209,37-04
1 . 590 +03 10818"10 10909-08 5.788-06 60079-04 500429-04 20608-09
_ 1sS42+03 le765-10 20231-08 50663-06 74456 =2'1 5-4 4-Li" __atZI0+n4^
1 0 5 9 4 + 03 10715-10 297"6-08 50538-06 a0963-09 50393"04 29590W04
10596+03 1.664-10 30313-08 50412-06 10x77-03 5t375-04 24513104
15598+03 Is615-10 3#887-08 50289-06 1+273.03 59357-04 2.522-04










ExECUTION TERMINATED BY AN ATTEMPT TO READ THRU AN END OF FILE
I i D CALLED AT SEQUENCE NUMBER 00222 OF HAIN PROGRAM
rid
g3 JAN 74	 02:10:07	 IVENT T17	 ACCOUNT 002851	 CARDS IN	 ffS ;ARDS OUT	 PAGES	 89
	
0,039P T IME Q V 4-1
.00
APPMIX C ---SAMPLE OF DATA FOR PROGRAM CP
In this appendix, a small sample of the data frrn the data tape for
Program CP (ref. 3) is presented. The remainder of the 15 250 lanes is stored
on a seven-track, $00-bpi, binary computer tape and will be made available






v.	 1 50, --I/(tatm • cm) ad r em I latm EPP, em 3 bSOL
N
645996+03 018340-25 .cocoa n 21706+04 2#46148+03 417970-25 000000 .21479+09 2
.46301+03 917DOOs25 *ODDG'O .2L78g+04 2
# g 6 g54+03 .15390-25 800000 .21120+aq 2
-
1996608+03 013180-25 600000 .20987ta4 2
.46762+03 *1o42o-25
.01')(300 .20B86t04 2
#91 69 1 : -03 072090





- 24 400000 *21a33+139 ._	 --
_	
1	 Water vapor
.87151+03 .47450-25 600000 .20933+04 2 2	 Carbon dioxide
#+47466+03 +98330-26 *00000 .20815*Oq 2 3	 Ozone
6 47591+03 63st3o-26 $cocoa .26845+Oq 2 4	 Nitrous oxide
6 47620+03 .14630-25 000000 .2DR86+n4 2 S	 Carbon monoxide
.47722+03 051030-26 *00000 *281'51+09 2 6	 Metbane




.00000 .27488+114 2 - --
947929+03 +23980-2° 003000 621120*04 2
447987+03 *86670-26 •00000 n 26856+0q 2 -
.	 #98062+03 012190-25 *000DO .25979+0q 2




-•3DOOD- .25424+Oq	 __ 2
*48259+03 931140-25 900000 *21479+Og 2
948377+03 *34940-25 *00000 .24400+oq 2
a ga g 21+03 918100-25 000000 62t7O6+Oq 2 -- ---- _
*48521'+03 *41660-25 400000 *24407+09 2





-	 -618666+03 *76220-31 saaaaa .57724+09 4
048666+03 .48680-25
.013000 .23946+Oq 2
• g B7 gq +03 #17700-25 800000 .22252+134 2
---
648766+03 911090-30 aOOODO 456803+04 4
648812 +01 *55670-25 400000 .23515+Oq 2
448864+03	
- *18330-30 *130DO0 .55890+04	 - a4	 ---.._---	 ----	 _.




* 18962+03 *26240-30 000000 .54986+01 9
v g9060+03 993360-30 *00000 sS4p89+04 4
. g 9085-&03 09898n-25
.00DOO .22923+04 2 -
+491t6 + 03 934970-25 600000 .22719+04 2
099156+03 *66260-3a #00000 .53201+09 g
114176+03 .39960-26 *00003 .33246+05 2
049216+03 •55358- 25 *cocoa .22572+0 9 2
149269+03 936610-25 600000 n 22412+04 2
v4932 g+03 665020-26
.aDa00 #32464+09 2
449385+03 +55810-25 .00000 .22252+04 2
n 49922+03 .17640-25
.00000 .22107+09 2
.19471+03 *10540-25 000000 931114+04 2
9 1952 8 +03 2ggl6c-25 000000 .21963+04 2
699572+03 049100-25 930300 *2lS33*04 2





499765+01 *26420-25 900000 *29105+04 2
.g9796+03 990400-30 900000 .52749+a9 4
* q '7822+03 •g1280-25 *00000 .21479+04 2
*49881+03 640530-25
.cocoa #21179+09 2















v, ca_1 S0. rm 1/(atm.cm) a09 ® I/atla Epp,
	 1 tfOL
.49971+133 *37280+-25 00001111 +21289+04 2950036+01 *28231•-25 600000 •21199+04 2
.5005 4 +03 *68390-25 100000 .27721+04 Y
. 50070 + 01 148010-22 *72000-01 .17747+04 1
*5009 7+ 03 926180-30
.00000 .551179#04 4






15 01 9 1*03 •22190"25
-00000
-2tn50 *134 2




*50272 4 03 429220-15 •00000 .20087+04 1
*50346+03 *14970-25 500000 9213933*04 2
.50355+03 *14060-24 6130000 .25460*04 2
n 50391 4 03 .88110-23 .63000-01 *23375+04 t
*50424 + 03
-15660-25 *00000 .20886+04 2
. 5041 9 +03







-78110-20 *73000-01 155791+03 I
*511741 + 03 492100-22
.55000-01 127564+04





. 50427 + 03 *12730-25 650000-01 .88560+03 1
*50937 + 03 *7753{1-24 600000 .22412*04 2
• 50974 + 133 414710-24 8130000 .21640*04 2
-51037 + 03 .97900-25 100000 .20792#04 z
*51051 + 03 913270-213 *61000-01 116951+04 1
*51090*03 .81940-24
-00000 .21603*04 2151I27*p3 .95710-25 400000 *20615+04 2
-51181 + 03 030020-25 000000
.28662*(j4 2
9 511 8 5*03 *81400-22 n 66000-01
.70421403 l
+51238+03




*51321 + 03 -67760-26
-00000
.30823+04 2




-54720-25 100000 .20907+04 2
*51')13*03 .2525n-21 445000-01 .26128*04 1
.51536+03 .16920-23
-00000 •14662+04 2












2-51774+p3 954040-25 -001700 -21784*04










, 51 4 35+03 06046n-25
.0OnnO .71µ79+04 2
.51946+03 •434Y(+-10 •O^lar+O .54089+04 4
. 51959+03 -h960M-20
-MMIG-01 •12436.04 1
. 51 984. 03 -3106m -21
.not4l"
. 1 8.1111 • 11 4 195 2^ rll- r)3 •F1^.•^-24
.714 41•+(14 1
.S2 U	 y -:r7 1.j^-77
.277nS *n3 1
